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PREFACE

Comet Halley provided an unprecedented opportunity not only to observe a comet
with a variety of modern techniques but also to compare remote observations with in situ
sampling. Many of the exciting new discoveries, such as the detection of a 3.4#m signature
of organic material, were made at infrared wavelengths. The Kuiper Airborne Observatory
yielded the first spectrophotometry of a comet at infrared wavelengths inaccessible from
the ground.

It became clear at the 1986 Heidelberg Symposium that the synthesis and interpre-
tation of the infrared observations required an interdisciplinary approach, drawing on our

knowledge of dust composition from the Halley probes, interplanetary and interstellar
grains, as well as laboratory studies of grain properties.

The aim of this Workshop, then, was to bring together a group with varied expertise
to review the infrared observations and relate them to optical properties and composition
of the cometary grains.

The Workshop was held at Cornell University, August 10-12, 1987, hosted by the As-
tronomy Department. The program consisted of informal summary talks and discussion
directed towards key questions in each of the five sessions. Contributed papers were pre-
sented as poster papers. The scope of the Workshop was restricted to the infrared, and
primarily to the dust, in order to focus on a limited number of issues.

It was felt that formal Proceedings for this workshop were not appropriate, for the
interpretation of the infrared data is only beginning. Instead, this report has been prepared
by the Organizing Committee as a working paper, highlighting the new results and the
unsolved puzzles and suggesting directions for future research. Relation to NASA programs
is discussed and recommendations are made for future infrared observations of comets and

supporting laboratory investigations.

Each of the five chapters covers one of the sessions and was written by the session
chairs, with contributions from many participants. Extended abstracts of presented papers
are appended.

We hope that readers will view this report not as a complete treatment of the subjects,
but rather as a summary reflecting the discussions that took place. The ultimate product
of the Workshop will be the scientific papers resulting from the ideas explored during three
days of lively debate.

Martha S. Hanner

Workshop Organizer and Editor
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INTRODUCTION

The study of small solid grains in astrophysics involves understanding physical and

chemical processes: How do grains form? What is their chemistry? How do different

environments affect processes of grain growth? Are these equilibrium or non-equilibrium

processes? How are grains subsequently altered by ultraviolet radiation or charged-particle
flux?

The study of the solid grains in comets is one aspect of this larger investigation. By

studying their structure and composition we would like to learn: How are interstellar grains

incorporated into comets? What has been the effect of cosmic-ray processing in the Oort

Cloud? What organic materials are present? How are grains emitted from the nucleus and

what changes occur during heating? Can we recognize interstellar grains in comet grains

today?

We are just beginning to unravel the story that comet grains have to tell. Our under-

standing rests on three types of research: remote sensing of the comet dust coma, in situ

sampling from spacecraft, and laboratory investigations to interpret the remote sensing

data and to simulate physical and chemical processes.

A quantum jump in our knowledge has resulted from Comet Halley. The first in situ

sampling of a comet from the Halley flyby spacecraft has shown that the comet is rich in

hydrocarbons. Earth-based observations of the dust show puzzling differences from the

spectra of interstellar sources in the organic signatures near 3 microns and in the silicate

band structure at 10 microns, as well as many previously unobserved spectral features.

Moreover, recent advances in techniques to analyze interplanetary dust particles at

the submicron level are yielding exciting new discoveries about their composition and their

relationship to cometary and interstellar grains.

In the next decade, we look forward to the Comet Rendezvous mission, with its

opportunity for directly sampling the elemental and isotropic composition of the grains,

their mineralogy, size distribution and structure, and the organic components present in

both the gas and solid phases.

It is an exciting time to be working in this field. We hope that some of the excitement

is conveyed in this Report.

XV
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CHAPTER 1

INFRARED OBSERVATIONS OF THE DUST COMA

Humberto Campins
Planetary Science Institute

and

Alan Tokunaga
Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii

with contributions by J. Bregman, T. Brooke, T. Encrenaz,
R. Gehrz, S. Green, T. Hayward, D. Lynch, K. Meech,

T. Mukai, M. Mumma, R. Russell, K. Sellgren, R. Walker

1.0 WHAT WE LEARNED FROM COMET HALLEY

The main infrared observational results were briefly reviewed at the start of the session.
No attempt was made for completeness; instead the speakers (Bregman, Brooke, Campins,
Encrenaz, Gehrz, Lynch, and Tokunaga) concentrated on the final results and the new
questions they raised. These new results are summarized below. Further discussion of
these results is given in the abstracts at the end of this report (with references to the
primary publications).

All of these results have yet to be synthesized into a self-consistent picture of the
dust grain composition, dust production history, outburst mechanisms, and composition
of the nucleus. The workshop discussion was helpful in pointing out problems faced by
theorists, such as .data of variable quality, the lack of the proper theory for computing
Che scattering and emission of irregular particles, and in some cases the lack of optical
constants of "realistic"materials. We may expect, however, that the gross spectral and
dynamical properties of Comet Halley can be understood in time, even if the details of the
observations and the theoretical calculations continue to vex us into the future.

SUMMARY OF NEW RESULTS

(Unless indicated, these results refer only to Comet Halley)

New emission features ascribed to C-H vibrations in organic material were detected
at 3.36 and 3.52#m by Vega IKS and subsequently observed out to r=2 AU post
perihelion. Emission at 3.29#m, the position of the interstellar unidentified feature,
may also be present.

- First cometary spectra at 5 - 8_m showed none of the expected organic features, but
a possible emission feature at 6.8#m, which is attributed to carbonates.

- Structure (at least one sharp peak) was detected for the first time in the broad 10#m
emission; this structure and shape is interpreted as indicating anhydrous crystalline
olivine and pyroxene particles.

- New emission features were detected in the 16 - 68#m spectral region, at 28.4 and
tentatively at 23.8, 34.5, and 45_m; these are possibly due to olivine.

- Changes in dust optical properties (polarization, color, temperature, silicate emission)
were well documented and seem to be associated with outbursts.

- New infrared imaging techniques applied to Halley detected radial trends in the optical



propertiesof the comadust.
Although this workshopconcentratedon dust, therewassomediscussionof infrared

observationsof gaseousspecies.Wepoint out the mostsignificantdiscoveriesin this area.
The H_O moleculewas directly detectedfor the first time at 2.65#m and the or-
tho/para ratio measured.

VegaIKS spectrometershowsevidencefor emissionby thefollowinggases:H20, CO2,
CO, H2CO, OCS,aswell asthe C-H featuresand possiblyC-N.

2.0 THE INFRARED OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Photometric Monitoring

Several observatories carried out regular monitoring programs of 1 - 20_m filter pho-
tometry. These data are valuable for defining the activity level and temporal changes in
dust properties, as well as giving a photometric reference for the higher resolution spec-
tral studies. The monitoring programs known to us are compiled in Table 1.1. For this
purpose, a monitoring program is defined as at least four data sets taken in a consistent
manner through standard infrared filters. A complete listing of infrared observations is
available from the International Halley Watch (IHW) Infrared Net.

2.2 New Spectral Features

One of the most significant aspects of the Comet Halley observations was the detection
of many new molecules, solid-state features, and new unidentified features. Table 1.2 gives
a summary of these spectral features; for further information, refer to the abstracts and
the references.

One of the primary observational difficulties was the limited opportunity to confirm
the presence of new spectral features. This is most important for the features which are
weak and difficult to identify. In spite of the best efforts, there are spectral features for
which only a single observation is available or for which the existence of the feature remains
uncertain because of possible instrumental effects. This is particularly true for spectral
regions inaccessible from the ground. In such cases, the feature is indicated as "tentative"
in the Table.

In the case of Comet Halley, it is difficult to be sure of the existence of some features
as they may be (1) present only in Comet Halley and not in other comets; (2) present
in comets generally, but variable; and (3) spurious. This underscores the importance of
synoptic observations of comets and continued observations of more comets with adequate
spectral resolution and signal to noise to observe rarely seen features. Whether the spectral
features we see in Comet Halley are typical or not is not known at the present time (with
the exception of the H20 fluorescence emission).

The difficulties discussed so far should not obscure the fundamental discoveries ob-

tained through infrared spectroscopy of Comets Halley and Wilson: (1) the observation of
H20 fluorescence for the first time, (2) the discovery of a hydrocarbon feature at 3.4#m,
(3) the discovery of structure in the 10#m silicate feature, (4) the discovery of COs at
4.3#m and possibly H2CO at 3.5#m, and (5) the discovery of new emission features at 2.8
and 28.41zm in Comet Halley and at 12.2_m in Comet Wilson. These discoveries are a
quantum leap in the number of spectral features observed and demonstrate the importance
of infrared observations for cometary studies.

The 3.41zm feature is discussed in detail in Section 2.3. This feature probably arises



TABLE 1.1

HALLEY INFRARED PHOTOMETRIC MONITORING PROGtL_UMS

Telescope
Field of Inclusive

Location View Filters Ref.
(arc sec) Dates

0.76m O'Brien

2.3m WIRO

3.0m IRTF

3.0m IRTF

3.8m UKIRT

1.5m Steward

Observatory

3.0m IRTF

1.3m KPNO

lm ESO

0.75m SAAO

1.25m Sternberg

1.5m TIRGO

U. Minn. 19.5 12 Dec 85- V - 18.5 /am Gehrz & Ney 1986
6 May 86

U. Wyoming 5, 8 12 Jan 86 2.3 - 23 gm Gehrz & Ney 1986

30 Apr 86

Mauna Kea 7 18 Jan 85 1.2 - 20 gm
10 Mar 87

Mauna Kea 7 16 Jan 86 2-20 lam

5 Mar 86 7.5-13 CVF

Tokunaga et al 1986

Campins & Ryan 1987

Mauna Kea 5 20 Dec 84 1.2 - 20 Ixm Green et al 1986
3 May 86

Mt. Lemmon 15 8 Nov 85 2 - 13 gm Lynch et al 1986
13 Jan 86

Mauna Kea 8, i0 21 Sept 85 JHK polarimetry Brooke et al 1986

27 Apr 86

Kitt Peak 11, 15, 33 22 Nov 85 JHK polarimetry Brooke et al 1986

28 May 86

La Silla 5-30 4 Nov 85 JHK LM Bouchet et al 1987
June 86

Sutherland 36 19 Oct 85 JHKL Whitelock et al

South Africa 13 June 86

Crimea USSR 12 2 Oct 85 JHK LM

21 June 86

Taranova & Shenavrin

Gornergrat 10-25 14 Oct 85 JHK LM Stanga et al 1986
Switzerland 23 Mar 86



from a hydrocarbon material, but the identification is uncertain (see Chapter 3). The
2.8/zm feature is not securely identified, but OH infrared fluorescence, hydrated silicate
emission, and LTE H20 emission can be ruled out (Tokunaga et al., 1987; Table 1.2).
Similarly, only a tentative identification exists for the 28.4/am feature, but LTE H20 and
OH emission have been ruled out (Herter et al., 1987).

The 2.63 and 2.7/zm features were observed by Weaver et al. (1986). Mumma reported
at this conference the likely existence of these features and that they may arise from clusters
of molecules, although no firm identification could be made at this time.

2.3 The 3.4#m Hydrocarbon Feature

The most plausible identification of the 3.4/_m emission feature (centered at 3.36#m)
is that it arises from C-H molecular bonds, although the composition of the emitting
material cannot be specified. The intensity of the 3.4#m feature was observed by the Vega
spacecraft to vary with distance from the nucleus (within a few thousand km) in the same
manner as a parent molecule (Combes et al., 1986, Encrenaz et al., this report). The
feature-to-continuum ratio was found to be constant with distance from the nucleus from

ground-based observations (Knacke et al., 1986). A 3.29/_m emission feature, associated
with PAHs in the interstellar medium, may also have been detected (Baas et al., 1986;

Encrenaz et al. 1987).

Brooke reviewed the emission mechanism theories for the 3.4/_m feature (Brooke and
Knacke, Chapter 3; see also abstracts by Danks and Lambert, Encrenaz et al., and Chyba
and Sagan). One of the main conclusions is that the abundance of carbon in Comet Halley
depends greatly on the assumed emission mechanism, from less than 1% to about 30% of
H20. Thus it is crucial to understand the emission mechanism in order to understand the
carbon budget of the comet.

A discussion of how to understand better the emission mechanism yielded the following

observational approaches:

1) The further study of the 3.4 and 6-8/_m spectral regions in bright comets should help to
determine whether or not some of the C-H bonds are attached to PAHs, and whether
another hydrocarbon feature can be observed in the 6-8/_m region. This may lead to
an understanding of whether the 3.4/zm feature could arise from thermal emission or
not. A detection of a longer wavelength hydrocarbon feature could also lead to an
identification. It was suggested that a 6-8#m feature, if it exists, should be observed
from as large a heliocentric distance as possible (r > 2 AU ?). This is desirable so as to
avoid overwhelming the potentially weak hydrocarbon features by the strong thermal
emission of the grains. Only comets as bright or brighter than the past Comet Halley
apparition can be studied effectively with current instrumentation.

2) Study of the feature/continuum ratio vs. heliocentric distance. More complete data
similar to that obtained by Knacke et al. (1986) and Baas et al. (1986) may help
to distinguish more clearly whether or not the 3.4_m feature strength follows that of
the continuum thermal emission, or is dependent on the solar flux. In such a study,
repeated observations are required of both the feature and the thermal continuum to
remove the effects of variability.

3) Measurement of the feature intensity vs. distance from the nucleus. The best study
thus far comes from the Vega-IKS experiment. Additional work could determine with
greater certainty whether or not the 3.41zm feature is always a primary substance,
rather than a daughter product.

4) Further spectroscopy. The 3.4/zm feature appears very similar in Comets Halley and
Wilson, but is it the same in all comets? In addition, high-resolution and high signal-



to-noiseobservations are necessary. The minimum spectral resolution for useful work
is 400, such as that obtained by Bans et al. (1986). The "ideal" spectral resolution
is 2,000-3,000 with good signal to noise. In general, it is more important to achieve
high- signal to noise rather than high-spectral resolution to aid in the identification.

We await the arrival of the next bright comet!

2.4 Airborne Observations of Comets Halley and Wilson

Because a significant fraction of the infrared spectrum is not available to ground-
based telescopes, airborne infrared observations played a key role in the study of the dust
in Comets Halley and Wilson. A coordinated effort aimed at obtaining the maximum
possible spectral coverage of Comet Halley yielded excellent results. A more modest effort
(because of the severe time constraints associated with new comets) aimed at Comet Wilson
also proved very fruitful.

For convenience, we will divide the airborne observations into the four spectral regions
covered by the instruments used. Following is a summary of the main results from each
region.

The 5 to 9#m Region in Comet Halley

Spectrophotometry from 5 to 9pm (spectral resolution -- 2%, see Fig. 1.4) was ob-
tained from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO) on 12.1 Dec. 1985 and on 8.6 and
10.5 April 1986 (Campins et al., 1986; Bregman et al., 1987). Photometry was carried out
from the Lear Jet Observatory (LJO) on 7.6, 8.6, 9.6 and 11.6 April 1986 (Russell et al.,
1986).

- Except for the possible detection of a feature at 6.8/_m (also observed by the Vega IKS
instrument (Encrenaz, this report) and tentatively attributed to carbonates) none of
the features eScpected in this region were found. Analogies with interplanetary dust
particles and circumstellar dust had suggested the presence of features at 6.2, 7.7 and
8.6/_m (Campins et al., 1986). Thus, any attempt to link the 3.4#m emission features
to organic materials must explain the absence of these longer wavelength features.

- A new and unidentified feature observed to rise from 5.5 to 5.24#m (the shortest
wavelength observed) is present in all but one of the Halley spectra, after normalization
to a 325 K black body (Bregman et al., 1987).

The onset of a strong, broad silicate emission feature is observed, consistent with
the emission observed in the 8 to 13#m spectrum obtained from the ground on 17.2
Dec (Bregman et al., 1987). The onset of the emission seems to occur at a shorter
wavelength than previously believed, beginning between 7.5 and 8#m, depending on
how the continuum is defined. The strength of the feature relative to the continuum
was higher on 8 April than 10 April.

The 5 - 7/_m color temperature is significantly higher than an equilibrium black body,
indicating the presence of small hot dust grains. This color temperature is higher than
that observed at longer wavelengths, where the emission arises from larger, somewhat
cooler grains (but still warmer than an equilibrium black body). This dependence of
the color temperature on wavelength is the main reason why it is difficult to define
the continuum under the broad silicate emission.

Spatial variations in the color temperatures were found in April between the photo-
center and other coma observations one beamwidth away.

- Temporal variability of the overall brightness equal to that described in Section 2.7
was observed between flights.



The 5 to 13_m Region in Comet Wilson

Spectrophotometry was obtained from the KAO on 23.6 and 25.6 April 1987 (Lynch
et al., this report). Preliminary results are:

The observations are consistent with a weak silicate emission, apparently different
from that in Comet Halley at the same heliocentric distance (1.2 AU).

A new and unidentified feature was found at 12.2_m which has not been observed in
any other astronomical source.

The color temperatures from the 5 to 8pm region are very high, a behavior similar to
that found in Comet Halley.

No measurable short-term variability was displayed by this comet, in sharp contrast
to Comet Halley.

The 16 to 30_m Region in Comet Halley

The Cornell University 16 to 30/_m spectrometer (spectral resolution = 1%, see Fig.
1.1) was used from the KAO on 14.2 December 1985 (R=1.28 AU preperihelion; Herter
et al., 1987 I. Only one observation with this instrument was obtained, and hence no
information on spatial or temporal variability is available.

No strong, or sharply peaked, silicate emission feature was evident near 20_m. With-
out simultaneous data at shorter wavelengths it is difficult to know where to draw
the continuum (particularly in light of the large brightness fluctuations observed on
timescales shorter than a day); thus a broad, relatively weak feature cannot be ruled
out.

- Excess emission in broad and narrow-band 20 _m photometry is clearly present when
the comet was closer to the sun. Hence, the lack of an obvious feature in the 20#m
airborne spectrum may be due to uncertainties in the level of the continuum and
unfortunate timing. The 10/_m silicate feature was clearly present, but still relatively
weak, in filter photometry on 13.3 Dec (Tokunaga et al., 1986).

- A new feature was found at 28.4#m. This finding has been confirmed in one of the 20
to 68_m unpublished spectra (Glaccum, et al., this report). Theoretical models have
ruled out LTE emission by OH and H20 as the source of this feature (Herter et al.,
1987).

- Possible new features were observed at 23.8 (also observed in a 20-68 #m spectrum)
and at 26.7#m. The 23.8, 28.4#m and two more features in the 20 to 68pm region
(see below), have been tentatively identified with olivine particles.

The 20 to 68#m Region in Comet Halley

The NASA-Goddard spectrometer (spectral resolution = 2 to 3%, see Fig. 1.2) was
flown on the KAO on 17.1 and 20.1 December 1985 and 15.6 and 17.7 April 1986 (Glaccum
et al., 1987).

- No strong features were found; however, a series of weak (7% above the continuum),
but repeatable features have been found near 24, 28, 35, and 45#m, and tentatively
identified with olivine particles, in agreement with conclusions obtained from the
structure of the 10_m silicate feature (Table 1.2 and Glaccum et al., this report).
This identification suggests that, similarly to the 10_m region, there may be a broad
(but much weaker) 20#m silicate feature with structure (narrower peaks) characteristic
of olivine (see discussion in 2.5).
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23.8 and 28.4_zm features have been tentatively identi-
fied with crystalline olivine (see Fig. 1.2). No strong,
broad silicate emission is evident in this spectrum; how-
ever, without simultaneous data at, shorter wavelengths
it is difficult to know where to draw the continuum par-
ticularly in light of the large brightness fluctuations ob-
served in Comet Halley on timescales shorter than a day.
Figure adapted from Herter, Gull and Campins (1986).
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(1986) and Glaccum et al., this report.
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Table 1.2

Spectral Features Observed in Comets Halley and Wilson

Wavelength(#m) Species References Remarks

1-2.5 CN,H20 25
2.6, 2.7(?) ? 31, 40
2.7(?) H20 gas 11, 14, 29, 40
_-, 2.8 ? 30, 39
3.0 H20 ice 3, 11, 14, 38
3.15 ? 14
3.29 PAHs(?) 1, 14
3.36 CH features 1,11,12,13,14,23,27
3.52 39, 41
3.6 H2CO 11, 13, 14, 27
4.3 CO2 11, 13, 14, 27
4.44 C N 14
4.6 CO 11, 14, 27
4.84 OCS 14
5.2 9 6
6.8 Carbonates 4, 6
9.8, 10.5, 11.3 Silicates 4, 10, 14

12.2 ? 24

20 Silicates
23.8 Olivine?
26.7 ?
28.4 Olivine?
34.5 Olivine?
45 Olivine?

15, 16, 22
16, 22

16, 22
16
16

Broad emission features

Obs. in Halley & Wilson
Obs. in Halley & Wilson
Tentative
Tentative
Tentative

Obs. in Halley & Wilson

ID not confirmed
First detection
Tentative
Tentative
Tentative
Tentative
Tentative

Olivine and pyroxene?
Variable
Observed in Wilson;
tentative
Shape uncertain
Tentative
Tenative

Variable strength
Tentative
Tentative



The continuumhasbeenmodeledand the derivedparticle-sizedistribution is consis-
tent with that measuredby the spacecraft.

Temporalvariability of the overall brightnesswasobserved.
Nospatialvariability of the colortemperaturewasobservedbetweenthe photocenter
and observationsoneand two beamwidthsaway.

The 40 to 160_m Region of Comet Halley

Because of the rapidly dropping flux level with wavelength, this region could only
be observed using broadband photometry, and hence there is information on the shape
of the continuum but not on any spectral features. The University of Texas far-infrared
photometer was used on the KAO on 15.7 and 16.7 March 1986 (Campins et al., 1987b).

Modeling of the shape of the continuum is consistent with the results obtained from
the 20 to 68_m region.

A color temperature gradient was found with the hottest point at the photocenter.

Observations on two consecutive days show brightness variability of a factor of two;
lower color temperatures were observed when the comet was fainter.

2.5 Silicate Features

Until recently, these features were the only solid state spectral features observed in
comets and one of the few observational clues to the composition of cometary solids.
The Comet Halley observations have shown these features to be more complex and more
diagnostic of the dust's composition than previously believed.

Circumstellar and Interstellar Sources

A broad emission or absorption feature which peaks near 10#m and is generally asso-
ciated with oxygen-rich stars has been attributed to the stretching vibration of Si-O bonds
in silicate grains. This identification is strengthened by the presence of a feature in the 16
to 24#m region produced by the O-Si-O bending mode. Because of its width and lack of
a sharply defined structure (peaks), the 10_m feature has been generally explained as due
to amorphous silicate grains, and hence, not very diagnostic of the specific type of silicate
producing the feature.

Previous Comets

There is a large body of filter photometry showing that the 10_m feature is present
in most (but not all) comets within 1 AU of the sun (Ney 1982 and references therein).

Before Comet Halley it had been thought that the cometary 10_m feature was similar
in shape to the interstellar feature and thus also due to amorphous grains. Prior to
Halley, few spectra of the cometary silicate feature had been obtained; the one with the
best spectral resolution and signal to noise was of Comet Kohoutek (Merrill, 1974). This
spectrum showed a broad, structureless feature; thus, it was thought that comets must also
have amorphous silicates. A number of other spectra taken of comets beyond 1 AU from
the sun (Churyumov-Gerasimenko, IRAS-Araki- Alcock, Grigg-Skjellerup and Wilson) are
consistent with either no emission feature or a very weak structureless one. On the other
hand, interplanetary dust particles (IDPs), which are believed to be mostly of cometary
origin, show clear structure in the 10_m region due to the presence of crystalline olivine,
pyroxene and hydrated silicates (Sandford and Walker, 1985; Sandford, Chapter 3).

No published spectra of the 20#m region of comets existed before Comet Halley's
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apparition. The presenceof this feature in comets was determined from filter photometry
(Ney, 1982, Rieke and Lee, 1974).

Halley

a) The 10#m Feature

There are four published spectra of the 10#m region of Comet Halley (Bouchet et
al., 1987; Bregman, et al., 1987; Campins and Ryan, this report; Encrenaz, this report).
All these spectra show some structure in the band and are roughly consistent with each
other. The structure is clearest in the spectra of Bregman et al. and Campins and Ryan
which are shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. These spectra show a clear peak near ll.3_m
with possible structure between 9 and 10_um which is difficult to define due to the presence
of the telluric ozone absorption. The width and structure observed in Halley's 10#m
emission has been reproduced using a sample of IDP spectra (Sandford, Chapter 3). A
good fit requires a combination of anhydrous, crystalline olivine and pyroxene particles.
This is radically different from the case of Comet Kohoutek (Sandford and Walker, 1985)
and in excellent agreement with the results from the Vega and Giotto mass spectrometer
observations (Brownlee, Chapter 3) which suggest, based on a comparison with the mass
spectra of meteoritic particles, that the Si-bearing particles are indeed anhydrous.

Comet Halley's silicate particles are, thus, different from those in Comet Kohoutek
(at least based on the comparison between several spectra of Halley taken at different
heliocentric distances, ranging from 0.8 to 1.2 AU, and a single spectrum of Kohoutek,
taken at 0.3 AU) and from those so far observed in interstellar and circumstellar dust.
However, they appear to be similar to the anhydrous IDPs studied in the laboratory.

b) The 20_m Feature

Evidence for the presence of this feature in Comet Halley when the comet was within
1 AU of the sun comes from filter photometry which shows this spectral region to be
significantly above extrapolations of the continuum at shorter wavelengths. The only
published spectrum of any comet in this region is discussed in Section 2.4. Although
no evidence was found for a strong 20_m silicate emission at the time the spectrum was
obtained (heliocentric distance = 1.3 AU), four weak emissions observed near 24, 28,
35, and 45#m have been tentatively identified with olivine, in agreement with the same
identification in the 10_m spectrum.

Spatial and Temporal Variations

The 10 and 20_m emission features were observed to have temporal variability on
timescales as short as a few hours, and spatial variability in the coma. This variability
makes very difficult the combination of different data sets (taken at different times or with
different apertures). More detailed discussions of these variations are given in Sections 2.6
and 2.7; however, the mechanisms for the observed variability are not understood.

Recommendations for Observations of Future Bright Comets

It is clear from the case of Comet Halley that observations of the silicate features are
potentially very diagnostic of the composition of the dust. Furthermore, observations of
other comets are essential to determine how typical (or unusual) the silicates in Comet
Halley are. In order to maximize the effectiveness of future observations one must consider
the following recommendations:

a) Comets at heliocentric distances smaller than 1 AU are most likely to show well-
developed 10 and 20_m features.

b) Simultaneous observations of the 10 and 20#m regions as well as of the continuum
(shortward of 7.5_m) are essential for the determination of the relative and absolute
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strengthsof these features.

c) Observations at a variety of heliocentric distances are necessary to de-couple the be-
havior of the feature from that of the continuum.

2.6 Spatial Variations

Two-dimensional detector arrays at infrared wavelengths are coming into use, and
several groups obtained infrared images of Halley's dust coma. The importance of these
arrays for comet study lies in their ability to image the dust coma relatively quickly at
several wavelengths, in order to map spatial variations in the optical properties of the
grains.

JHK Colors

Rieke and Campins (1987) reported on J,H,K images taken 3.5 Nov. 1985 which
show well-defined J-H and H-K color gradients within 7,000 km of the nucleus, with
bluest colors at the photocenter. Radial brightness gradients were steeper than the
1/d expected for a steady-state isotropic outflow of dust, where "d" is the projected
distance from the nucleus. These authors pointed out that both of these phenomena
are consistent with a coma of volatile (dirty ice) grains; however, other explanations,
such as recent emission of small (Rayleigh scattering) grains, are also possible.

Albedo Maps

Thermal images were combined with nearly simultaneous CCD visible images to ob-
tain albedo maps. A map obtained on 18.4 Nov. 1985 shows an increase in albedo
away from the nucleus, except in the anti-solar direction where the albedo decreases
(Hammei et a/., 1987). A similar spatial structure was found in an albedo map ob-
tained for Comet Giacobini-Zinner on 4.4 Aug. 1985 (Telesco et al., 1986). However,
the absolute value of the albedo in Comet Halley was about three times greater than
that in Comet GZ, attributed to the fact that Halley was near opposition (phase angle
2 ° on 18.4 Nov). This interpretation is supported by the albedo map of Halley ob-
tained on 13.7 March 1986, which shows the absolute level of the albedo to be roughly
equal to that of Comet GZ when observed at'a similar phase angle (Hayward et al.,
1987b).

Spatial Structure

Both thermal images and single-detector maps obtained in early 1986 show sunward
fans and radial surface brightness profiles more complex than the "canonical" 1/d, as
would be expected for patterns of variable dust emission. (Campins and Ryan, this
report; Campins et al., 1987b; Hayward et al., 1987; Harmer et al., 1987).

Silicate Features

The strengths of the 10 and 20/_m silicate features, and their ratio, were observed to
vary with location in the coma. The features were usually - but not always - strongest
at the photocenter (Campins and Ryan, this report; Campins et al., 1987b; Hanner
et al., 1987b).

Polarimetric Images

Broad-band polarimetric images taken on 5.7 and 7.7 Jan 1986 show maximum po-
larization in dust jets and not at the photocenter (Eaton et al., this report).
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2.7 Temporal Variations

The comet showed frequent and possibly periodic infrared brightness variations. On
timescales shorter than or equal to a day, brightness changes greater than a factor of 3
were observed. Because of their frequency and regularity, these brightness variations may
not fit the classical definition of outbursts. However, for lack of a better term, we will refer
to them as outbursts.

JHK - Color Correlation with Outbursts

A possible correlation between bluer J-H colors and brightness maxima was reported
by Hanner. It is interesting to note that in the spatial trends discussed earlier, the
bluest J-H and H-K were found on the brightest point in the coma.

Tokunaga (this report) reports systematically bluer JHK colors after July 1986 in
the IRTF monitoring data and suggests that the composition of the grains may have
changed.

Albedo Changes During Outbursts

A sudden drop in the 2.2#m (reflected light) brightness of Comet Halley was observed
within a few hours; the 10#m brightness stayed roughly constant during this period,
indicating a sudden change in the effective albedo of the coma (Lynch et hi. 1986).

A correlation between higher albedo and brightness peaks is reported by Green et hi.
(this report), Gehrz and Ney (1986), and Tokunaga et hi. (1986).

Variability in the Silicate Emission

Gehrz and Ney (1986) report the disappearance and reappearance of the 10 and 20/_m
silicate emission features on a timescale of a few days. (See also Green et hi., 1986
and Hanner et ed., 1987b).

A change in the shape and strength of the 10/zm emission on a timescale of three
hours on 3.8 March 1986 has been observed (Campins and Ryan, this report).

Broad- and narrow-band photometry show stronger 10 and 20/_m features when the
comet was brighter (Hanner et hi., 1987b; Campins Ryan, this report).

High Temperature Correlation with Outbursts

A higher color temperature, based on the 40-160#m photometry, was found when the
comet was brightest (Campins et hi., 1987a).

Further analysis is necessary to determine if a brightness - color temperature corre-
lation is present in the filter photometry sets of Campins and Ryan, Gehrz and Ney
and Tokunaga et ed.

Polarization Increases During Outbursts

Mukai (this report) reported increases in the polarization during brightness maxima
observed by the Suisei spacecraft. He has modeled and interpreted these as an increase
in the abundance of small particles.

To summarize, there is evidence that, at times of enhanced dust production, the J-H
color may be bluer, the 1 - 2/zm albedo increases, silicate features are stronger, and the
polarization is higher. All of these optical properties are consistent with a shift in the
observed size distribution toward smaller grain sizes at times of dust outbursts, although
changes in the composition of the dust are not ruled out.
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2.8 Problems in Comparing Separate Data Sets

In order to obtain the most complete picture of the infrared activity of Comet Halley,
it is necessary to combine data sets of different observers. Most data sets will be eventually
found in the archives of the IHW (and for this reason all observers are encouraged to submit
Comet Halley data to the IHW).

However, there are significant problems in comparing such data sets. As an illustration
of the difficulties, consider the problems in the straightforward case of comparing two
photometric data sets. It is first necessary to resolve differences in the photometric system:
standard star magnitudes, and flux densities, beam size, filter sets, effective wavelengths,
and sky chop amplitude. An additional major complication is that even with a resolution
of such problems, the variability of the comet may preclude a direct comparison unless it
is known that the comet was quiescent at the time the comparison is made.

Nevertheless, there are cases where the comparing of data sets is important. Examples
include the joining of data sets (1) to construct the infrared photometric history of the
comet, (2) to obtain more complete wavelength coverage, (3) to search for color or color
temperature variations during outbursts, and (4) to confirm the detections of spectral
features.

In view of the relatively subtle problems involved with the comparing of data sets,
such work should be accomplished by the observers themselves whenever it is possible. In
general it will not be meaningful to compare data sets taken directly from the IHW archive
without considering in detail the differences in the photometric system, method of data
reduction, and considering the possibility of variability.

From the above considerations, it is highly desirable that the comparing of data sets
be undertaken as soon as possible, so that the primary sources of data can be consulted
with the benefit of fresh memories.

2.9 Polarization

The near-infrared polarization of Halley is similar to the visible polarization in this
and other comets in showing a negative branch of a few percent at small phase angles, a
neutral point at 0 = 20 deg, and an approximately linear rise toward larger phase angles
(Brooke et al., abstract this report). However, the polarization increases with wavelength
at large phase angles, contrary to the available polarimetry of asteroids, interplanetary
dust, and Comet West. Visible polarization of Halley also shows a slight increase with
wavelength, from 0.365 to l_m (Mukai, et al. 1986). Mukai also reported an increase
in polarization associated with brightness maxima (outbursts). Polarimetric images show
maximum polarization in dust jets, not at the photocenter (Eaton et al., this report).

The interpretation of these results in terms of physical characteristics and composition
of the particles is complicated because Mie theory calculations are valid only for smooth
perfect spheres. Laboratory experiments and theoretical studies of rough particles should
help in the interpretation of the observations (see Chapter 2).

2.10 Comet Wilson

Comet Wilson provided the opportunity to compare a new comet with Halley.Already
activeat a heliocentricdistance greaterthan 3 AU, itwas predicted to be as bright as
Halley when itreached perihelionat 1.2 AU in April 1987. The comet did not quite live
up to the predictions,and itssouthern declinationand small elongationmade observations

difficult.Thus, fewer observations than originallyanticipatedwere obtained. A log of
observationsof Comet Wilson, compiled by D. Lynch, ispresented in Table 1.3. These
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include four KAO flights. The preliminary infrared results are summarized here:

A new spectral feature was discovered at 12.2/zm (FWHM = 0.2 gm). This emission
was present in all the KAO spectra on 23.6 and 25.6 April 1987 (Lynch et al., this
report).

A 3.36gm feature similar to that observed in Comet Halley was detected on 24 May
1987 (Brooke et a/., 1987).

There was no evidence for a strong 10gm silicate emission in early March (Bregman
et al., this report), late April (Lynch et al., this volume) and late May (Hanner and
Newburn, this report). The KAO spectra are consistent with a weak 10-gm silicate
emission.

No significant day-to-day variability was found in thermal infrared images obtained
on 13, 14, and 15 March 1987 (Campins eta/., 1987c).

The emission from gaseous H20 at 2.65/zm was also detected in this comet using the
KAO. The ortho/para ratio in the H20 gas was measured (Mumma et al., this report).

3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Interpreting Halley Observations

1) Observers should clearly state standard star magnitudes, flux calibration, filter- ef-
fective wavelength, beam size, and sky-chop amplitude and direction when reporting
observations. Comments on the weather or other factors affecting data quality are
also helpful. Because the comet varied on timescales of a few hours, the time of the
observations should be given.

2) Modelers should contact observers to assess potential problems with data, such as
the reality of features, reproducibility, unconfirmed results, etc. This is an important
"no-cost" mechanism to enhance the quality of interpreted results.

Observations of Future Comets

1) The 10 and 20/_m silicate features need to be observed with good temporal coverage,
to ascertain whether spectral structure indicative of crystalline grains is present for
other comets and to document changes with heliocentric distance (i.e., with grain
temperature). The 10/_m region can be observed from the ground with either circular
variable filters (CVF) or spectrometers at resolution of ,-_ 1%, while the 20#m region
requires airborne observations. Ground-based photometry indicates that the 20#m
emission is strongest when comets are less than 1 AU from the sun.

2) Basic photometric monitoring is essential to define the thermal emission continuum
and its variability. This can be done with intermediate- sized telescopes (_-1 m), ideally
telescope(s) dedicated for that purpose. The goal is to obtain uniform, moderate- to
high-time resolution coverage. The broad-band spectral energy distribution allows the
grain size distribution and the total cross section of emitting grains to be estimated.

3) Correlations between the 3.4, 10, and 20gm emission features need to be established
with simultaneous observations. Coordinated observations among telescopes is re-
quired, as single telescopes cannot be expected to have all the instrumentation or to
undertake observations at all of these wavelengths simultaneously (variations on time
scales of a few hours can be expected).

4) Better spectral resolution of the broad-emission features at 3.4 and 10gin is required.
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The continuum must be measured as well as possible.

5) Complete 5 - 13/_m spectra and/or both 10 and 20_m spectra should be obtained
during a KAO flight, in order tq define the continuum level and to correlate spectral
features. Lack of such coverage complicates the interpretation of Halley spectra.

6) More airborne data are required to confirm the presence of the 5.2, 26.7, 34.5, and
45_m emission features in comets. Additional laboratory work is needed to help
identify these features.

7) A higher priority should be given to simultaneous airborne and ground-based data-
taking. Some of the important airborne data on Comet Halley did not have corre-
sponding ground-based data taken at the same time. In practice, this has been difficult
to achieve because of the inevitable changes in flight schedules versus the long-lead
time for scheduling observations at major telecopes. Coordinated KAO and Lear jet
flights would be valuable for observing two spectral regions simultaneously.

8) There is a need for ground-based and airborne instrumentation which can observe
more than one feature at a time (i.e., 3.4 and 10pm, or 10 and 20_m).
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COMET WILSON WORLD-WIDE OBSERVATION LOG

David K. Lynch
The AerospaceCorporation

P.O. Box 92957,M2-266
LosAngeles,CA 90009

The following is an abbreviated list of observations of Comet Wilson compiled up
through January 20, 1988. The purpose is to allow people working on Comet Wilson to
make contact with other observers who may have supporting data. No claim of complete-
ness is made. More information can be obtained by contacting the observers noted. For
brevity, only the name of the observing team leader or person reporting the observations
is listed. Visual magnitude estimates can be obtained from the IAU circulars. A four-digit
number in brackets (e.g., [4241] refers to the IAU circular reporting the observations. UT
may be rounded to the nearest 0.1 day.

Observers are encouraged to send a brief summary of their observations to the author
for inclusion in future editions of this log. Information can be sent to the above address
or to DIRAC2::LYNCH on the SPAN network.

TABLE 1.3

DATE (LIT) Type of Observation Observer

1986

Aug 4-6

Aug 6-10
Aug 25-31
Sept 2.3
Sept 3.3
Sept 5.0-5.3
Sept 6.3
Oct 8.9-9.2
Oct 10-18
Oct 31.5
Nov 6-8
Nov 11-12
Nov 16.8-17.

Palomar 1.2 m Schmidt - DISCOVERY [4241] C. Wilson
Precise Positions various
Precise Positions [4243] various
Nancay 1667 MHz OH E. Gerard
LPL Catalina 1.5 m 300-930 nm spectra [4253] S. Larson

I_ tt

IUE 195-340 nm P. Feldman

IRTF 10.8 gm bolo.meter array [4258] R. Decher
IUE 115-340 nm P. Feldman
Nancay 1667 MHz OH [4271 ] E. Gerard
KPNO 2.1 m CCD R filter images K. Meech
Nancay 1667 MHz OH [4271 ] E. Gerard

" [4271] "
P. Feldman1 IUE 115-340 nm

1987
Feb 6-7 VLA OH emission [4314] P. Palmer
Mar 13.8 IRTF 10.8 gm imaging H. Campins
Mar 14.5-21.8 Pioneer Venus UV spectrometer I. Stewart
Mar 14.8 IRTF 10.8 t.tm imaging H. Campins
Mar 15.8 IRTF 10.8 l.tm imaging H. Campins
Mar 17.1-19.8 Pioneer Venus UV spectrometer image I. Stewart
Mar 17.7 Lick 1 m, 8 - 14 gm CVE spectra J. Bregman
Mar 30.8- Pioneer Venus UV spectrometer I. Stewart

May 2.8
Mar28.8-29.1 IUE 115-340nm P. Feldman
Mar 29.8 UK Schmidt J plate 20 m [4372] C. Humphries
Apr 3.7-4.7 IUE 115-340 nm P. Feldman
Apr 10.7-11.4 ....
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Apr 12.7
Apr 14,7
Apr 16
Apr 17.7
Apr 18
Apr I9
Apr 22.9
Apr23.4
Apr 23.6
Apr 24.4
Apr 24.4
Apr 25.4
Apr25.6
Apr 26.4
Apr27.4
Apr 27.4
Apr 28.3
Apr 28.4
Apr 29.3
Apr 29.4
Apr 30.4
Apr 30.5
May 1.2
May2.0
May2.5
May3.3
May4.2
May4.17
May4.38
May4.5
May4.5
May5.15
May5.4
May5.5
May5.6-6.0
May6.3-7.0
May6.5
May7.4
May8.04
May9.1
May 10.5
May 10.5
May
May
May
May
May
May
May29.2
Jun1.2
Jun1.2
Jun2.2
Jun8.5-8.9

KAO 1.5- 3.0 Bm FTS [4403] H. Larson
If ii

CTIO 0.6 m photometry/molecules [4371/2] J. Ducati
KAO 1.5 - 3.0 Bm FTS [4403] H. Larson
CTIO 0.6 m photometry/molecules [4371/2] J. Ducati

rr H

IUE 115-340 run P. Feldman
CTIO .6 m photometry/molecules [4375] J. Ducati
KAO 5.2 - 13 gtm array spectra D. Lynch
CTIO 1.5 Schmidt IIIa-J K. Meech

CTIO.6 m,,photometry [4375] J. Ducati
It

KAO 5.2 - 13 gtm array spectra D. Lynch
CTIO 1.5 Schmidt II/a-J K. Meech

" IIa-O "
E1 Leoncito 0.8 m CCD NB filters P. Bernhardt

" 0.5 m .... H2 O+ "
Siding Spring 2.3 m CCD images T. Rettig
E1 Leoncito 0.3 m CCD NB filters CO + P. Bernhardt

" 0.5 m .... CO + "

Siding Spring 2.3 m CCD images T. Rettig
Siding Spring 2.3 m CCD spectra 380-700 nm T. Rettig

E1 Leoncito 0.5 m CCD NB filters H2 O+ P. Bernhardt
CTIO 1.5 m Many short N/B CCD images K. Meech
Siding spring 2.3 m CCD images T. Rettig
E1 Leoncito 0.5 m CCD NB filters H._O + P. Bernhardt

" 0.5 m .... H_O + "
U. Toronto/Las Campanas photo 103a-O 5 m C. Aikman
CTIO Schmidt 103a-0 10 'l_ A. Gomez

Siding springs 2.3 m CCD images T. Rettig
Siding spring 2.3 m CCD spectra 380-700 nm T. Rettig
U. Toronto/Las Campanas photo IIa-O, 098 5 m C. Aikman
Siding Springs 2.3 m CCD spectra 380-700 nm T. Rettig
Siding Spring 2.3 m CCD images T. Rettig
IUE 115-340 nm P. Feldman

" P. Feldman

Siding Springs 2.3 m CD images T. Rettig
AAO 3.9 m CCD spectra 390-690 nm T. Rettig
U. Toronto/Las Campanas photo IIIa-J 5m C. Aikman
U. Toronto/Las Campanas photo IIIa-J, 098 5m C. Aikman

" IIIa-J, 098 "
AAO 3.9 m IPCS spectra 370-620 nm T. Rettig

P. Feldman
W. Osborn

Iv

t!

[4399] T. Brooke
P. Feldman
M. Hanner

t!

12.6-27.0 IUE 115-340

16.1 CTIO 0.6 m NB,,photometry/308-700__ nm
20.0
21.0 "

24 IRTF 2.8 - 3.4 _m spectra
26.6-27.0 RYE 115-340 nm

IRTF photometry M,N,8.7,10.3,12.5 }am
" M,N,7.8,8.7,10.3,11.6,12.5 Bm

" J,H,K,L
" N,Q,18 I.tm

IUE 115-340 nm P. Feldman
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Jun 16.8
Jun 17.7
Jun 18.7
Jun 19.7

Nov

IRAM 30 m HCN J-l-0 88.6 GHz
t!

*t

_t

CCD Images at R

[4411] J. Crovisier

II

_t

K. Meech

Jan 10.5
Jan 11.5
Jan 12.5
Jan 13.5
Jan 14.5

IRTF Photometry N, 18 _m
IRTF Photometry J, H, K
IRTF Photometry N, 18 _tm
IRTF Photometry N, 18 _m
IRTF Photometry J, H, K

M. Hanner
H

II

II

11
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CHAPTER 2

GRAIN OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Martha Hanner

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

with contributions from D. R. Huffman, N. Divine,
S. Green, P.L. Lamy, D. Lien, and K. Sellgren

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of small grains provide the link between the infrared observa-
tions presented in Chapter 1 and the dust composition described in Chapter 3. In this
session, the optical properties were discussed from the viewpoint of modeling the emission
from the dust coma and the scattering, at ,_ <: 2.5_m, in order to draw inferences about
the dust-size distribution and composition.

The optical properties are applied to the analysis of the infrared data in several ways,
and these different uses should be kept in mind when judging the validity of the methods
for applying optical constants to real grains.

1) Computing grain temperature:

The equilibrium temperature of a grain in the solar radiation field is computed by
equating the total energy absorbed to the total energy radiated

Lrs 2 Qabs(S,,_)S(,_)d,_ = 4rs 2 " 7rS(,_, W)Qabs(S,,_)d,_

2)

a)

where S()_) is the solar flux, B(,_,T) the Planck function at grain temperature T,
R is the heliocentric distance, and Qabs (s,)_) the wavelength-dependent absorption
efficiency factor for grain radius s. For this purpose the Qabs are required from the
ultraviolet through the infrared for any grain size; however, the accuracy required is
not stringent. In fact, for absorbing grains, the resulting grain temperatures depend
primarily on grain size, not on the detailed wavelength dependence of the complex
refractive index.

From the computed temperatures (as a function of grain size) and the grain size
distribution, the infrared flux can be calculated and compared with the observed flux
to derive the dust production rate.

Predicting the infrared spectral energy distribution:

Here, the interest lies in identifying the physical nature of the grains - their composi-
tion, size and other attributes such as degree of crystallinity. Spectral features are of
particular interest. For this purpose, one needs not only good optical constants, but
also a means of applying them to real grains, with all their bumps and blemishes.

Analyzing the scattered light and polarization:

At wavelengths _ _< 2.5#m, scattered light dominates the radiation from the coma.
Here, the angular scattering functions il (¢), i2(¢) are required, and these are strongly
affected by grain shape and surface irregularity.
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Although simpler than the case of circumstellar dust in the sense that the geometry is
known and the optical depth is low, the comet analysis is complicated by the range of grain
sizes, which tends to obscure the band structure diagnostic of composition. Moreover, the
large range of grain sizes means that the Rayleigh approximation is never valid, in contrast
to interstellar grains in the far infrared.

Our discussion at this workshop focused on the availability of appropriate optical
constants and the adequacy of theories to apply them to real grains. Some first attempts
to fit the infrared data with models based on optical constants were reported. The grain-
size distribution, as measured by the spacecraft, and its compatibility with the infrared
data were also discussed. The analysis of comet dust was contrasted with the case of
interstellar dust in reflection nebulae.

2.0 OPTICAL CONSTANTS

To interpret the infrared observations, optical constants are required not only in the
infrared, but also in the visible and near-uv in order to compute the equilibrium tem-
perature of small grains in the solar radiation field. By optical constants we mean the
complex dielectric functions, or equivalently the complex refractive indices, as a function
of wavelength.

Huffman stressed the amount of effort required to determine optical constants correctly
in the laboratory. Optical measurements, such as reflectance and/or transmittance must
be performed as a function of wavelength on a polished bulk sample and an appropriate
theory (such as Fresnel's equations) is then used to compute the optical constants as a
function of wavelength. The optical constants cannot adequately be measured directly on
small particles, in part because of the problems of clustering, as discussed in Section 2.5.

Among the materials relevant for cometary dust are silicates, various forms of car-
bon, magnetite, and organic materials. All of these have at least some measured optical
constants. While ices are also of interest, they were not addressed at this workshop.

2.1 Silicates

As described in Chapter 1, spectra of Halley's dust coma exhibit a prominent 8- to
12.5 #m emission feature with peaks indicative of crystalline olivine and pyroxene. This
is in contrast to earlier comet spectra and almost all relevant spectra of interstellar and
circumstellar sources, which show a broad, structureless feature, leading to the conclusion
that the grains must be amorphous. However, the Halley spectra are consistent with the
composition and infrared spectra of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs), which clearly
show signatures of crystalline olivine and pyroxene minerals (Sandford and Walker 1985;
Sandford, Chapter 3, this report).

It was emphasized at the Workshop that one should not think only of two end states,
but rather a continuous range of structural order. Indications of crystallinity will be
evident in the 10#m stretching mode vibrations for a greater degree of disorder than in
the 20_m bending mode vibration. This is a possible explanation for the lack of a distinct
peak in the 20#m Halley spectrum. An example of the changing 10_m spectrum during
annealing is given by Day (1974). Thus, optical constants for silicates with differing degrees
of structural order are desirable.

Refractive indices of crystalline silicates are tabulated by Pollack et al. (.1973) for
natural samples of obsidian, basalt, and andesite from 0.2 to 0.50_m. Steyer (Ph.D. thesis
1974) determined the optical constants of several silicates from 0.2 to 50#m, including
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the three major polarization directions of crystalline olivine, [Mg,Fe]2 SiO4. Mooney and
Knacke (1985) have measured refractive indices from 2.5 to 50#m for natural samples of
the hydrated silicates chlorite and serpentine.

Kratschmer and Huffman (1979) derived the optical constants for a disordered olivine
by irradiating polished crystals of olivine with high-energy neon ions until the crystal
structure in the optically active surface layer was destroyed. In this way, the smooth
surface was preserved for reflectance measurements. Classical dispersion theory was used
to derive the optical constants from 8 to 25 microns. The extinction of amorphous silicate
smokes from 7 to 300 microns has been measured by Day (1976, 1979, 1981), but optical
constants approximated from Day's extinction measurements and those extrapolated from
Kratschmer and Huffman's work are badly discrepant. A direct determination of optical
constants for disordered olivine at long wavelengths is desirable.

2.2 Carbon

Graphitic carbon (as opposed to diamond-like carbon) can occur in a complete range
of structural order from totally amorphous on one end to single-crystal graphite on the
other. Graphite was originally suggested as a component of interstellar grains because
it shows a feature near the position of the 2200/_ interstellar feature. However, recent
laboratory work has shown that less structured forms of carbon can produce a similar
feature (e.g., Borghesi et al. 1985; Sakata et al. 1983). Furthermore, graphite is rarely
seen in interplanetary dust particles, although carbonaceous material is common.

Single-crystal graphite is anisoptropic. Reliable optical constants exist for the easy-
to-measure E_Lc direction (Taft and Philipp 1965; Philipp 1977). The Ellc is much more
difficult because of the difficulty of preparing a polished sample for the reflectance measure-
ments, and existing measurements are quite discrepant. But modeling using only the E_Lc
optical constants overestimates the absorption in the ultraviolet, for example, compared
to an ensemble of randomly oriented graphite grains.

In choosing a material representative of partially disordered carbon, Edoh (1983)
selected for study the homogeneous bulk material called glassy or vitreous carbon. It is
available commercially and is capable of being highly polished to permit proper optical
measurements to be made. The ultraviolet region had already been well measured by
Williams and Arakawa (1972).

Edoh prepared polished samples of glassy carbon and performed specular reflectance
measurements, overlapping and agreeing well with the previous measurements. The usual
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the combined reflectance data set produced the optical con-
stants contained in Table 2-1 and plotted in Figure 2.1. These may prove useful to modelers
needing optical constants for a type of carbon having a partial degree of order interme-
diate between single-crystal graphite and completely disordered carbon. Details of these
measurements are found in the 1983 Ph.D. thesis of Edoh, which can be cited as the source
reference until the measurements appear in a published journal article.

2.3 Magnetite

Magnetite is a candidate cometary material which is present in meteorites. It has
the interesting property that infrared optical constants change with temperature. Steyer
(1974) determined the optical constants from 2 to 100 microns for the same samples which
Huffman and Stapp (1973) measured in the ultraviolet (see Huffman 1977, Fig. 33); these
refer to room temperature.
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Table 2-1

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBON FROM THE FAR INFRARED TO THE FAR ULTRAVIOLET

A(.m) n k A(.m) n k

•04 .84 .108 11. 3.63 1.60
•05 .74 .177 12. 3.70 1.63

•06 .69 .380 13. 3.75 1.69
•07 .76 .66 14. 3.84 1.74
•08 .93 .90 15. 3.88 1.78
•O9 1.26 .95
•10 1.53 .84 16. 3.96 1.83
• 12 1.74 .56 17. 3.99 1.89
•14 1.70 .202 18. 4.1 1.95
•16 1.39 .151 19. 4.14 1.95
•18 1.24 .180 20. 4.18 1.98
•20 1.22 .321

21. 4.22 2.03
•22 1.19 .57 23. 4.31 2.08
•24 1.34 .74 25. 4.36 2.19

.26 1.46 .74 27. 4.47 2.27
•28 1.54 .73 29. 4.53 2.37
•30 1.60 .72

•30 1.60 .72 31. 4.61 2.42
•35 1.70 .69 33. 4.67 2.52
•40 1.75 .67 35. 4.77 2.60
•45 1.79 .67 37. 4.82 2.67
•50 1.82 .68 39. 4.91 2.72
•60 1.88 .71 41. 4.96 2.81

•70 1.94 .77 43. 5.04 2.85
•80 2.00 .80 45. 5.11 2.92

50. 5.25 3.00
•90 3.45 .85

•92 2.04 .86 55. 5.32

•94 2.04 .87 60. 5.44
•96 2.06 .89 65. 5.49
•98 2.06 .90 70. 5.67
1.0 2.11 .90 75. 5.71
1.2 2.24 .95 80. 5.85

1.4 2.38 .97 85. 5.90
1.6 2.46 .99 90. 5.99
1.8 2.55 1.00 95. 5.94

2.0 2.63 1.02 105. 6.7
2.5 2.80 1.00 205. 8.6

3.0 2.86 .99 305. 10.2
3.5 2.95 1.01 405. 11.6
4.0 3.03 1.04 505. 12.6
5.0 3.04 1.03 605. 13.4

705. 14.1
6.0 3.15 1.15 805. 15.0

7.0 3.16 1.25 905. 16.5
8.0 3.35 1.42

9.0 3.42 1.47

10. 3.55 1.54

3.18
3.31
3.50
3.70

3.80
4.00
4.15
4.30
4.48

4.7

6.5
8.0
9.5
10.5
11.6
12.5

13.4
14.1
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2.4 Organic Materials

Optical constants from 0.02 to 1000#m have been determined by Khare et al. (1984)
for a dark organic solid produced by electrical discharge in a gas mixture of 0.9 N2 and
0.1 CH4 ("Titan tholin'). The imaginary part of the refractive index, k is _0.04 at 0.5#m
and decreases to 4 x 10 -4 at 1.5 microns, causing a reddish color and classifying this as a
"slightly absorbing" material. The real part of the refractive index at visible wavelengths
is _1.68, similar to silicates; thus, this tholin resembles the "dirty silicate" in the visible.

Recently, Khare et al. (1987) have measured optical constants in the visible and near-
infrared (0.35-2.5#m) for several other tholins produced by electrical discharge in pure
methane gas and in H2 gas with varying methane abundance. The synthesized products
have similar optical properties, with n in the range 1.56 - 1.67 and 10 -4 < k < 10 -2 at

> 0.5_m, similar also to the Titan tholin. Refractive indices for various carbonaceous
materials at A = 0.5_m are summarized in this reference.

Optical measurements are in progress for another organic residue produced by irra-
diating gas and ice mixtures similar to cometary ices in initial composition (Khare et al.
1987b). For a product synthesized from a gas mix of equal parts methane and water, they

find n = 1.48 - 1.58 and k -- 2 x 10 -3 to 4 x 10 -2 at 0.5lzm.

While there are many infrared spectra of organic residues showing features near 3.4#m,
optical constants are needed for this region, to allow modeling as a function of grain-size
distribution and temperature.

In general, one would expect the optical constants (especially the absorptivity) to de-
pend on the radiation dose, which determines the C/H ratio of the material. Coloration and
progressive darkening with increasing irradiation are noted by almost all experimenters.

2.5 Relating Extinction Measurements to Optical Constants:
The Problem of Clustering

One would think that optical constants could be derived from measured extinction,
scattering, absorption directly on small particles. However, in cases where extinction has
been computed, based on the optical constants measured on bulk samples, and compared
with extinction measured in the laboratory for small particles, the results are disconcert-
ingly discrepant. Much of this problem is apparently due to particle-clustering (Bohren
& Huffman 1983, Huffman 1987 and abstract, this report). Huffman proposed that the
shape distribution for randomly oriented ellipsoids in the Rayleigh limit is an appropriate
way to treat the problem of clustering (see Section 3.3).

2.6 Optical Constants in the :Far Infrared

Carbon: The optical constants of Edoh may be satisfactory to represent disordered
carbon at wavelengths _< 100lzm. The effects of clustering are expected to become in-
creasingly important in carbon at longer wavelengths (> 100_m) because of the increasing
values of both real and imaginary parts of the dielectric functions.

Silicates: Pollack et al. present optical constants of crystalline silicates out to 50#m,
while Steyer's measurements extend to 300 microns. No reliable optical constants exist
for amorphous silicate beyond -_25#m. Several general trends of optical constants for
insulators such as silicate are expected at long wavelength (Huffman 1977; Mitra and
Nudelman 1970):

(1) In single crystals, absorption should decrease steeply with a: magnitude that is quite
temperature-dependent (lower absorption at low temperatures ) .
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(2) In disordered (amorphous) insulators absorption is generally much higher than for
single crystals, is less steep in wavelength dependence, and much less dependent on
temperature.

(3) Impurities will lead to higher absorption.

(4) The effects of clustering are expected to become constant in insulators at long wave-
length.

Organic Materials: A slightly absorbing material, such as the "Titan tholin," will
follow the general behavior of an insulator. For the Titan tholin, the real part of the
refractive index increases slightly and the imaginary part decreases from 0.2 to 0.002 from
100 to 1000 microns.

2.7 Recommendations for Further Measurements

Measurements of optical constants for disordered silicates from 25 to 100_m are
needed, not only to define the wavelength dependence, but also to indicate any features in
the 24 to 40_m region.

Because both silicates and carbon can occur with a range from complete disorder
to fully crystalline, it is important to document the degree of disorder in the measured
samples.

Measurements are desirable that would help to define the structure in both the 10- and
20-micron silicate bands for olivine and pyroxene as a function of the degree of disorder.

Optical constants, as opposed to transmission and reflectance spectra, are needed for
appropriate organic materials in the 3_m region.

One needs to be aware of the discrepancies that can be caused by particle clustering,
in particular when attempting to deduce optical constants from extinction measurements.

3.0 APPLICATION OF OPTICAL CONSTANTS

Once the optical constants as a function of wavelength have been specified, an ap-
propriate theory must be applied to predict the observable radiation from the ensemble of
cometary particles. While we have many reasons to believe that cometary dust particles
are not perfect spheres (one has only to look at the IDPs), most interpretations rely on
the theory of spheres to solve for the interaction of light with the particles. Generalization
of this theory to non-spherical particles is a formidable task which is being approached
slowly from the theoretical and experimental viewpoints.

It does not appear, at the present time, that the problem can be treated in a unified
way; as a consequence, we have to distinguish different situations for which we have some
understanding of the interaction. We discuss here examples of theoretical approaches which
were presented at the Workshop; other approaches exist in the literature.

3.1 Smooth Spheres

The interaction of light with a smooth, homogeneous spherical particle can be com-
puted from Mie theory. Descriptions are given by Kerker (1969), van de Hulst (1957),
Bohren and Huffman (1983). For our purposes, we need to understand the extent to which
Mie theory is useful in predicting the behavior of non-spherical particles, specifically it/
predicting grain temperatures, infrared emissivity (continuum, features) and scattering.

The problem also has been solved analytically for other smooth, geometric shapes,
such as spheroids and infinite cylinders, by expressing the boundary conditions in the
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appropriate coordinates.

3.2 Rough Non-Spherical Particles

Particles Smaller than the Wavelength

For particlessmallerthan the wavelength,but largerthan the Rayleigh limit,the best

approach appears to relyon the representationof the particleby a network of interacting
dipoles,as pioneered by Purcelland Pennypacker (1973).This has recentlybeen improved

by Chiapetta, Perrin,and Torresani (1987)and theirmodel isableto reproduce the phase
functions il (0) and i2(0) of a perfect sphere as given by Mie theory. It remains to be seen
how the model will behave when more complex shapes are introduced. It is important to
realize that, in this case, the roughness is much less than the wavelength.

Large Rough Particles (s> A)

When the roughness scale is comparable to or larger than the wavelength, several
effects, such as diffraction, multiple reflection, and shadowing enter the interaction. Perrin
and Lamy (1986) have obtained a solution for this problem in the framework of the po-
tential theory, introducing a statistical description of the roughness. In its most elaborate
form, a vectorial description is obtained enabling one to calculate not only the efficiency
factors but also the polarization. This theory is able to produce remarkably well the ex-
perimental data of Weiss-Wrana (1983) for non-absorbing as well as absorbing material
(see Fig. 2.4).

It must be kept in mind that this solution holds for large rough particles, with a
conservative lower limit of particle radius s/A > 6.

The effect of the roughness in terms of optical properties is illustrated in Figure
2.2, where the efficiency factors for a 50#m astronomical-silicate grain (Draine 1985) are
plotted as a function of the mean roughness for various wavelengths (0.25, 0.5, 3, 10#m).
Of importance is the substantial rise in the efficiency factors with respect to the "canonical"
Mie values (roughness = 0), the differing behavior as a function of wavelength resulting
from the complex index of refraction. Note that the Qabs is less affected than Qscat and
Qext, a trend noted also in an analytic treatment by Wiscombe and Mugnai (1980).

A direct consequence is that rough grains of this "dirty" silicate absorb more energy
in the visible than spheres, therefore reaching a somewhat higher equilibrium temperature.
A preliminary calculation (Lamy, in preparation) is shown in Figure 2.3, where the tem-
perature of "dirty" silicate grains at 1 AU is plotted versus their radius; for s= 100#m,
the increase reaches 30 K, or about 10%.

Other consequences concern the phase function, which generally exhibits a broader
diffraction lobe, and the polarization. Figure 2.4 compares the predictions from this the-
ory with scattering by a 14#m slightly absorbing particle from the Allende meteorite
measured by Weiss-Wrana (1983). One sees that the theory correctly predicts the width
of the forward-scattering peak and the rise toward 180 deg, as well as the magnitude of
polarization. The observed polarization of the dust coma of Halley can be matched ap-
proximately by a mixture of rough silicate and graphite particles, as illustrated in Figure
2.5 (Lamy et al. 1987). It is important to emphasize that, in this theory, the negative
polarization branch is caused by the surface roughness of the absorbing grains, which does
not exist for absorbing spheres; the surface roughness reduces the large (both positive and
negative) polarization of the (dielectric) silicate grains.

3.3 Treatment of Shape Effects

Shape effects can be important, even in very small particles, in regions where surface
modes are important (Bohren & Huffman Chapter 12). Two cases of direct relevance to
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the infrared data were discussed in which shape effects can cause significant deviation
from the predictions of Mie theory. One case is the 10#m silicate resonance, the other the
behavior of the far-infrared emissivity.

Huffman described a relativly simple approach which seems to permit reasonable cal-
culations to be made for clustered particles. Known as the CDE model, this method treats
the particles as a continuous distribution of ellipsoidal shape parameters, in the Rayleigh
limit. The expression for the volume-normalized absorption cross section, averaged over
all ellipsoid orientations and all possible shape parameters, reduces to:

<< Cabs >> = k Im (2e loge)
v e-1

where e is the complex dielectric constant. An example for the 9lzm resonance in crystalline
quartz is displayed in Figure 2.6 (Bohren & Huffman 1983; Huffman, abstract this report).
One sees that the CDE theory comes far closer to predicting the correct height, width,
and central wavelength of the measured extinction feature. However, the CDE theory has
been less successful when applied to measurements of an olivine smoke; thus, its usefulness
for relating the cometary 10_m spectrum-to-optical properties of silicate minerals is not
clear. (See Section 3.5).

The Far-Infrared

Most crystalline materials exhibit a 1/_ -2 falloff in extinction at long _, while var-
ious interstellar measurements suggest a less steep decrease, perhaps 1/A. Laboratory
measurements of carbon by Koike et al. (1980) also seem to show a falloff more like 1/_.
Huffman (1987) explains this discrepancy as caused by particle clustering and shows (see
abstract this report) that the CDE treatment, using the optical constants of glassy carbon
measured by Edoh (_983), duplicates the slope of the laboratory-smoke measurements.

Thus, particle shape appears to be a significant factor in determining the long-
wavelength emissivity. Further comparisons with laboratory measurements for well-defined
particle shape distributions (fractals?) are clearly important. A more detailed discussion,
and further examples, can be found in Bohren & Huffman, Chapter 12, and Huffman
(1987).

3.4 Non-Homogeneous Particles

Two conceptual models for computing the average dielectric functions of nonhomoge-
neous grains were discussed. In the Bruggeman theory the composite grain is considered
to be a mixture of small grains randomly packed together, while in the Maxwell-Garnett
theory the composite grain consists of small inclusions (x< < 1) embedded in a matrix ma-
terial. The theories can be generalized to more than two components. Their limitations
have been discussed by Bohren (1986).

Lien reported on calculations performed using these two theories for composite grains
consisting of "astronomical" silicate (Draine 1985) and magnetite. Temperatures com-
puted for spherical grains at 1 AU are plotted in Figure 2.7 as a function of the percent
silicate included in a magnetite matrix (Lien 1987). (The "astronomical" silicate already
has a higher absorption at visible wavelengths than pure silicate, leading to a warmer
temperature than pure olivine.)

It is evident that even the addition of 10°_ of an absorbing material such as magnetite
raises the temperature significantly, and a 50-50 mix is almost indistinguishable from pure
magnetite, except at the smallest grain sizes. (Note that for larger grains, s :> 10_, the
temperature dip is reversed in rough particles - see Fig. 2.3).

t'

t
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Strictly, these effective medium theories assume that the component particle sizes are
much smaller than the wavelength. These theories suffer from the same problems already
discussed when near a resonance in the optical constants of one component.

3.5 lO-Micron Silicate Feature

The 10-micron region in the Halley spectra is extremely difficult to treat analytically.
There are two serious problems, either one of which alone could be fatal to a quantitative
model. First, Mie theory does not adequately predict the structure and strength of the
109m feature in irregularly-shaped crystalline silicate particles. Second, it is likely that the
comet grains have varying degrees of crystallinity, which are not adequately represented
by the optical constants for the end members alone. Complicating the picture further, it
appears that more than one kind of silicate is present and contributing to the observed
feature. While the optical constants for olivine have been measured rather well, the same
cannot be said for other silicates, such as enstatite, a pyroxene mineral known to be
present in IDPs. Moreover, the silicate grains in the comet seem likely to be embedded in
carbonaceous material.

No easy answers emerged from this workshop. Analogy with the spectra of IDPs, as
discussed by Sandford (this report), may be the best approach available to identify the
kinds of silicates present. A detailed quantitative analysis of the Mg:Fe:Si ratios, relative
abundances and size distribution of the silicates in comet dust, will be possible by direct
sampling from the Comet Rendezvous mission.

3.6 Core-Mantle Particles

Although not discussed specifically at this workshop, calculations for layered spheres,
while still suffering from the limitations of Mie theory, may be of some use in predicting
the general effects of absorbing material overlying silicate particles, for example.

3.7 Laboratory Studies

Laboratory measurements of the interaction of irregular particles are an important
means of testing the validity of analytical treatments. Their drawback is that it is difficult
to generalize from the specific laboratory experiment to particles in astrophysical contexts,
as the above discussion of clustering effects illustrated.

Considerable work has been done on measurement of the scattering and polarization
of irregular particles of relevance to cometary grains. Much of this has been accomplished
by scaling the particle size and wavelength to microwave frequencies (e.g., Schuerman
1980a; Zerull et al. 1980). Larger particles have been suspended and studied with lasers.
These studies support the results of Lamy and Perrin regarding the shape of the phase
function and the negative polarization branch. Obtaining the efficiency factors, Qscat and
Qext from these scattering measurements is not always possible, however, because the
laboratory setup often does not allow measurement of the forward scattering lobe where
much of the energy is concentrated.

Many extinction measurements have been made at infrared wavelengths. These are
useful to the extent that the measured particle ensemble resembles that in the comet
(size distribution, shape distribution, composition, degree of crystallinity). One should
also be aware that extinction is not equal to absorption in cases where scattering may be"
important, since Qext = Qabs + Qscat.

Interplanetary dust particles are an important resource for understanding optical/Jr
grain properties. Their composition can be directly related to their infrared spectra and
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their measuredoptical propertiescanbecomparedwith predictionsbasedonoptical con-
stants.

3.8 Other Sources

Considerable theoretical and experimental research is taking place for other applica-
tions of particle optical properties which may be relevant for interpreting the optical and
infrared observations of comet dust (see for example Schuerman (1980)).

Each year, for about ten years now, the U.S. Army Chemical Research Development
and Engineering Center (CRDEC) has sponsored a conference called the "Scientific Con-
ference on Obscuration and Aerosol Research." These have brought together an impressive
group of workers in the field of small-particle optical research. Both theory and exper-
iments relating to spherical and nonspherical particles have been presented. Numerous
measurements of optical constants have been reported, including natural silicates and car-
bons. It may be of value for astronomical studies of particles to become familiar with the
results of this annual conference, as reported in the publications listed in Table 2-2.

3.9 Summary

These points emerged from the discussion:

- For a compact, homogeneous particle with surface irregularity smaller than the wave-
length, the absorption efficiency, Qabs, is not badly approximated by Mie theory,
provided the wavelength is not near a strong feature. As the roughness increases, the
Qabs will increase.

- The temperature of a large rough particle under solar illumination will be somewhat
higher than that of an equivalent smooth sphere, because of the higher Qabs.

- The CDE model for a random distribution of ellipsoids shows promise for treating the
far-infrared emissivity; further laboratory comparisons are desirable.

- Effective medium theory for deriving optical constants of heterogeneous material can
be useful for investigating the approximate optical and thermal properties of composite
grains (e.g., silicates + absorbing material; crystalline 4- amorphous silicates).

- An adequate analytical treatment for predicting the shape of the 10- and 20-micron
silicate features does not exist.

- Particle roughness is particularly important for polarization, and the polarization
versus phase angle for an irregular particle is not well represented by Mie theory.

- Polarization can be treated by a theory for rough particles; surface roughness intro-
duces a negative polarization branch for absorbing particles and reduces the polariza-
tion in silicates.

- Surface roughness can explain the observed scattering phase function, including the
enhanced backscattering.

- The Qabs and scattering for a fractal grain model should be explored.

- Analytical methods can be tested by attempting to reproduce measured infrared spec-
tra of IDPs.

- Astronomers should not ignore the considerable research on light interaction with
irregular particles being conducted in other fields, for example the research funded by
the Army:
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TABLE 2-2

Previous Proceedings

of the CSL/CRDC*Scientific Conference

on Obscuration and Aerosol Research

Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21010-5423

Year of Conference Report Number

1979 ARCSL - CR - 81023
1980 ARCSL SP - 82021
1981 ARSCL - SP - 82022
1982 ARCSL SP - 83011
1983 CRDC - SP - 84009
1984 CRCD - SP - 85007
1985 CRDEC - SP - 86019

The U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC) was

known as the Chemical Research and Development Center (CRDC) prior to March 1986

and as the Chemical Systems Laboratory (CSL) prior to July 1983.
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4.0 DUST-SIZE DISTRIBUTION

4.1 In-Situ-Mass Distribution

The Vega and Giotto spacecraft carried detectors to record the impact rate and mass
distribution of dust particles. Since the spacecraft velocity of -_ 70 km/s was far larger
than the outflow velocity of the dust, the sensors sampled the spatial density of the dust,
a quantity needed for modeling the infrared emission. While a generally consistent picture
emerges, all of the sensors detected changes in the mass distribution along the trajectory,
with steeper slope (more small particles) generally associated with higher impact rates
(dust jets). The abundant small particles (_ 0.01/_m) discovered by the flyby missions
contribute negligibly to the infrared thermal continuum or scattered light.

Divine described the cumulative mass distributions from the spacecraft data and the
analytical expressions he has applied to them. He has fit the various integral mass distribu-
tions with a function which approximates two power-law segments, using the parameters
and formulae specified in Table 2-3. These are discussed further in his abstract, this vol-
ume, and Divine and Newburn (1987). Some additional useful quantities are defined in
Table 2-4.

The Giotto Dust Impact Detector (DIDSY) used momentum sensors attached to the
spacecraft dust shield to detect particle masses > 4x10 -1° g. The sensor response to
impacts on the shield was calibrated pre-flight by several techniques. A momentum en-
hancement factor of 11 was used to account for the ejected target material, based on prior
experimental and analytical studies (McDonnell et al. 1984). To form a complete mass
curve, the DIDSY fluences were joined to those recorded by the Particle Impact Analyzer
at masses 10 -12 to 10 -16 g (McDonnell et al. 1987). This composite distribution and
Divine's curve are displayed in Figure 2.8. The cumulative mass exponent is equal to 0.94.

The fluences-recorded by the SP-2 instruments on Vega 1 and 2 are shown in Figure
2.9, along with Divine's analytical curve. SP-2 utilized impact plasma sensors for the mass
range 10 -16-10 -11 g and momentum sensors for 3 x 10 -13 to 10 -6 g (Mazets et al. 1986).
In-flight calibration was performed by comparing the two data sets in the overlapping mass
range and assuming a momentum enhancement factor of 5. For the impact velocity of 78
km/s, the momentum enhancement is probably closer to 11 (McDonnell et al. 1984);
thus the curves in Figure 2.9 should probably be shifted toward smaller mass by a factor
2 (factor of 1.3 in radius). It can be seen that Vega 1, which encountered stronger jet
activity than Vega 2, measured a steeper mass distribution. The SP-1 experiment, an
impact plasma sensor with different geQmetry, gave similar slope and impact rate for m
< 10-lOg (Vaisberg et al. 1986).

On the other hand, the DUCMA experiment, which used a PVDF detector, recorded
steeper slopes in the mass range 10 -13 to 10 -11 g (Simpson et al. 1986). This discrepancy
remains unresolved.

4.2 Large Particles

The DIDSY sensors effectively used the entire dust shield as a sounding board, thus
enabling the detection of large particles, including those that penetrated the front shield.
The mass distribution for these large particles shows a very flat slope (McDonnell et al.
1987). Crifo (1987) has pointed out that this flat slope is inconsistent with the observed
thermal emission spectrum. Green reported on the efforts to understand this enhancement
of large particles and reconcile the DIDSY data with the Giotto radio science experiment
and earth-based infrared observations (Perry, Green, McDonnell abstract this report).

Giotto DIDSY and radio-science data represent observations of dust originating from a.
narrow track along the nucleus, the smallest observed grains being emitted _ one hour pre-
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QUANTITY

TABLE 2- 3

DUST SIZE DISTRIBUTION

SYMBOL / FORMULA UNITS

Particle Moss (variable)

Transihon Moss (paromeler)

Dummy Variable

Exponent for Large Mess

E x ponent Ratio, Small/Large Masses

Transition Sharpness Parameter

Oislrlbulion Coefficient

[nlegral Number Fluence

(moss > m,or size > a)

Differenhol Number Fluence

(per moss interval )

Radius

Differential Number F'luence

(per radius interval )

m

mt

x =(m/mr )I/7
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Ft

U.=IB 4
F = F,[_ j°_'
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(p.m)
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TABLE 2- 4

SIZE DISTRIBUTION : LIMITING DEPENDENCES [ x = (m/m t) _/1"= (o/at_ ¢_' ]

For /3 = I (any x )

or Large x>>t (any/_)

(m >>m t and a >>o I )

For /3 #. O

an_...___dSmall x << 1(any/3 >O)

(m <<m t and a << a 1)
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Figure 2.8 - Cumulative fluence versus particle mass from the Giotto
DIDSY and PIA experiments, with analytical fit (solid line) from
Divine and Newburn (1987). Dashed line is the model with the pre-
Halley size distribution (arbitrary fluence or normalization).
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Figure 2.9 - Cumulative mass distribution (fluence) recorded by SP-2
detectors on Vega 1 and Vega 2 with analytical fit by Divine (abstract

this report).
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encounterandthe largest, with their lower velocity, about six hours prior to the encounter.
Green proposed that the rate of dust emission decreased, beginning about six hours before
Giotto's flyby. Thus, the sensors would sample the higher flux of larger grains from the
earlier emission.

The actual size distribution that should be used for modeling the whole coma should
not include the excess of large particles measured by DIDSY, since this appears to be a
consequence of the velocity dispersion of the grains rather than indicative of the actual
mass distribution. According to Green, an extrapolated index of a --- 0.9 would be more
representative and would be consistent with the infrared data. However, the Giotto data
illustrate that there can be a large dispersion around the average mass-distribution function
in the coma.

4.3 Dust Velocity Distribution

To relate the dust density in the coma - whether derived from in sftu measurements

or remote sensing - to the dust production rate from the nucleus requires knowledge of
the dust particle velocities, which depend on the gas flux and the mass loading as well as
on the particle area/mass ratio. A computed velocity distribution is given by Gombosi
(1986) for Halley at 0.8 AU post- perihelion, using a dusty gas dynamic calculation and
a mass distribution approximating the in situ data. Similar calculations for Halley at
several heliocentric distances, based on pre-encounter data, are tabulated by Gombosi et
.l. (1986).

4.4 Dust Particle Density

To convert from the measured mass distribution to the size distribution needed for
modeling the optical and infrared remote sensing data, some assumptions about the den-

sity of the dust grains are needed. Most likely, the coma contains both compact and flut_
[porous] particles. Table 2-4 summarizes the conversion from power-law-mass distribution
to the equivalent size distribution if the density is independent of particle size. The chon-
dritic aggregate IDPs, which seem to be our closest analog to cometary dust, have a filling
factor of the order of 0.5, giving a density of _1 g/cm 3.

Information on the particle density can be derived from the dust-composition exper-
iment on Vega (PUMA) and on Giotto (PIA). The density of pure mineral grains was
almost always > 1 g/cm -s, while that of organic grains (CHON particles) was within the
limits 0.2 to 1.2 gcm -s (Krueger and Kissel 1987). However, these results refer to small
(< 10 -12 g) particles.

Assuming a constant value of 1 g/cm -3 for the average density of the particles is
probably not wrong by more than a factor of two in either direction over the size range
contributing most of the infrared emission, although larger grains may have lower density.

Donn described a fractal aggregate model for the dust; this model leads to a density
inversely proportional to particle radius (Donn and Meakin 1987). The fractal model also
predicts higher velocities for the larger grains than the models referred to in Section 4.3,
because the ratio of mass to cross section for gas drag interaction is smaller than that of
spherical grains (Meakin and Donn, abstract this report).

5.0 COMPARISON OF INFRARED DATA WITH MODELS

Various model calculations to fit the observed infrared data were presented at the
Workshop. Given the caveats discussed in Sections 1 -4, these models haveto be considered
preliminary.
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5.1 Size Distribution

Although one would like simply to adopt the measured mass distribution to apply to all
our observations, it is known from both the in situ detectors and the infrared observations
that the size distribution varied with time and location in the coma. Moreover, the infra-
red emission is particularly sensitive to the abundance of roughly micron-sized grains. Yet,
this is the region of the inflection in the slope of the mass distribution, whose position is
both uncertain and probably variable (SP-1 vs DUCMA on board Vega; Vega 1 vs Vega 2;
the gap between DIDSY and PIA on Giotto). If there is more than one dust component,
each one may not separately follow the average size distribution (e.g., Clark et al. 1986).

In practice, one approach is to adopt Divine's function and vary the parameters as
needed to fit the observations, in particular the transition mass, mr.

5.2 Thermal Emission

Hanner reported on comparisons with the IRTF data taken in March 1986 (Harmer
et al. 1987). She applied the mass distribution from Giotto, assuming p : lg/cm -3 and
omitting the large particle enhancement, to compute via Mie theory the thermal energy
distribution (excluding features). Agreement with the data was achieved by shifting mt
by a factor of 2 to 3 toward smaller masses, well within the uncertainties described above.

Mukai (abstract this report) presented models using the Vega 2-size distribution and
a "dirty" silicate, whereby the observations of Herter and Tokunaga at 1.3 AU could be
matched.

Krishna Swamy reported on two-component models, based on Mie theory, for carbona-
ceous and coated silicate grains for the full wavelength range from 3 to 160_zm (Krishna
Swamy eta/., abstract this report). He stressed that the low albedo of comet dust and
the lack of an obvious 10pro silicate feature in some comets does not necessarily imply a
Composition dominated by dark carbonaceous material.

Lien (1987 and abstract, this report) has modeled the thermal emission using effective
medium theory to compute optical constants for a mixture of silicate and absorbing grains,
as described in Section 3.

Glaccum reported on modeling of the long-wavelength infrared data (Glaccum et al.
1986). The slope of the spectrum changed from one day to the next, requiring a change in
the relative number of small grains. The size distribution fitting the long-wavelength data
depends on the assumed emissivity of the grains, which is uncertain due to the problems
of clustering discussed in Section 3.

5.3 The 3.4-Micron Emission

At present, it is not known whether the emission feature near 3.36 #m arises from
gas molecules or small solid grains. Chyba and Sagan (Chapter 3) proposed that thermal
emission from dark organic grains can explain this feature and presented calculations for
the thermal emission from small, hot grains having emissivity derived from the transmission
spectrum of an irradiated methane ice clathrate residue.

5.4 Polarization

Mukai et al. (1987) performed a study of the n,k domain, using Mie theory, to match.
the observed phase angle and wavelength dependence of polarization. They concluded that
n : 1.39 - 1.37 and k : 0.024 - 0.042 at _ 0.37 - 2.2/_m provided a good match. (See also

Mukai, abstract this report).
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Brookeet al. (1987 and abstract this report) analyzed the near-infrared polarization,
using Mie theory, and concluded that both "dirty" silicate and a more absorbing material
were needed.

Lamy et al. (1987) concluded that the observed polarization can be reproduced by
rough particles, including both dirty silicates and absorbing grains. The negative polar-
ization is introduced by the surface roughness, in contrast to the Mie models, where the
negative polarization is caused by silicate spheres (see Section 3.2).

It remains to be shown how valid are the general conclusions about the refractive
index deduced from Mie theory for the case of rough, irregular grains.

6.0 COMPARISON WITH INTERSTELLAR DUST IN REFLECTION
NEBULAE

As an example of infrared radiation from interstellar grains, Sellgren (abstract this
report) summarized the infrared observations of reflection nebulae and the inferences about
grain properties from them.

Because the grains are observed at much larger distance from the central star, the
equilibrium grain temperatures of _ 50 K are much colder than the case of comet dust.
However, the ultraviolet flux is proportionately higher than in the solar radiation field.
Thus, in the near infrared it is possible to observe radiation from non-thermal processes
in very small grains or large molecules normally masked by thermal emission.

Strong continuum emission is observed at 1 - 13_m, corresponding to T---1000 K.
Sellgren explains the emission as arising from a component of very small (10 A) particles,
temporarily heated by the absorption of a single UV photon (Sellgren 1984). These parti-
cles must be refractory enough to survive the occasional (_ 100 yr) heating from absorbing
two UV photons simultaneously.

Reflection nebulae also exhibit the set of six unidentified interstellar emission features,
including a strong emission peak at 3.3#m and a broader emission feature extending to
3.4_m. These are thought to arise by ultraviolet pumped fluorescence from polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (PAHs) (Leger and Puget 1984; Allamandola et al. 1985).
These authors propose that overlapping vibrational states in PAH molecules can produce
the infrared continuum radiation.

Why the 3.3_m emission is strong in reflection nebulae and other interstellar sources,
while it appears as only a weak component compared to the 3.36#m emission in the comet
is not yet understood. Further discussion of the 3-micron region in interstellar sources is
given by Tokunaga and Brooke, Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3

COMETARY DUST COMPOSITION

R. D. Gehrz

University of Minnesota

and

M. S. Hanner
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

with contributions from Session III speakers

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The earth-based measurements and in situ sampling of Comet Halley have provided

intriguing new data about the chemical composition of cometary grains. Recent progress
in laboratory studies of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) complements the comet data,
allowing inferences about the mineralogy and physical structure of the comet dust to be
drawn from the observed elemental composition and infrared spectra.

Seven speakers presented talks in this session, discussing the in situ dust composition
measurements at Halley, the composition of IDPs and their relation to comet dust, and the
origin of the 3.4#m hydrocarbon feature. They were requested to prepare written versions
of their talks, which are included here in this chapter. Related poster papers on aromatic
components in comets (Allamandola et al.) and the 3.4#m feature (Danks et al., Encrenaz
et al.) are also included here for completeness.

The topics discussed in the session are briefly summarized below. Further discussion
and recommendations for future research are included at the end of the chapter. How well
the conclusions from independent research techniques fit together was one of the exciting
aspects of the Workshop.

2.0 IN SITU MEASUREMENTS

A time-of-flight mass spectrometer was carried on board the Vega (PUMA) and Giotto
PIA) spacecraft to record the composition of impacting dust particles (Kissel et al., 1986).
articles striking the target generated a cloud of ions which were accelerated down a drift

tube and counted by the detector, as a function of mass/charge ratio. Several thousand
mass spectra of dust particles in the mass range 10 -16 to 10 -12 g were recorded by the
three instruments.

From a sample of PUMA spectra, the relative abundances of the major rock -forming
elements are chondritic within a factor of 2 (Jessberger et al. 1986, 1987). Carbon,
however, is enhanced by a factor of -_ 10 in this sample, compared to CI carbonaceous
chondrites. A class of particles containing primarily H,C,N,O was discovered ("CHON"
particles; Kissel et al. 1986), supporting the evidence from the infrared spectra that Halley
was rich in organic materials.

At the Workshop, Mason reported on correlation analyses of elemental abundances in
over 8,000 PIA spectra (Mason and Clark, this Chapter). Carbon is the most abundant
element, appearing in 74 percent of all the spectra, while highest correlation occurs for the
pair C,O. The presence of molecular ions, such as MgOH + and CN + is suggested by the
data.

Initially, it was thought that molecular ions would not be formed during particle
impact. The appearance of the spectra, however, particularly the peaks at large amu,
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has caused a reconsideration of the theoretical model for the impact process. Kissel and

Krueger (1987) have concluded that molecular ions are present in the data and have con-
structed a model for the ion chemistry and the kinds of organic molecules present. They
argue that their model is indicative of the silicate cores with organic refractory mantles,
predicted for interstellar grains by Greenberg.

Further analysis of the PUMA and PIA data is in progress by several groups, and we
can expect interesting new results to emerge in the next few years. However, it must be
kept in mind that the instruments sampled only the smallest grains in the coma, whereas
most of the mass in the comet grains lies in particles larger than 10-ll g (see Chapter 2).

3.0 INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES

For more than 15 years, IDPs collected in the stratosphere have been available for
laboratory study. Recent advances in techniques for analyzing submicron sections of these
grains and for obtaining infrared spectra make possible a comparison with Halley data.
These techniques, including thin sections, EDX spectra, and ion-probe imaging, are re-
viewed in the paper by Walker, along with a discussion of results relevant to the comparison
with comet dust.

Using a different approach, Brownlee compared the degree of variability in the mineral
composition for the Halley dust, carbonaceous chondrites, and IDPs. The CI and CM
meteorite samples contain primarily hydrated silicates, with a narrow range in Mg/Si ratio,
in contrast to the broad dispersion in composition and prevalence of pure Mg silicates in
the Halley particles. Hydrated IDPs show a narrow range of Mg/Si similar to the meteorite
samples. The anhydrous chondritic aggregate IDPs, on the other hand, display a broad
compositional dispersion similar to that seen in the Halley spectra. These IDPs even
look like plausible cometary particles, perhaps with ice originally filling the voids. Walker
cautioned that one should not rule out other kinds of IDPs as potential cometary grains,
for example the Ca and A1 rich refractory particles and FSN particles as well as hydrated
silicates.

Relationships between CHON particles and IDPs were also discussed. The chondritic
aggregate IDPs contain dark, carbon-rich matrix material. Some IDPs may have a 3.4lzm
absorption feature, although possible contamination is difficult to rule out (see discussion
by Walker). Raman spectra of IDPs, described by Allamandola and by Sandford, exhibit
bands characteristic of aromatic molecular units of size <25A, and some showed red lu-
minescence as well. The band positions are similar to the interstellar infrared emission
features. Some IDPs have strong D/H enrichment in localized areas correlated with high
carbon concentration. Allamandola et al. associate the high D/H enrichment with poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the grains and suggest that these may be only slightly
modified interstellar grains. Walker presented an ion image of an IDP containing a frag-
ment rich in C,H,N, perhaps related to a subset of the "CHON" particles seen in Halley.
Thus, laboratory evidence regarding hydrocarbons in IDPs seems to be consistent with
what we have learned about the organic material in Comet Halley, although further in-
vestigations of both IDPs and comets are clearly important. Better understanding of the
organic material in the grains is one goal of the CRAF mission.

4.0 INFRARED SPECTRA OF IDPs AND IDENTIFICATION
OF SILICATES

Sandford reviewed the 5-20#m infrared spectra of IDPs. These fall into three groups,
identified respectively with terrestrial olivine, pyroxene and hydrated silicates. Compo-
sition analysis of the IDPs confirms the spectral identifications. A 6.8#m feature seen
in hydrated IDPs is associated with carbonate; a weak 6.8#m emission may have been
present in the spectrum of Halley (Chapter 1). The silicate feature observed in Halley can
be fitted with a combination of the three spectral types, primarily olivine and pyroxene.
This result is in agreement with Brownlee's conclusion that anhydrous silicates dominate
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the dust composition. In contrast,the 10_m spectrum of Comet Kohoutek at 0.3 AU
showed a broad smooth silicatefeature,resembling the hydrated silicatesand inconsistent

with more than a small per cent crystallineolivine.

Caution should be exercised,however, in attempting to make a detailedfitof labo-

ratory transmission spectra to cometary emission spectra. As discussed in Chapter 4, a
transmission spectrum generally includes scattering as well as absorption, which can dis-
tort the shape of the band. The temperature and size of the emitting grains also have
to be taken into account. One also has to consider the processing history of IDPs since

their ejection from a parent body and the extent to which they may have been altered by
heating. Nevertheless, given the difficulty of predicting accurately the band shape for a
mixture of inhomogeneous, irregular particles (Chapter 2), the direct laboratory compari-
son is a valuable first step, and it is significant that crystalline silicates seem to be present

in Halley.

5.0 THE 3.4-MICRON FEATURE

The observed spectrum of the 3/_m region was described in Chapter 1. The main
emission peak occurs at 3.36#m, with weaker features at 3.29 and 3.52_m. Tokunaga and
Brooke stressed that the 3.36#m feature seen in Halley and Wilson is not matched by any
interstellar source. Although the Galactic Center has a feature centered near 3.4#m, the
detailed shape differs and the feature is seen in absorption, not emission. Of the set of
unidentified infrared emission features usually occurring together in interstellar sources,
only the 3.29/_m band seems to be present in Halley. Thus, the task for theoreticians is
to explain not only the origin of the 3.36_m cometary emission, but also why it differs
from that seen in the ISM and why no corresponding emission bands are present at longer
wavelengths.

Moreover, it appears that not all comets exhibit 3.4#m emission (Tokunaga and

Brooke), and Danks pointed out that no feature was evident in a preperihelion CVF
spectrum of Halley in December 1985.

While the consensus is that the emission probably arises from C-H vibrations in or-
ganic molecules, the specific molecule(s) and emission mechanism are unknown, and it
is not even clear whether the carrier is in the gas or solid phase. Several possible emis-
sion mechanisms were discussed at the Workshop and are described in the papers in this
chapter. These include resonance scattering by gas molecules, UV-pumped fluorescence
in gas molecules or small grains, and thermal emission from small grains. Because the
derived carbon abundance depends strongly on the emission mechanism, clarification of
the 3.36/_m feature is necessary for understanding the carbon budget of the comet.
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Introduction

In recent years, Interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) collected in the stratosphere have been

the object of increasingly sophisticated laboratory studies. <1'2)In this talk, I will briefly describe

some of the main properties of IDPs, and then address the question of whether any of them

appear similar to the dust from Comet Holley.

The importance of answering this question is clear; laboratory measurements give much

more information on the properties of the dust than can be obtained by either remote observations

or by fly-by space missions. If a reasonable case can be made that some of the IDPs are similar
to comet dust, then we can use measurements on them to address some of the fundamental ques-

tions concerning comets. Specifically, we can ask whether the popular view that comet dust con-
sists of simple assemblages of interstellar grains is consistent with the measured properties of

IDPs.

Short of going to a comet and returning with a sample, we are not likely to prove that a

given class of IDPs is identical to comet dust. Thus, when I describe this work as "cost effective"

comet sample research, it is done partially with tongue-in-cheek -- but not totally. For one thing,

it is not clear that a single comet sample return mission would properly solve the problem. I con-

sider it likely that not all comets are the same; nor even, that a given comet is identical from

place to place.

For me, the most interesting aspect of extraterrestrial materials research is the mounting evi-

dence that they contain bits of pre-existing interstellar material that survived the processes of

planet formation. Apart from photons of different wavelengths, only galactic cosmic rays give a

direct sample of interstellar material. But these are individual nuclei whose origin cannot be

uniquely specified. Study of ensembles of nuclei found in interstellar dust could, in principle,

give new insights into a number of astrophysical questions. The prospect of bootstrapping our

way out of the solar system provides a powerful motivation for work on comets, IDPs, and
meteorites.

Lest they get lost in the details of the presentation, let me first state the major conclusions of

my talk:

1)

2)

3)

Some types of IDPs do appear to be similar to dust from Comet Halley.

Both IDPs and Halley dust appear to differ in important respects from primitive

meteorites.

IDPs do not appear to besimple assemblages of material that is demonstrably interstel-

lar in origin.
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4) Notwithstanding,somesurvivinginterstellarmaterialdoesappearto bepresent.The
volumefractionof thismaterialis smalland,further,occursin theformof isotopically
distinctsub-grains< 1 t.tm in siYe that are difficult to characterize.

5) Much more work is possible, both in the analysis of the Comet Halley fly-by data and
in laboratory studies of IDPs, to elucidate the relationship of IDPs to comet dust.

Experimental Methods Used To Study IDPs

Most IDPs have masses of several nanograms and are invisible to the naked eye. Notwith-

standing their small sizes, developments in microanalytic techniques make it possible to perform

a variety of measurements on single particles. In our laboratory, IDPs are first examined in a

scanning electron microscope and pictures are taken to document their morphologies which range

from, "fluffy reentrant" to "solid compact." Characteristic X-rays generated by the scanning elec-

tron beam are measured with a Si Li detector (EDX) to determine the abundances of major ele-

ments in the particles. In the past, most such measurements have been made with a Be window

covering the detector and only elements with Z > 12 have been determined. Recently, however,

several groups, including our own, have obtained data with ultra-thin window detectors which

permit measurement of elements with Z > 6. Following the initial characterization, several dif-

ferent analysis schemes can be followed. If the particle is compact, it is transferred to a quartz

plate and crushed against another quartz plate. Material adhering to one plate is then pressed into

a KBr crystal and its whole-particle IR transmission spectrum is measured using a Fourier

transform IR spectrometer (FTIR) equipped with an auxiliary microscope. Material on the other

quartz plate is pressed into a sputter-cleaned, Au foil for isotopic analyses using an ion probe

mass spectrometer. The ion probe is a relatively new instrument that uses an ion beam to sputter

ions from a surface; the ions are then mass analyzed in a high resolution double focusing mass

spectrometer. Images of specific isotopes can be obtained at a spatial resolution of - 1 I.tm. A

Raman microprobe is used to obtain spectra on the fragments found on either the Au or KBr sub-

strates. Any material still adhering to the quartz plate is used to make mounts for transmission

electron microscopy (TEM). If no remaining material is available, TEM mounts are made by

evaporating a carbon film on the KBr. The film, with its imbedded fragments, is then floated off

in water and transferred to a TEM grid.

Recently, Bradley and Brownlee c3)have developed an experimental technique that greatly

enhances quantitative analytical electron microscopic (AEM) studies of IDPs. The particles are

first mounted in epoxy and then sliced into wafers - 1000 ._ thick. Examination of a sequence of

slices permits a complete three dimensional characterization of a particle using a combination of

AEM methods including EDX, electron diffraction, and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS). Some IDPs are quite fragile and break into a number of distinct chunks. In such cases,

different fragments can be independently studied, and, in particular, some of them mounted for

thin-sectioning in addition to the other studies.

Other measurements can also be made. For example, Flynn and Sutton (1987) (4)have used

synchrotron X-ray fluorescence to measure certain minor and trace elements in IDPs. On larger

particles, or on ensembles of smaller particles, it has also proven possible to measure the contents

and isotopic composition of noble gases in IDPs. c_,6,_

Because a given particle, or fragments thereof, can have a complex analysis history, we

have developed the practice of giving names to individual IDPs. After using several ad hoc

schemes, we have finally settled on a formal procedure; a road map of Missouri and a set of darts

are the essential elements of this new nomenclature system.
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Some First Order Results

Contrary to the claims of early investigators, attempts made several decades ago to collect
cosmic dust on earth were unsuccessful. The pioneering work of D. Brownlee and his colleagues

at the University of Washington, Seattle, (8_set the field on its modem course. Subsequent meas-

urements of isotopes (9_and fossil nuclear tracks °°) proved that many stratospheric dust particles

come from interplanetary space.

We now know that different _kinds of interplanetary dust particles exist. Most work has con-

centrated on the "chondritic" subset of particles whose "cosmic" major element abundances made

them the most likely candidates for an extraterrestrial origin. However, recent oxygen isotopic

measurements have shown that some refractory stratospheric grains, which are rich in Ca and AI,
are also extraterrestrial. (H_ The enrichment of deuterium seen in one particle of another type rich

in iron, sulphur, and nickel (FSN), indicates that these too are extraterrestrial, v2_

The chondritic set of IDPs can also be broken down into different categories. The broadest

separation is between particles whose crystalline components are dominated by mafic minerals

(anhydrous) and those in which layer-lattice silicates dominate (hydrous). In turn, as shown ori-

ginally by Sandford and Walker, °31 and described further in the paper by Sandford at this confer-

ence, IR spectroscopy shows a division of the anhydrous particles into "olivine" or "pyroxene"

types. Electron diffraction studies show that most of the hydrous particles have lattice parame-
ters similar to terrestrial smectites, but a few particles have spacings characteristic of terrestrial

serpentine minerals. Thus, there are at least two types of layer-lattice silicate particles. Some

IDPs which appear to have IR spectra intermediate between the various end members have also

now been found.

It is beyond the scope of this talk to review in detail the considerable information that has
been obtained from TEM studies of IDPs. (2'_4_Suffice to say that many chondritic particles con-

sist of complex, unequilibrated assemblages of a variety of (mostly) crystalline and amorphous

phases which range in grain size from tens of angstroms to microns. Fine whiskers and thin pla-
telets are common features and have been interpreted as being due to the growth of crystals

directly from the vapor phaseY ) Still other microstructures appear to have been formed by cata-

lytic reduction of CO to form carbonaceous phases. (_6'17)Overall, the anhydrous IDPs, which also

are generally porous and fluffy, appear to consist of less altered, thus more primitive, materials

than have yet been found in the matrices of primitive meteorites.

Isotopic measurements also demonstrate that chondritic particles are primitive in the sense

that they contain material that is greatly enriched in deuterium relative to hydrogen compared to
the terrestrial values. Figure 1 shows the range of _SD* values measured in different fragments of
several IDPs. The 5D variations in IDPs are correlated with carbon but not with OH, showing

that the (as yet) unidentified carrier is carbonaceous in nature. In Fig. 2 taken from McKeegan et
al. (1987), (1:)we show ion images of a fragment of the IDP, Butterfly. It can be seen that the deu-

terium signal is concentrated in a small "hot spot" < 1 I.tm in size. The small size of the carrier

grains explains the wide variation in 5D values shown in Fig. 1.

In contrast, with one exception, carbon isotopic measurements do not vary from place to

place in a given particle although differences between particles are seen. (_g) Although small, the

intraparticle differences are probably real. No deviations from average solar system isotopic

*6D ---
D/H)unkn°wn 1 × 1000(D/H)s_ndard
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values have been found for Mg, Si, or O, although the number of measurements is quite limited.

In this sense, IDPs are less primitive than certain sub-samples of primitive meteorites.

Points of Comparison Between IDPs and Halley Dust

There are four main points of comparison between IDPs and Halley dust: 1) the infrared

spectral properties, 2) the presence of CHON components, 3) the distribution of elemental abun-
dances for elements with Z > 12 measured at a spatial resolution of - 1000 ,_, and 4) isotopic

properties. These are discussed separately below.

In a companion paper at this conference, Sandford compares the IR observations of Comet

Halley dust with different combinations of laboratory spectra and, I will not treat the subject
further here. Suffice to say that a satisfactory match can be made between the Halley data and

spectra from IDPs.

One of the new findings resulting from the intensive study of Comet Halley is the discovery

of a structured 3.4 I_m emission band. _19,20.mBecause it is not certain that the 3.4 I.tm band is due

to dust, its presence in IDPs is not a necessary condition for the equivalence of IDPs and Halley

dust. However, as shown in Fig. 3, taken from Swan et al. (1986), _z2_some IDPs do indeed show

a structured 3.4 lam feature attributable to aliphatic hydrocarbons. Several sources of possible

terrestrial contamination exist and we cannot be completely sure that the species responsible for

the 3.4 I.tm absorption is indigenous to the particles in space. Some contaminants can be ruled

out including silicone oil used to collect the particles, the xylene used to clean them, and hydro-
carbons introduced during SEM examination. However, we know that terrestrial particles are

present on the collectors and that IDPs can move around in the collecting medium. Dry particle
collection methods need to be developed to finally eliminate the contamination problem.

Abundance of Light Elements: CHON'S

One of the more striking results of the PIA-PUMA dust analyzers flown on the Giotto and

Vega missions, <23z4)was the discovery that many of the dust particles were composed primarily of

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen in various proportions. I wish now to demonstrate that

similar assemblages of light elements occur in IDPs.

The paper at this conference by Allamandola, Sandford and Wopenka shows the Raman

spectra of several IDPs. Double peaks at - 1360 cm -1 and 1600 cm -1 have been found in 16 of

20 particles so far measured. These peaks are characteristic of "disordered graphite" and their

presence demonstrates that IDPs typically contain an abundance of carbonaceous material.
Secondary ion images of the IDP, Mosquito, previously published by McKeegan et al. (1985), O)

further show that regions rich in C and H, but depleted in silicon, are present in this particle.

In Fig. 4, we show previously unpublished ion images of fragments of the olivine type IDP,

Tyson, taken in our laboratory by K. McKeegan. °8) It can be seen that there is a central region of

the particle which is rich in H, C, and N, similar to a number of the impact events seen in the
PIA-PUMA data. That some IDPs are very carbon rich can also be seen in Fig. 5 which shows an

EDX spectrum taken with a thin window detector of a fragment of the IDP, Smash. About two-

thirds of the subgrains of Smash had similar high carbon contents; in contrast, only occasional

fragments of the carbonaceous meteorites, Murchison and Ivuna showed measurable carbon

peaks.

The above results show that IDPs contain sub-units that correspond, at least qualitatively, to

the CHON type events seen in the Comet Halley fly-by experiments. However, more detailed

work needs to be done to quantify the comparisons. Part of the difficulty in making such
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comparisons lies in the fact that the Halley encounter data have so far only been published in

preliminary form. Hopefully, a definitive version of the Halley results will be published soon so

that the proper comparisons can be made.

Distribution of the Abundances of Mg, Si, and Fe

In addition to the CHON's, the PIA-PUMA experiments recorded events containing heavier

elements, some of them with relative abundances suggestive of single mineral phases that have

previously been seen in IDPs. A key point to realize in making comparisons is that the mass of a

typical impacting Halley particle was < 3 x 10-15 gms; the total mass of al_21the impacts recorded

was less than the mass of a single IDP. Comparisons with impact results must therefore be made

using measurements on IDPs at a spatial resolution of- 1000 ._.

Elemental determinations using EDX techniques on thin sections of IDPs - 1000 ,_ thick

provide such a base for comparison. This subject is treated in detail in the paper by D. Brownlee,

who pioneered this technique, and will not be discussed in detail here. I simply wish to show

Fig. 6 which summarizes data taken by W. Carey in our laboratory, in collaboration with J. Brad-

ley of McCrone & Associates, on the distribution of Mg, Fe, and Si. Two IDPs that fall in the

anhydrous IR classes show patterns of element abundances that differ significantly from those of

two other particles of the layer-lattice type. The data base amassed by D. Brownlee show that
the latter patterns are similar to primitive meteorites while the former patterns more closely
resemble those found in the PIA-PUMA results.

Isotopes

The most distinctive isotopic signature yet found in IDP's is the large D/H enhancements

found in small carbonaceous carriers. Unfortunately, the PIA-PUMA instruments are apparently

incapable of measuring D/H ratios (25)and thus the most interesting comparison cannot be made.

Analysis of results from the neutral gas mass spectrometer give a value of D/H between 0.4 and

3.0 times the terrestrial value for the volatile component of Halley. (:6) This is consistent with

what one would expect from the results on IDPs. However, the same is true for primitive meteor-
ites.

Some of the PIA-PUMA events have been interpreted as indicating low values of 13C/12C in

individual impacts. (27)This could be a crucial point of comparison since no such regions have yet

been found in IDPs. However, private conversations with some members of the Halley team sug-

gest that the result should be viewed with caution at this time. The isotopic patterns of Halley

dust appear to be terrestrial for the elements Mg, Si, O, S, and Fe. This is consistent with what is
known about IDPs.

All in all, the isotopic data obtained to date do not appear to provide decisive points of com-

parison between IDPs and Halley dust. This situation might change if it became possible to

measure isotopic ratios in smaller regions of IDPs.

Discussion

For a variety of good reasons (e.g., mass balance arguments) and some bad, it has become

widely accepted in certain circles that IDPs come predominantly from comets. However, some

IDPs must come from asteroids and Flynn 1986 (28'29)has recently pointed out several factors,

based on orbital considerations, that would favor the collection of asteroidal particles over come-

tary particles by the earth. The true fractional contribution of each source should be considered

as an open question at this time.
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ChondriticIDPsfall intoseveraldistinctcategoriesandit is possiblethatoneof thesesub-
typesconsistsuniquelyof cometaryparticles.This is thepoint of view thathasbeentakenby
BradleyandBrownlee1987in a recentpaper.°) Theypoint out thatparticlesof highporosity,
i.e., theanhydrousfluffy particles,wouldbemechanicallyweakandthussimilar to the fragile
particlesobservedin certainmeteorshowers.As discussedearlier,themicroscopicFe,Mg, Si
abundancepatternsof anhydrousIDPsappearto be similar to the PIA-PUMA Halley results and

dissimilar from those obtained in primitive meteorites; this provides powerful support for the pro-

posed cometary or/gin of the anhydrous component of 1DPs.

However, I believe that it is probably premature to associate one type of IDP with cometary

material. For one thing, the best IR spectral fit to the Halley data is obtained with an admixture

of the laboratory spectra of both anhydrous and hydrous types of particles. Further, from an iso-

topic standpoint, the hydrous particles appear to be as anomalous as their anhydrous counterparts.

Both types of particles may be present in a given comet, and further, all comets may not be the
same. It is also possible that the surficial layers of certain asteroids closely resemble the nonvo-

lative component of comets.

However, there can be no doubt that at least some IDPs come from comets. With this in

mind, what of the popular view that comet dust consists of simple assemblages of interstellar

grains? Greenberg (3°_has proposed a specific model for comet dust grains in which the particles

consist of randomly arranged stacks of elongated silicate cores mantled by carbonaceous coat-

ings. Certain features of the model may be partially valid. Elongate grains (whiskers) are seen in

IDPs and many IDPs contain abundant amounts of carbonaceous material which coats and

imbeds small crystalline grains. However, nothing resembling the Greenberg model has been

seen in the study of several hundred IDPs. We therefore doubt that it is a valid picture for typical

cometary particles.

If morphology is an uncertain guide, what about isotopic composition? Any grain with an

isotopic composition distinctly different from that of average solar system mater/al is certainly a

candidate for interstellar material. But such grains represent only a small fraction by mass of a

typical IDP and, further, are themselves quite small. In IDPs the isotopic compositions of all ele-

ments except hydrogen and, to a limited extent, carbon, are normal within measurement errors.

However, "normal" isotopic composition for an IDP as a whole, does not preclude it being

composed of interstellar grains. Many IDPs consist of assemblages of large numbers of tiny
mineral phases. Each 100 ,_ crystal might have a distinct isotopic signature, but the ensemble of

many such grains might have a composition close to the solar system average. Further, the sub-

grains could be material that survived the formation of the solar system yet still not be isotopi-

cally distinct. Interstellar grains can be vaporized in the interstellar medium 0_ and later reconsti-

tuted after mixing. It is perhaps important to note that the one true sample of interstellar material

that we know of - the galactic cosmic radiation - has (with the exception of Ne) an average isoto-

pic composition that is not strikingly different from that of the solar system.

All things considered, the simplest picture of IDPs, and, by inference, comet dust, is that

they consist of solid materials that were formed mostly in the solar nebula. Some interstellar

material is present but the volume fraction is small and the interstellar grains themselves exceed-

ingly tiny.
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PIA UPDATE: CORRELATION ANALYSES OF MASS SPECTRA

L. W. Mason and B. C. Clark

Planetary Sciences Laboratory (0560)

M,artin Marietta Astronautics
Denver, CO 80201

The PIA instrument aboard the Giotto spacecraft (a time-of-flight mass spectrometer) has been described elsewhere. 1

The mass spectra used in this analysis were decoded and mass numbers assigned according to the presence of carbon
and silver, using the global values for these elements in their spectral absence. 2 The results presented here were

obtained using a frequency of occurrence based analysis (similar to ref. 3) which correlates how often mass numbers
appear in the mass spectra and which mass numbers tend to occur together in the same spectra; no amplitude
information is utilized. The data are presented as plots of mass verses coincident mass for different subsets of the

PIA data set, with both axes having units of atomic mass. Frequency contours are plotted at approximately five
percent contour intervals, relative to the maximum AMU occurrence in that plot. The plots presented are
symmetrical about the matrix diagonal, that is, every mass is coincident with itself in a given spectra. The plus
marks indicate local maxima in the correlation profile.

Figure 1 shows the correlation plot for the entire compressed PIA data set consisting of 8030 mode 1, 2, and 3
individual mass spectra which were collected between 50 minutes before and 40 minutes after Giotto's closest

approach to comet Halley. Carbon (mass 12) is the most frequently observed element, occurring in 74% of 'all
spectra, as seen in the peak at coordinates 12,12 on the diagonal. The highest correlation which occurs between
individual elements (off the diagonal) is seen at 12,16 (C and O). Combinations which occur less frequently are: O
and Mg, Si and O, C and Mg, C and Si and so on. Mass 41 and mass 57 show similar patterns in their correlations
with H (not shown), C, O, Mg, and Si.

When subsets of the total data set are defined and the resulting correlation matrices ploued, information about the

specific relationships between simultaneously occurring mass units can be extracted. Figure 2 shows the profile
resulting from all spectra containing Mg but not C. Mass 24 shows coincidence with all other masses by definition.
Strong correlations (similar to the patterns seen in Fig. 1) between Mg and O, Si and O, O and 41, and O and 57 are

" also seen in this plot. Figure 3 shows the reciprocal data subset, that is, all spectra containing C without Mg.
Strong correlations are seen between C and.N, C and O, and C and Si, but the pattern seen in Fig. 2 at mass numbers

41 and 57 is absent. Two possible explanations for the appearance of these pauerns with Mg, and the absence of
these patterns without Mg have been postulated and are detailed as follows. The first involves the existance of

molecular or cluster ions consisting of H, O and Mg in the mass spectra. The simplest plausible combinations of
these elements which sum to the appropriate mass numbers are: (MgOH) + for mass 41 and (MgOOH) + for mass 57.

The existence of molecular ions in the PIA mass spectra is not proven by this analysis, but the simplicity of the
elemental formulas which sum to the appropriate mass numbers is compelling. The second explanation for the
observed patterns is that mass 41 is in fact Ca +, and and mass 57 is Fe+, with both either assigned to the wrong
mass number (off by one), or occurring as the hydrides. The contours in Fig. 2 which range over mass 40 and 41 can
be interpreted as support for the second explanation.

Molecular ion detection is indicated in other cases in the PIA data as shown in Figure 4, where all speclra having C

but not O are plotted. Note the correlation between mass 26 and C and N (mass 14), allowing speculation that the
CN + ion is present in a significant fraction of these spectra. PUMA data has shown significant occurrences at 24
major mass lines which were attributed to molecular ions. 3 Of these, only masses 25, 26, and 29 are similar to

frequent occurrences in the PIA data. It has been surmised, however, that two of the PIA amplifier stages were
non-functional, possibly causing fewer mass lines to appear in these spectra than in the PUMA data.

This work was performed for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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A COMPARISON OF HALLEY DUST WITH METEORITES,
INTERPLANETARY DUST AND INTERSTELLAR GRAINS

D. E. Brownlee
University of Washington
Dept. of Astronomy
Seattle, Washington 98195
U.S.A.

The Giotto. Vega 1 and Vega 2 spacecraft carried nearly identical instruments
designed to measure the elemental and isotopic compositions of dust from comet
Halley. The time-of-flight mass spectrometers measured mass spectra of positive
ions generated during the hypervelocity impact of individual submicron particles.
The thousands of spectra produced by the instruments provided a direct analysis
of the bulk elemental composition of Halley solids and information ,on molecular
and isotopic composition. The variations between spectra yielded an intimate view
of the nature of Halley at the submicron scale.

The averaged composition of Halley is consistent with chondritic elemental
abundances for elements heavier than sodium (Jessberger et al. 1986). The abun-
dances of C and N in the Halley solids appear to be higher than those observed in
the most carbon rich meteorites. Jessberger et al. estimate that carbon is enhanced

by a factor of eight above its abundance in CI chondrites. The abundance of differ-
ent types of carbon rich particles varied during the Giotto flyby indicating possible
large scale heterogeniety in the nucleus (Clark et al. 1986). For the most part,
molecules were disassociated during impact with tile instruments but analysis of

apparent molecular fragments has been used to estimate the molecular composition
of the organic component in Halley (Kissel and Krueger 1987).

The variability of the mineral forming elements in the submicron Halle?' grains
provides a powerful basis for comparison of Halley with the different classes of mete-
oritic materials that have been studied in the laboratory. The degree of variability
in the Halley samples is larger than that seen in chondrites implying that Halley
is more heterogenous at the submicron scale. A critical distinction is that Hal-
ley contains abundant pure Mg silicates at this size scale while the carbon rich
meteorites do not. The submicron compositional dispersion seen in Halley is dra-
matically different from the narrowly constrained compositions seen in the CI and
CM (type 1 and 2) carbonaceous chondrites. These meteorites are carbon rich but
are dominated by a serpentine-like hydrated silicate with a very narrow range of

Mg/Si ratio. The Halley resuits are also.unlike the compositional variations seen in
the majority of interplanetary dust types that are dominated by hydrated minerals.
The only known class of meteoritic material that appears to closely resemble the
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Halley data is a class of interplanetary dust that is composed entirely of anhydrous
minerals. These particles are black, porous aggregates of submicron grains. Some

of the component grains in these aggregates are single minerals such as Mg_SiO4.
,MgSiO; and FeS while others are compact masses of very small crystals and amor-

phous material imbedded in a low atomic weight matrix. If these particles are
identical to Halle?' this would imply that Halley is dominated by olivine, pyroxene,

iron sulfide, glass and amorphous carbonaceous matter. Carbon in these particles
occurs as discrete grains and as films not generally exceeding 200 A in thickness. As
the minerals in these particles are anhydrous the only means of storage of water or

OH in the material would be as ice filling the open voids. Because the pore spaces
are submicron in size, ice and black dust should be intimately mixed even at the
micron size scale.

A key issue in cometary studies is the relationship between cmnet dust and

interstellar grains. Some authors (Kissel and Krueger 1987) have heavily inter-
preted the Halley results in favor of the Greenberg core-mantle model for interstel-

lar grains. The Halley results do indicate high carbon abundances, consistent with
the Greenberg model, but there is little definitive evidence to really substantiate
the assertion that Halley is a mixture of preserved presolar grains that have silicate

cores surround by thick radiation processed organic mantles. If Halley particles are
identical to the anhydrous interplanetary particles, the core-mantle model does not

describe their structure. These particles are more complex than an assemblage of
elongated silicate cores mantled with thick organic films. An interesting approach

for comparison of cometary, intersteIlar and interplanetary particles is the shape of
the 10 pm silicate feature. Structure observed in the Halley 10 tim feature appears

to correlate with that observed in the anhydrous interplanetary particles measured
by Sandford and Walker (1987). Such measurements can distinguish materials dom-

inated by low temperature minerals like hydrated silicates from high temperature
minerals such as Mg silicates.

(;lark, B., Mason, L. W., and Kissel, J., Eur. Space Agency Spec. Publ.. 250.
353-358 (1986).

.lessberger, E. K., Kissel, J., Fechtig, H. and Krueger. F. R.. Eur. Space Agency
Spec. Publ., 249, 27-20 (1986).

Kissel, J. and Krueger, F. R., Nature, 326, 755-760 (1987).
Sandford. S. A. and Walker, R. M., Ap. J., 291. 838-851 (1985).
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THE SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF
INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES

Scott A. Sandford
NASA-Ames Research Center, M.S. 245-6

Moffett Field, CA 94035

The majority of the infrared transmission (absorption) spectra of individual interplan-
etary dust particles (IDPs) can be classified into one of three infrared classes based on the
spectral profile of their 10_m silicate features (see Fig. 1). These three classes have been
referred to as the olivines, the pyroxenes, and the layer-lattice silicates, after the terrestrial
and meteoritic minerals that provide the best match to the observed 10#m band profiles
(Sandford and Walker, 1985). Transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction
studies confirm that particles in the three infrared classes are, in fact, dominated by the
appropriate mineral types (see Walker, Bradley, and Sandford, 1987, for a recent review
of the properties of IDPs).

MICRONS

2.5 3 4 S 7 10

r21.M4-3&

_ -"_ ^A _

WAVENUMSERS

Figure I. Representative spectra from IDPs in each of the

three infrared classes. Figure adapted from Sandford and Walker,

1985.

Particles falling in the olivine and pyroxene infrared groups are dominated by the ap-
propriate anhydrous mineral grains (Christoffersen and Buseck, 1986; Bradley and Brown-
lee, 1986). These particles are "coarse" grained in the sense that they contain mineral
grains having diameters between 0.1 and 2 microns. These particles often have "fluffy"
morphologies and consist primarily of single-mineral grains embedded in carbonaceous ma-
trix. Diffraction studies show that the majority of the silicates are crystalline in nature,
rather than amorphous. The carbonaceous material typically constitutes 2-8 percent of the
particles by mass. The infrared spectra of these particles are dominated by the "10/_m"
(Si-O-stretching mode) and "20#m" (Si-O-Si-bending mode) features of crystalline sili-
cates.

Particles in the layer-lattice silicate infrared class are usually dominated by smectic
minerals (Tomeoka and Buseck; 1984, 1985) with a small minority containing primarily
serpentines (Bradley and Brownlee, 1986). This is opposite of the case seen in meteorites
where serpentines are observed to be the major layer-lattice silicates present. These parti-
cles represent the most common type of IDP in the stratospheric collections, and they tend
to be more compact than the IDPs dominated by olivines and pyroxenes. Carbonates are
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an important secondarymineral seenin most of the IDPs in this infrared class (Sandford
and Walker, 1985; Sandford, 1986; Tomeoka and Buseck, 1986) are the source of the promi-
nent 6.8/_m feature seen in the spectra'. Also apparent are the 3.0 and 6.0#m features due
to adsorbed and absorbed water. As with the particles in the other two infrared classes,
these particles contain about 5 percent carbonaceous material by mass.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the infrared emission from Comets

Kohoutek and Halley with IDP spectral mixtures. The points
are the cometary data; the solid lines are the [DP data. Figures

adapted from Sandford and Walker, 1985, and Bregman et al.,
1987

To first order, the 10/_m emission spectra of comets Kohoutek and Halley can be
matched by combinations of these spectral types (see Fig. 2) (Sandford and Walker,
1985; Bregman et al., 1987). In the case of comet Halley, a reasonable fit is provided
by a combination containing approximately 55 percent olivines, 35 percent pyroxenes,
and 10 percent layer-lattice silicates. In contract, the comet Kohoutek silicate feature
cannot be fit using mixtures that contain more than a few percent of the olivine-rich IDPs.
This suggests that different comets may have different overall compositions. Given comet
Halley's observed variability, we need to also consider the possibility that the relative
mix of particle types ejected could vary from time to time within a single comet. It
is interesting to note that the detailed features in the comet Halley 10#m data imply
the presence of crystalline silicates, in contrast to the featureless interstellar 10-micron
feature, which is generally thought to indicate the presence of amorphous silicates. The
dominance of anhydrous minerals such as olivine and pyroxene in Halley (as inferred from
the spectra) is consistent with the compositional constraints determined by the various
Halley space-probe dust experiments(by Brownlee, this volume). The presence of at least
some layer-lattice silicates in comet Halley is suggested, however, by the observation of a

weak 6.8/_m emission feature in the Halley data that has a strength consistent with the
presence of carbonates in the abundance with which they are seen in IDPs.

Note from Figure 1 that the three different infrared types have "20#m" features that
fall at different spectral positions, and that in many cases this _eature" actually consists
of several bands. These features are due to Si-O-Si-binding- and silicate-lattice-mode vi-
brations, and hence are more sensitive than the 10_m Si-O-stretching band to (i) cation

substitution, (ii) crystalline order, and (iii) molecular symmetry. Thus, given that a com-
bination of silicates is required to match the Halley 10/_m data and the compositional
information returned by the Halley space probes, we wouldn't expect a single "20/_m"
band, but instead a series of overlapping features of varying widths and strengths. The
net result should be a broadband excess near 20_m in which there may be no strong,
obvious "narrow" features.
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Despite the fact that the mass in IDPs is dominated by silicates, the interaction of
the dust with visible photons is primarily mediated by the carbonaceous material (see
Fig. 3). Intense bands in the Raman spectra of IDPs at 1350 and 1600 Acm -1 and a
broad feature between 2200 and 3300 A cm- 1 are characteristic of the presence of aromatic

domains whose size scale is less than 25,1. (Allamandola, Sandford, and Wopenka, 1987). No
spectral evidence exists for the presence of graphite within the IDPs. The absence of silicate
bands in the Raman spectra demonstrates that the carbonaceous material effectively covers
the silicates in the IDPs and "screens out" visible light through scattering and absorption
before it reaches the silicates. This observation has important implications for the modeling
of cometary thermal emission (see, for example, Krishna Swamy et al., 1987, this volume).
Little else is known about the composition of the carbonaceous component in IDPs except
that the material contains C and H, with minor amounts of O and N (Bradley, Brownlee,
and Fraundord, 1984), and some small fraction of this material is the carrier of a phase
enriched in deuterium (McKeegan, Walker, and Zinner, 1985). Presumably this material
is similar to the polymeric phase seen in meteorites (Hayatsu and Anders, 1981), which
consists of small aromatic domains randomly interlinked by short aliphatic bridges.
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of five interplanetar F dust particles.
Figure adapted from Allamandoia, Sandford, and W0penka,
1987.

In brief,the observed spectraland mineralogicalpropertiesof IDPs allow us to con-

clude the (i)the majority of IDP infraredspectra are dominated by olivine,pyroxene, or
layer-latticesilicateminerals,(ii)to firstorder the emission spectra ofcomets Halley and
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Kohoutek can be matched by mixtures of these IDP infrared types, implying that comets
contain mixtures of these different crystalline silicates and may vary from comet to comet

and perhaps even within a single comet,/!iil we probably do not expect to observe a sin-
gle "20/zm" feature in cometary spectra, pv] carbonaceous materials dominate the visible
spectra properties of the IDPs even though the mass in these particles consists primarily
of silicates, and (v) the particle characteristics summarized in items (ii) and (iv)need to
be properly accounted for in future cometary emission models.
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DISCUSSION

HUFFMAN: Youcanget a double-peakedRamanspectrumfrom manymaterials includ-
ing graphite (well-ordered)that hassimply beenrubbed againsta surface,not just from
"amorphous"carbon.

SANDFORD: Yes,this is true. The presenceof the doublehump only tells you that the
aromaticC-C bondsarepresentandthe domainsof orderare limited in size(25/_inIDPs).
The easewith which the graphitespectrum(Raman) is alteredand the lackof crystalline
graphiteseenin IDPs showsthat the optical constantsof graphitearenot appropriatefor
cometarymodeling.

RUSSELL: It appearsto me that the differencebetweenHalley and Kohoutek is that
one is "processed"-- heatedto producecrystallinity -- whereasthe other is not. The
nucleusof Halley is heatedduring eachapparition, undergoes"night" and "day" thermal
cycling, experiencespressurebuildupsand releases(jets and outbursts), and thus the top
fewmeters(up to 100m,basedon two outburstsobservedin the infraredpost- perihelion)
are likely not "pristine."

SANDFORD: A smearof pyroxenescanmimic an amorphous10#mfeature.

HANNER: Wehavebeendiscussingcomparisonsbetweenlaboratory transmissionspectra
and comet emissionspectra. Onehas to be a bit careful, for the shapescan differ, due
to a scattering contribution in the transmissionspectraand a range of grain sizesand
temperaturescontributing to the emissionspectra.
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The Raman spectra of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) collected in the strato-

sphere show two bands at about 1350 and 1600 Acre -1 and a broader feature between
2200 and 3300 Acre -1 that are characteristic of aromatic molecular units with ordered

domains smaller than 25_ in diameter (see Fig. 1 and reference 1). This suggests that

the carbonaceous material in IDPs may be similar to the polymeric component seen in

meteorites, where this material is thought to consist of aromatic molecular units that are

randomly interlinked by short aliphatic bridges (cf. reference 2).

The features in the Raman spectra of IDPs are similar in position, and relative strength

to interstellar infrared emission features that have been attributed to vibrational transitions

in free molecular polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (see Fig. 2). The Raman

spectra of some IDPs also show red photoluminescence (see Fig. 1) that is similar to the

excess red emission from some astronomical objects and that has also been attributed to

PAHs and PAH-related materials. Moreover, a part of the carbonaceous phase in IDPs

contains deuterium-to-hydrogen ratios that are far greater than those found in terrestrial

samples (3). Deuterium enrichment is expected in small free PAHs that are exposed to

ultraviolet radiation in the interstellar medium (1, 4).

Taken together, these observations suggest that some fraction of the carbonaceous

material in IDPs may have been produced in circumstellar dust shells and only slightly

modified in interstellar space. Since many, if not most, IDPs come from comets, this sup-

ports the view that cometary material contains "primitive" components which can provide

clues about early solar system (and perhaps even interstellar and circumstellar) processes.
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Figure 1 - Examples of the Raman spectra of IDPs. Many spectra are dominated by the
Rarnan bands of disordered carbonaceous material (seethe top two spectra),while others
are dominated by red luminescence (seethe bottom two spectra). The relativecontribu-
tion from these two elfectsvariesfrom particleto paxticle.The designations F, S, and
Lure in the figurelabelthe first-and second-order Raman bands and red luminescence, re-

z
spectively.The [axgeincreaseincounts near 0 Acre- isfrom Ray[eigh-scatteredincident
laserlight.All the spectra shown were taken at a resolutionof 5 cm -L, and the sample was

excited by the 5145,_ Ar + [a_erline.The upper axis indicatesthe absolute wavelength of
the observed emission_the lower axisindicatesthe Raman shift(Stokes lines)with respect
to the exciting-l_erfrequency. Figure adapted from reference(I).
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Several teams of ground-based observers reported observations of the emission feature
centered at 3.361zm in comet Halley following its discovery by the Vega 1 spacecraft (Ref.
1-6). The position and shape of the band (Fig. 1) indicate a superposition of emissions by
C-H groups. But the mechanism for the excitation of these C-H3 groups is still not agreed
upon. Three possibilities are summarized below. Elucidation of the emission mechanism is
needed to determine whether the source is predominantly solid or gas. In addition, Table
1 shows that the derived carbon abundance in Halley depends strongly on the assumed
mechanism.
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Figure 1. Spectra of comet Halley (Ref. 3)

1) THERMAL EMISSION FROM HOT GRAINS (a < 0.1#m)

Hydrocarbons in small grains could account for the observed 3.4_m flux if they were
heated to T > 500 K, an equilibrium temperature for absorbing grains of radius a < 0.1_m

at 1 A.U. (Ref. 3). The required C-H production rate was -_1 percent of the water
production on 26 Mar UT 1986 (Table 1).

One difficulty with ascribing the 3.4/_m feature to thermal emission is that a relatively
high-hydrocarbon band strength may be required to raise the feature above the observed
continuum (Ref. 4). Another problem is the absence of strong emission features at longer
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wavelengths (6-8_m) in comet Halley (Ref. 7, 8). These could be overwhelmed by the
thermal emission from noncarbonaceous grains (Ref. 9).

TABLE 1

Relative Abundance of C-H in Comet Halley Derived from the 3.4_m Feature.

Mechanism Ref UT Q(C-H) Q(C-H)

1986 (sec -1) QCH20)

1) Thermal emission 3 26 Mar 2x1027 -_ 1%

from hot grains

2) UV-pumped IR 4 25 Apr 3x102e 0.15°_
fluorescence from

large molecules

3) Resonance 3 26 Mar 4x1028

scattering by
molecules 6 28 Mar 2x1028

30%

1o%

2o%

2) ULTRAVIOLET-PUMPED INFRARED FLUORESCENCE (a -_ 5/k)

Large molecules or small clusters can absorb UV photons through electronic transi-
tions and release the energy through excited vibrational transitions in the infrared. This

mechanism has been invoked to explain the unidentified interstellar emission feature (Ref.
10, 11). All of the emission is in narrow bands so large line-to-continuum ratios are possible.

According to Reference 4, this fluorescence mechanism is efficient enough that the
sun could have provided sufficient UV flux to excite the 3.4_m emission in comet Halley.
They give a required molecular production of only 0.15 percent of the water production
on 25 Apr UT 1986 (Table 1). While in principle the process may be highly efficient at
converting UV photons to 3.4#m photons, considerable uncertainties do remain and a more
detailed calculation for specific molecules in the solar radiation field is needed to test its
applicability to the cometary emission.

3) RESONANCE SCATTERING BY MOLECULES

Simple infrared resonance scattering of sunlight by gas molecules could also explain
the 3.4/_m feature. Derived production rates depend on the assumed band strength, but
are a few times 10 percent of the water production (Table 1).

The signature of resonance scattering would be the detection and-measurement of
relative intensities of vibration-rotation lines in the feature which would be absent in a

solid. The highest resolution spectrum of Halley shows possible features in the band (Ref.
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4), but there is no obvious candidate to date.

Resonance scattering provides a natural explanation for the absence of longer wave-
length features since the solar flux drops with increasing wavelength (Ref. 8).

Even though the emission mechanism is still uncertain, some progress has been made
at identifying the spectral groups responsiblefor the emission (Refs. 3, 4, 5, 8, 12). A fea-
ture at 3.52/_m has been attributed to oxygen-containing molecules, possibly formaldehyde
(Refs. 3, 5, 12). A feature at 3.28#m coincides with an interstellar emission feature and
may be due to the =C-H stretch in aromatic hydrocarbons. The bulk of the cometary emis-
sion, like the interstellar absorption feature, is at longer wavelengths where alkyl groups
(-CHs and others), possibly attached to the ring molecules, can absorb. The presence of
such side chains may be indicative of low-temperature formation environments (Ref. 13).

Further progress towards identifying the 3.4/_m emitter lies in high signal-to-noise and
higher spectral resolution observations of a bright comet. In May 1987, the 3.4_m emission
feature was detected in comet Wilson (Ref. 14).
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DISCUSSION

SANDFORD: A nice talk! I think that we need to be careful not to present the thermal

and resonance processes as exclusive as far as the source of the 3.4mum feature goes. I

would expect that both processes are occurring. Certainly IDPs contain hydrocarbons and

contributions from these would be predominantly thermal. On the other hand, these grains

probably also shed hydrocarbons with intermediate velocities, and these should contribute

via fluorescence (laboratory experiments on photolyzed ices show that these intermediate

velocity hydrocarbons are easy to form and are likely to be common).

BROOKE: Thus, I expect that a truly satisfactory explanation of the 3.4pm feature will

include a variety of thermal and fluorescence processes.

LYNCH: Have you looked at the dependence of the 3.41zm feature on heliocentric distance?

BROOKE: No, it should be done.

CAMPINS: The 3.4_m feature in Comet West may have been masked by the strong

thermal continuum when the comet was at 0.3 AU.

BROOKE: If the 3.4_m-emitting material were present in abundance, we should see it

even in the presence of a strong continuum; it should be enhanced close to the sun. It

should be noted that Comet West showed the silicate feature, but did not show the 3.4#m

feature. However, the apparent variability of the 3.4#m feature on the timescale of one day

makes the prediction of when one should see the feature very difficult. The non-detection

of the 3.4#m feature on one day does not imply that that comet does not have the 3.4#m

feature at all other times. Clearly, more observations are required.
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It has been noted that the 3.36#m emission feature is not the same as that of any
ISM band at 3.4#m (ref. 1,4,6,12,13,22). This short contribution documents this fact.

In Figure 1, the 3.36#m emission feature is compared to that of the 3.4#m absorption
feature in the Galactic Center source IRS 7. The primary differences between the two
features are the small shift in the maximum of absorption of emission and the somewhat
broader width of the Galactic Center feature. While the similarity of the features is
suggestive that they are the same type material, it is important to bear in mind that
the Galactic Source IRS 7 absorption is unique. There is only one source in the Galaxy
in which this feature is seen. This indicates that the material giving rise to the 3.4_m
absorption feature in the Galactic Center may be rare and that it may not be abundant
in comets.

Figure 2 shows infrared spectra of two protostellar sources (Mon R2 IRS-2 and IRS-3)
and an evolved star with a circumstellar disk (OH 0739-14). The spectrum of the OH
0739-14 source shows that classical water ice band at 3.05#m which is well fitted by a
model (the solid line). In contrast,the spectrum of Mon R2 IRS-2 is not fitted so well
by the model and it also shows a weak absorption feature at about 3.42#m. The material
giving rise to the 3.42#m feature is probably carbonaceous, but its precise composition is
also unknown. (The spectrum of Mon R2 IRS-3 is not understood at all - it is unique.)

Figure 3 compares the emission feature in Comet Halley with the ISM emission fea-
tures at 3.3-3.6_m. The peak of the 3.36_m feature in Halley does not correspond at all
in wavelength to the emission features seen in the ISM. However, the emission features in
the ISM have been identified with the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons ("PAHs," ref. 14)
or similar material in composition such as "QCC" (ref. 18). If PAH material is present in
Comet Halley, it is present in a relatively small amount compared to the material giving
rise to the 3.36#m feature (ref. 1).

We list the comets for which both 3.4 and 10#m spectroscopy have been obtained in
Table 1. There is no clear pattern to the presence or absence of the 3.4#m feature relative
to the silicate feature or to whether the comet is new or old. Clearly, further spectroscopy
of comets is needed. Also, some caution is required in the case of Comet Wilson, the 3.4pro
feature was observed strongly but the silicate feature was weak (Gunych and Bregman,
private communication).

In summary, there is no convincing analog to the cometary 3.36/xm emission feature
seen in the ISM. This fact suggests that if the carbonaceous material in comets came from
the ISM, it was either further processed in the solar nebula or has a different appearance
because of the different excitation environment of the sun and the ISM (as suggested by
ref. 13).
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE 3.4pM AND SILICATE FEATURES

3.4Fz Feature Silicate

Comet Type Present? r(AV) Ref. Present? r(AU) Ref.

West New No 0.5 17 Yes 0.2-1.0 16

IRAS- Old No 1.0 10 Yes(weak) 1.0 10
Araki-
Alcock

Halley Old Yes 0.9-2.0 1,4,6, Yes 0.6-1.3 7,9,20
12,13

Wilson New Yes 1.3 2 (weak) 1.3 11,15
Encke Old No 0.5 21 No 0.5 8
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A TWO COMPONENT MODEL FOR THERMAL EMISSION
FROM ORGANIC GRAINS IN COMET HALLEY

Christopher Chyba and Carl Sagan
Laboratory for Planetary Studies

Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853-6801

Observations of Comet Halley in the near infrared reveal a triple-peaked emission fea-
ture near 3.4/_m, characteristic of C-H stretching in hydrocarbons (e.g., Wickramasinghe
and Allen, 1986). A variety of plausible cometary materials exhibit these features, in-
cluding the organic residue of irradiated candidate cometary ices (such as the residue of
irradiated methane ice clathrate [Khare et al., 1988]), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons (Allamandola et al., 1987). Indeed, any molecule containing -CH3 and -CH2- alkanes
will emit at 3.4#m under suitable conditions. Therefore tentative identifications must rest
on additional evidence, including a plausible account of the origins of the organic material,
a plausible model for the infrared emission of this material, and a demonstration that this
conjunction of material and model not only matches the 3-4#m spectrum, but also does
not yield additional emission features where none is observed. In the case of the residue
of irradiated low-occupancy methane ice clathrate, we argue that the laboratory synthe-
sis of the organic residue well simulates the radiation processing experienced by Comet
Halley (We summarize the variety of post-accretion radiation environments experienced
by the comet in Table 1; ultraviolet and charged particle irradiation of dust grains prior

to cometary aggregation will also be of importance [Greenberg and Grim, 1986]). We
use a simple two-component model for emission from dust in the Halley coma to predict
an observed flux (heliocentric distance 1.16 AU, geocentric distance 0.549 AU) given by
FA = CA + 12r_BA(T -- 600K) -}- 12rBA(T = 350K), where CA is the scattered solar flux,
12 is the telescope solid angle, r is the optical depth of the blackbody continuum emitters

(T--350 K), r_ = a(a/_)ln(t; 1) is the optical depth of the submicron (radius a--- 0.1_m)

organic emitters (T=600 K), and tA is given by the laboratory transmission spectrum of
the residue of irradiated CH4 ice clathrate (Fig. 1, after Khare et al., 1988). We show that
this model fits the 3.4/_m feature (Fig. 2), provides optical depths in excellent agreement
with those determined by spacecraft, and accounts for the absence of features at longer
wavelengths (Figs. 3 & 4), despite the presence of such features in transmision spectra of
typical laboratory-produced organics (e.g., as seen in Fig. 1).
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FROM THE 3_ FEATURE: COMPARISON WITH INTERSTELLAR DUST / @
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ABSTRACT

In spite of some similarities with the infrared features observed in the interstellar

medium, the 3_ signature observed in comet Halley's spectrum shows two distinct dif-

ferences, (1) the 3.28/z and 3.37/z cometary features are both in emission, while the 3.37/_

interstellar feature is most often observed in absorption; (2) there is no associated emission

feature beyond 6/_ in the cometary spectrum. These two facts can be simply explained if

we assume that the excitation mechanism is resonance fluorescence by the solar IR radi-

ation field. With this assumption, it is found that hydrocarbons are present in roughly

equal quantities in both the saturated forms, with a total carbon abundance of about 30%

of H_O.

This carbon abundance can be compared with the abundances derived for the inter-

stellar dust when all condensed (or condensable) components are considered. In comet

Halley, from the gaseous phase, we find H:C:N:O = 1.93:0.39<0.08:1.00, while we have, for

interstellar dust, C:N:O = 0.50:0.14:1.00, with the condensable hydrogen ranging from 1.4

to 2.2 according to the various models. Assuming that, in comet Halley, 20% of oxygen is

trapped in grains (SiO, FeO, MgO...), this comparison suggests that about 40% of C and

at least 50% of N is trapped in cometary grains.

Reference: Encrenaz eta/., Proceedings of the symposium "On the Diversity and Simi-

larity of Comets," Brussels, April 6-9, 1987, ESA-SP, in press.
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POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATIONS OF THE 3.4_m FEATURE
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D. L. Lambert
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University of Texas
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INTRODUCTION

A feature at 3.4#m was first detected in Comet P/Halley by the IKS spectrometer
on board the Vega 1 probe, Combes et al. (1986a,b); and subsequently from the ground
by Danks et al., Knacke et al. (1986), Wickramasinghe and Allen (1986) and Bans et
al. (1986). The feature has since been reported in Comet Wilson (19861), Tokunaga et al.
(1987). The presence of the feature is of considerable interest for a number of reasons. First,
it may represent the detection of a new parent molecule, and when combined with data from
Giotto and Vega yield new information on cometary chemistry and the early solar system
composition. Secondly, it may represent a link to the interstellar medium, the feature
corresponds in wavelength and shape with an interstellar feature seen in absorption in a
luminous star, towards the Galactic center known as GC-IRS7, Allen and Wickramasinghe
(1981). The feature in turn is thought to be related with a growing family of unidentified
infrared emission features seen in stellar objects, planetary nebulae, reflection nebulae, HII
regions and extra galactic sources, Aitken (1981). These features occur at wavelengths 3.3,
3.4, 3.5, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, and 11.25#m.

IDENTIFICATION

Consider first the highest spectral resolution observation of the 3.4/, feature in Halley
taken by Bans et al. (1986) shown in Figure 1. The spectrum has a resolution of 0.008/_m
and some structure can be seen in the profile. At first sight the structure corresponds
remarkably well with the wavelengths of the rotation lines of the CH(1-0) ground elec-
tronic state. The R branch extends blueward from the band origin at 3.6#m to peak at
approximately R12 at 3.4#m, the short wavelength limit corresponding to the R-branch
band head. The larger portion of the spectrum is shown in Figure 2 from Danks et al. and
many P-branch lines can be seen to correspond with structure seen in the observed profile.
However, peaking at R12 would imply a thermal-rotational temperature of approximately
300 K. At this temperature, the individual rotation line widths would be narrow and
should be resolved by Bans et al. Although the temperature of the molecule could perhaps
be explained by excitation processes during release of dust form the nucleus, how would
the temperature be maintained? The molecule CH is seen in the visible and known to be
excited by resonance- fluorescence; however, the dipole moment of CH is sufficiently large
that it would be difficult to maintain a high J population. It is difficult to argue, then,
that the feature arises from CH directly, although there is likely to be a small contribution.

The feature occurs at 3.4#m as a natural consequence of the vibrational energy or
bond strength of the CH molecule. However, the bond strength can be modified by the
near presence of other atoms, for instance when CH bonds occur naturally within larger
molecular structures, i.e., polymers or cyclic molecules. These aspects are demonstrated
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in Allamandola (1984). The regionbetween2-15_mcorrespondswith energiestypical of
bondstrengthswhich dictatethe molecularvibrational frequencies,andthis spectralregion
is known by chemistsas the "fingerprint" regionwhereparticular groupsof atoms give
rise to "characteristic" absorptionbands,e.g., C-H stretch olefinic3.31zm,C-H aromatic
3.4_m, C-H-saturated3.5#m, C-C stretch 6.1 and 7.2/_m,C-C stretch 6.2 and 6.7#m,
=C-H out of plane,bend 10 and 10.4#m,etc. The width, shapeand central wavelength
of the C-H signaturecan be modified in a specificmoleculedependingon the structure
and how many C-H bonds it has, but it essentiallyretains its personality. There are
also abundanceconstraintswhich limit the choiceof molecule;somefavorite candidates
basedon models are CH4, NH3, CHN, H20, CO, CO2, etc. (Crovisier and Encrenaz
1983). The 3.41zmemissionis characteristicof the CH-stretchingfrequency(CH3, CH2)
of saturatedhydrocarbons,while the 3.3#memissionis characteristicof the CH stretching
of unsaturatedhydrocarbons- in particular alkenes(-CH=CH-, CH=CH2) and aromatic
compounds(Bellamy, 1975). But it is probably not possibleto discriminate if the IR
emissionoriginatesfrom a gaseousor solid phase,or uniquely identify the saturated H-C
from the 3.4/zmfeature.

An analogoussituation exists for the UIBs which havebeensuggestedto originate
from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons(PAHs). As the name suggeststheseare cyclic
moleculeswhich can probably only form through condensationof grains. The argument
is that onceformed they arehard to destroy. Extinction in the interstellar mediumtells
us small grainsexist, and depletionof C in the gasphasesuggestthe grains are made
of graphite. Graphite, in turn, cangive rise to the 2200Afeature. The graphite planes
are held togetherby weakVander Waalsforceswhich areeasilybroken,providing PAHs
in the gaseous-or single-moleculeform. But many details are left unexplained. Donn
et al. (1987) have addressed some objections, i.e., significant differences in wavelengths
and intensities of the features, neglecting to take into account intramolecular vibrational
relaxation in large molecules which can significantly change population distributions. Donn
et al. agree, however, that hydrogen-rich carbonaceous material is probably responsible
for the features based on laboratory data. The chemist would follow the same approach
and would not make in identification of a sample based on an IR spectrum from the
"fingerprint" region alone, but would also make a NMR measurement.

The 3.4/_m feature in Halley must be approached in the same way; identification will
probably come only through a combination of spectroscopy with spacecraft data. For
instance, data from PICCA (Positive Ion Cluster Composition Analyzer) on board Giotto
has recently been analyzed by Huebner et al. (1987) who report mass peaks at 105, 91,
75, 61, and 45 at a regular spacing of approximately 15 amu. These data are consistent
with decay products of a polymer, and by making up polymers from the most abundant
elements H, O, C, and N, only a few possibilities exist - (NH)n and (H2CO)n. (H2CO)n is
known as paraformaldehyde or as polyoxymethylene (POM), which was first predicted by
Wickramasinghe (1974). It has an affinity for graphite and silicon and grows in whiskers on
dust particles. It is stable to heating by solar radiation. In fact, in the spectrum of Danks et
al. features are also seen at 3.3, 3.37, 3.51 and weakly at 3.58#m. Features beyond 3.5/zm
are easier to interpret in terms of gaseous emissions, as the number of candidates increases
rapidly. Possible identifications of the 3.51 and 3.58#m features are the fundamentals
of H2CO, Vs, and vl, centered at 2843 cm -1 and 2783 cm -1 respectively. Gas phase
chemistry of the interstellar medium predicts the abundances of diatomic molecules well,
and also the formation of some linear molecules; certainly the molecules observed in the

dark clouds at radio wavelengths are linear. In addition, Giotto and Vega both found large
numbers of small grains rich in C, H, O, and N. All this re- enforces the hydrogenated.
carbonaceous ideas, and we should probably concentrate on linear molecules in the gas
phase. Some of this data lead Chyba and Sagan to propose small organic grains or grains
with mantles of organic material formed from a methane clathrate bombarded by p_- and
_/rays to process the methane ice into an organic residue. The model fits the observations
globally and could serve as a good basis for specifying what future space missions should
look for.
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CONCLUSION

In order to advance further, the identificationof the 3.4/_m feature and detection and

identificationof other parent molecules in general requires complementary probe data.

From the ground the 3.4/_m feature should be re-observed in as many comets as

possible.Ithas now been seen in Halley (old)and Wilson (new), but has not been detected
in Enke (old),West (new), or IRAS (new). Technology isadvancing fast,and itshould be
possible to obtain higher resolutionobservations and eventually mapping.

Observations from the KAO should be carried out in the 5-12_m region to search for

the complementary bands of C-H, C=C, etc. The absence offeatures in thisregion to date
isdisquietening.
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ground-based and space-probe measurements of P/Halley yielded a wealth of infor-
mation about the chemical composition and size distribution of cometary grains.

The most important result to come from the PIA/PUMA data is the ground-truth
demonstration that grains with chemical compositions similar to those seen in terrestrial,
interplanetary interstellar grains exist in the nuclei of comets. It is evident, however, that
many questions remain unanswered and new questions have been raised. We summarize the
conclusions reached by the participants in this session, and outline their recommendations
for future cometary investigations.

Spectroscopic Studies

The data returned during the Halley apparition provided a wealth of information
about cometary dust grains. Realization of the potential of the data requires supplemen-
tary laboratory studies of grain materials. These should include experimental investiga-
tions of grain-processing mechanisms as well as laboratory spectroscopy of prospective
grain constituents.

Spectroscopic studies of the emission features that appear in comets are extremely
important to elucidate the origin of these features. Further observations of both new
and evolved comets over a wide range in heliocentric distance are required. These should
be supplemented by laboratory studies of materials thought to be similar to cometary
constituents.

The detailed spectral shape of the 3.4#m feature in comets has yet to be well deter-
mined by observations at high-spectral resolution. Such observations, as well as compar-
ative spectra of laboratory samples, will be necessary to distinguish between such mech-
anisms as emission by solid organic grains and resonance fluorescence by organic gases.
Some of these models can be discriminated by documentation of temporal variations in
the 3.4#m feature and by the presence or absence of features at other wavelengths as a
function of heliocentric distance.

There are several broader questions that such observations of these emission features
in a large sample of comets and stars can address. How do the comet feature's compare with
those observed in circumstellar and interstellar dust? What are the connections between

the hydrocarbon functional groups which produce the 3.36#m emission and those that
produce the 3.29 and longer wavelength features in interstellar sources? Are the organic
residues in comets formed after capture in the inner solar system, in the Oort cloud, or in
the interstellar grains which were accreted into the comet nucleus?

Interplanetary Dust Particles

The interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) seem to be the closest analogue of comet
dust accessible to laboratory study. At least one subset of IDPs, the anhydrous chondritic
aggregates, are very likely to be comet dust, albeit "weathered" in the solar system for up
to 104 years. It is important to study their physical structure, chemical and mineralogical
make-up and to relate to these to physical and chemical processes in the comet. These
data will form the basis for comparison with future in st'tu measurements of comet grains.
An understanding of their alteration in the interplanetary medium and in the earth's
atmosphere is also necessary.

It is also important to measure the optical properties of these IDPs, including their
infrared emission features (if possible, as a function of temperature), for analogy with the
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comet dust observedremotely. An attempt should then be made to model the optical
properties,to test the adequacyof theoreticalpredictionsfor non-sphericalparticles.

Direct Sampling from Space Missions

It is apparent _that the proposed space missions, such as the Comet Rendezvous As-
teroid Flyby (CRAF), Comet Sample Return, and the Orbit Determination and Capture
Experiment (ODACE) are of the highest priority for increasing our understanding of the
composition and mineralogy of cometary grains and their relationship to interplanetary
and interstellar grains. The results from PUMA/PIA and from analyzing IDPs show that
much can be learned from the dust composition at the submicron level. From CRAF,
dust samples can be analyzed by a variety of techniques including x-ray fluorescence, gas
chromatography, secondary ion mass spectroscopy, and electron microscopy (see Chapter
5). These measurements can address the questions: Under what conditions did the mineral
dust grains form? Have they been subjected to thermal and aqueous alteration? How do
isotope ratios such as D/H and C12/C13 compare with terrestrial vs. the ISM? What is
the composition of the organic material in grains? By sampling the dust coma at different
times, the heterogeneity of the nucleus can be investigated.

Earth-based remote sensing, however, will remain the bridge between the target comet,
other new and evolved comets and the interstellar medium.
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CHAPTER 4

LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS

Ray Russell
Space Sciences Laboratory

The Aerospace Corporation

with contributions from B. Donn and L. Allamandola

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Laboratory studies related to cometary grains and the nuclei of comets can be broken
down into three areas which relate to understanding the spectral properties, the formation
mechanisms, and the evolution of grains and nuclei:

1) Spectral studies to be used in the interpretation of cometary spectra,

2) Sample preparation experiments which may shed light on the physical nature and
history of cometary grains and nuclei by exploring the effects on grain emissivities resulting
from the ways in which the samples are created, and

3) Grain processing experiments which should provide insight on the interaction of
cometary grains with the environment in the immediate vicinity of the cometary nucleus as
the comet travels from the Oort Cloud through perihelion, and perhaps even suggestions
regarding the relationship between interstellar grains and cometary matter.

This summary will present a rather different view of laboratory experiments than
is usually found in the literature, concentrating on measurement techniques and sample
preparations especially relevant to cometary dust. In addition, it attempts to assimilate the
information provided in B. Donn's talk at the workshop, some of his excellent, comprehen-
sive references (Donn, 1985 and 1987), and the informal presentations by L. Allamandola,
R. Thompson, T. Mukai, and the author. Another recent general overview of interstellar
dust questions may be found in Tielens and Allamandola (1986). Extended abstracts of
presentations made in this session are included in the Appendix.

Based on over two hours of animated discussion by the laboratory investigations work-
ing group on 10 August and numerous comments throughout the workshop, several areas
of study were endorsed as important for furthering our understanding of cometary grains
and nuclei. Some of these have been worked into the text in this chapter, and a summary
of these recommendations is included in Chapter 5.

Laboratory studies of interplanetary dust particles were also recognized as important
for our understanding of cometary dust. These particles were discussed in Session III and
thus are not treated here (see paper by Walker, Chapter 3).

2.0 SPECTRAL STUDIES

Studies of infrared spectra of simulated cometary grains can lead to the identification
of materials present in comets, shed light on the physical state and thermal history of the
grain material using details of emission band structure, and aid the development of ana-
lytical treatments for predicting the emissivities of small particles near resonances in the
optical constants of corresponding bulk samples. These studies can also be useful in plan-
ning future comet observations and instruments, for example, in the selection of spectral
filters for CRAF and earth-orbiting instruments, by predicting where new spectral features
may exist or elucidating what bandpasses would best improve our understanding of known
features, and defining the spectral resolution necessary to resolve such band structures.
This workshop focused on the mineral phase (primarily silicates) and hydrocarbons, but
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icesand gasphasemolecules(especiallythosesuchasCN whichwereshownto havebeen
releasedby "parent" grains at a rangeof distancesfrom the nucleusof Halley's Comet)
arealsoimportant subjectsof IR spectroscopicstudies.

Spectral studieshavebeenbasicallyof three types; reflectance,transmittance,and
emittance,and thesearediscussedin turn.

2.1 Reflectance

Reflectancemeasurementsfrom polishedsurfacescan beusedto deriveoptical con-
stantsof bulk samples.The opticalconstantscan,in principle,beusedto computespectral
emissivitiesof grainsof the sameprecisecompositionasthe bulk material but of arbitrary
size,shape,andphysicalproperties.However,aspointedout in Chapter2, a comprehen-
siveanalytical treatment for the calculationof the scatteringand emissivity asa function
of wavelengthfor irregular, inhomogeneousparticles is lacking. Thus, a complementary
and perhapsmorestraightforwardapproachis to study the spectraof particulate sam-
ples which have somesimilarity to cometarygrains, bearing in mind that particle size
and shape,temperature,surfaceroughness,and evendegreeof aggregationof spherical
particle samplesALL affect the resultingwavelengthdependenceof emissivity and scat-
tering. Thus, this sessionfocusedon transmissionand emission,and for a morecomplete
discussionof optical constantswe refer the readerto Chapter2.

However,spectralreflectancestudies(in somecasescombinedwith transmissionwork)
still seemto havea lot to offer in the study of thin films, suchasthosesputtered onto
a surface(Day 1979and 1980)or depositedonto a surfaceat low temperature. In both
of thesesituations one attempts to measurespectralstructure by reflectancenot from a
polishedsurface,but rather from anaggregateof materialwhich, in practice, is likely to be
acontinuous,fairly smoothsurface(althoughthesurfacessostudiedwerenot examinedby
SEM). Thin films areparticularly usefulfor obtaining the spectraof volatilesor residues
from processingof simple ices. In practice, this may be a reasonableway to createan
analogfor a cometarynuclearsurface,but it has a limited application to the study of
emitting and scatteringparticlesseenin the visible and infrared.

Clearly,Scatteringfrom a singleparticle is anextremecaseof reflectance.While one
would ideally like to measureinfrared scatteringand emissivityof suspended,individual
particles (preferably in a vacuum),relatively few studiesof this type havebeendone at
anywavelength(e.g.,Ashkin 1970,Ashkin and Dziedzic1971and 1980,Hecht 1979a,b;
Philip et al., 1983; Marx and Mulholland 1983, and Arnold et al. 1982 and 1984) and
can be prohibitively difficult experimentally. For example, it is very difficult to obtain
single particles of volatiles, although they can be prepared as thin films or sputtered layers
with comparative ease. The flux from a single particle at infrared or shorter wavelengths,
especially at large scattering angles, is small and thus hard to measure. The forward

scattering component can be lost in the incident (unscattered) flux.

One approach to investigating the scattering by single particles is to scale both particle
dimensions and wavelength to the microwave region. Materials then have to be found with
microwave optical constants matching those of interest for cometary grains at shorter
wavelengths.

Two groups are pursuing this technique with application to astronomical grains. One
group is now at the University of Florida (Schuerman 1980) the other is at the Ruhr
University, Bochum FRG (Zerull et al. 1980). These facilities are valuable for studying
effects of shape and roughness on the optical scattering. However, these experiments are
not designed to derive emissivity functions so critical to compositional analysis based on
infrared spectroscopy of cometary comae.

Weiss-Wrana (1983) suspended single particles electrostatically and measured the an-
gular scattering of various silicate, carbonaceous, and meteoritic particles with a laser.
Giese et al. (1986) have extended these measurements to three wavelengths. Some IDPs
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have beenstudied by using advancedmethodsfor thin sectioningin a support medium
and cleveroptical enhancementtechniques,but theseexperimentsdon't evenattempt to
simulatefreeparticles in space.

Althoughsomeprogressin this direction (whichwouldevenincludezerog conditions)
may be possible on the space station, we must push ahead in terrestrial labs now. Thus,
measurements of ice films and residues, organic residues, and sputtered refractory films
represent one of the active, productive areas of laboratory simulation going on today.
Several groups (see below) are exploring the properties of ices and ice residues after a
variety of methods of processing the films has been applied.

2.2 Transmittance

Perhaps the most abundant source of astrophysically relevant spectral information is
the vast array of transmission measurements conducted on laboratory, lunar, terrestrial
mineral, and meteorite samples, and even interplanetary dust particles. Because of the
relative ease with which a sample can be put into a lab spectrometer and transmission
(or more precisely, extinction = absorption ÷ scattering) obtained, this has been a very
productive survey technique. Good, comprehensive reference examples for minerals, etc.,
include, but by no means are limited to, Ferraro (1982), Hunt, Wisherd, and Bonham
(1950), and Nyquist and Kagel (1971), and for IDPs, Sandford, Fraundorf, Patel, and
Walker (1982), Sandford and Walker (1985), and Sandford (1985). A word of caution:
One must be concerned about the fact that transmission data usually include the extinc-
tion due to scattering as well as the absorption which is of interest in the analysis of
astronomical emission spectra. However, as was pointed out by G_hrz and Huffman, a
further complication is that for some small lab instruments some of the radiation scattered
out of the beam may still be detected if the sample and the light collector (or detector)
are close enough together.

Even though one cannot be confident that all or none of the scattering effects are being
measured, the technique is still very valuable for associating certain spectral features with
specific groups, radicals, etc. in the samples. We simply point out that one can be misled
in using pellet transmission spectra to identify the materials causing an emission spectrum,
as the scattering wings on the sides of strong resonant features can make the features look
very different from those seen in emission where only the absorption component of the
transmission really applies.

To date, most of the transmission .data have been obtained with "standard" lab in-
struments, such as those made commercially by Beckman and Perkin-Elmer. Recently,
Fourier Transform interferometers for the IR (FTIRs) have become much more common,
and machines by Nicolet and Mattson have permitted the computer controlled automatic
acquisition of entire spectra from about 2.5#m to 25 or 40fzm. The use of the computer
permits easy averaging of many spectra with the ability to print out the results in digital
as well as graphic form. Data are typically saved on disk, and post-processing is frequently
done. Few systems are currently used to acquire data beyond 40/_m, and there are not
that many used regularly beyond 25_m. The new devices have options allowing work all
the way to the sub-millimeter, but these capabilities have not been exploited in lab studies
such as we are discussing here.

The emissivity technique to be discussed below would allow the use of the same long
wavelength spectrometers in the laboratory as are used for the astronomical observations.
In principle, detectors from these spectrometers could also be used for transmission studies,
as several of the new FTIR machines allow the user to provide the detector, and the output
of the detector is fed into the computer that takes the interferogram and controls the
mirror. The entire spectrometer could be used with more difficulty in conjunction with
a Beckman or P-E, but the sensitivity would likely be lower and the aggravation factor
much higher. However, all of these experiments which use the same instrument to take
the astronomical and laboratory data have the advantage of producing spectra that are
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mucheasierto compare. In view of the expected increase in number, quality, and spectral
resolution of cometary spectra, the workshop participants recognized the need for long
wavelength lab studies (,_ > 50#m, out to 200#m or beyond).

2.3 Emittance

A very promising technique, based on the response of several attendees and the success
of earlier published studies, is the use of actual emissivity measurements. This technique
was pioneered by Lyon (1964) and Hunt (1976), who showed that the emissivity of a
collection of small grains resting on a polished metal surface (usually copper to insure
a single, uniform temperature) was the same as that of the grains floating in a vacuum,
except for the addition of the grain emission reflected by the metal back toward the detector
and the (easily subtracted) low, featureless background due to the polished metal. Thus,
if one desired only to obtain the spectral shape and not the absolute grain emissivity, the
technique was clean and fairly simple to use.

Rose (1977) utilized this technique in his thesis work analyzing meteorite samples,
studying lunar samples, and exploring simulated astronomical grains produced by aqueous
condensation (Day, 1976b). His apparatus used a chopping primary mirror to modulate
the sample signal and remove the infrared background. He showed that the emission from
amorphous silicates provided a good match to the spectral shape emitted by astronomical
grains that had not been subjectedto significant heating. Grains that had been heated
or created with lattice structure showed spectral peaks characteristic of the mineral com-
position, similar to transmission spectra but with typically narrower peaks and, in some
instances, at slightly different wavelengths.

Stephens and Russell (1979) and Nuth and Donn (1982, 1983b and references therein)
used the techniques of laser vaporization and smoke condensation respectively, to produce
similar amorphous silicate particles about 200 A in size which stuck together in long,
fractal-like chains and masses. The emissivity of such particles has been shown (Stephens
and Russell 1979, and Cohen et al. 1980) to reproduce the shape and central wavelength of
interstellar (Trapezium-like) silicate emission at both 10 and 20#m with a chi-squared per
degree of freedom of 1-2, and to fit the broad, smooth 10#m feature in Comet Kohoutek
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Figure 3.1 - Top schematic view of the emissiviW chamber used to make the emission

measurements. Sample typically covers _< 1.0% of the surface of the copper block. The

copper block is heated to either 42,77 or 127 C in making the mesurements (from Hecht

et al. 1986).
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aswell. Moreover,it waspointedout by Huffman that the groundenstatiteand olivine
spectrain Stephensand Russelllookedremarkablysimilar to the Halleyspectrumshown
by Campinsat the Workshop. The successfuluseof this emissionstudy to match the
spectra,and thus explain the nature, of two astronomicaldust populationssuggeststhat
emissivity measurementsare a very promising avenuefor investigatingcometarygrain
composition.

The schematic of the chamber used by Stephens and Russell is shown in Figure 3.1
as a simple, inexpensive way of obtaining such data. Figure 3.2 shows some of the data
obtained with the chamber using the same CVF instruments as were used to obtain the
comet data. Again, as was noted above but bears repeating again, having lab data taken
with the same instruments as were used for the cometary studies greatly facilitates a clean,
unambiguous comparison of the spectra.
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3.0 SAMPLE PREPARATION

In his recent review, "Experiments on the Formation, Properties and Processing of
Cosmic Dust," Donn (1987) has provided a comprehensive reference list covering work on
the physics and chemistry of working with dust samples which are designed to further
our understanding of astronomical dust grains. Here, we will explore some of the practical
considerations of producing collections of grains which we believe are related to those grains
being observed by the "cometary spectroscopist," as well as some new lab efforts begun
as a result of work on the identification of interstellar grains through infrared emission
features.

3.1 Established Techniques for Producing and Studying Mineral Grains

Techniques for the preparation of cometary dust analogues include the grinding of
mineral samples into micron or sub-micron size particles, deposition of dust samples on
mirrored surfaces, condensation of smokes in an arc, condensation of laser-vaporized min-
eral material in a controlled atmosphere, pressing and grinding and re-pressing pellets (to
get a uniform pellet sample), such as KBr, with a grain material present, collection of films
both at warm temperatures and near 10 K , and collection of organic matter inside glass
vessels with controlled atmospheres, just to name several. Each has inherent advantages
and drawbacks, and thus the use of several approaches for the production of the same or
similar samples probably gets us closest to the truth; deficiencies in each approach should
become more apparent when the results, specifically the wavelength dependencies of the
emissivity of the dust, from different experiments are compared.

An example familiar to the author of the added insight resulting from using two
different experimental approaches relates to dust sample preparation via laser vaporization
and condensation in a controlled atmosphere of a mineral sample of known composition
(Stephens and Kothari 1978, Hecht et al. 1986) versus grinding up particles and pressing
them in a KBr pellet versus using an arc to create a smoke. In the laser vaporization
one can use a vast array of materials in different forms. The starting substance can be
well characterized, and the atmosphere varied to simulate inert, O-rich, C-rich, or H-rich
environments. However, as pointed out by Donn, the condensation is occurring at much
higher densities than those found in astronomical situations, and we need to worry about
what effect that will have on the resulting grain sample. In an arc, one is somewhat
restricted in the materials that can be used and in the gas present during nucleation.
Furthermore, one needs to worry about collection techniques that don't affect the sample.

Ground particles may be altered by the pressure used for the grinding and by con-
tamination by the "mortar and pestle." Some of these concerns have been removed by the
use of fluid air mills, where the "grinding" is accomplished by high speed impacts of grains
with other grains in an inert gas flow inside a contained space, such as in a Trost Fluid Air
Mill. The nature of the flow tends to avoid abrading the walls, as the fluid moves fastest
at some distance away from the walls. Contamination is at a minimum, as the grinding
is done by the material itself. The temperature is usually controlled by the temperature
of the gas, and thus heating is minimized. However, it is difficult to collect the samples
without the grains contacting room air (with the potential for chemical changes such as
oxidation) and forming aggregates, although IDPs (and thus cometary grains by analogy)
seem to be found in aggregates also; thus, this may actually be a positive aspect of the
technique. One alternative sample production technique which attempts to minimize ag-
gregation and thus determine the properties of separated grains is matrix isolation, which
is discussed in Section 3.3.

Once the dust has been created by the technique of choice, the spectral dependence
of emissivity (absorptivity) needs to be obtained by transmission or emission techniques.
Although alluded to above, it will flesh out the example here to note specifically that a
comparison of transmission and emission experiments has shown that using only the trans-
mission through pressed KBr pellets containing ground samples will result in wavelength
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shifts of the features (due to the refractive index of the pellet), aswell asthe inclusion
of a strong scattering componentnear the edgesof resonanceswhich is inseparablefrom
the absorptivity (emissivity). Allowing the dust to settle onto an alreadypolished KBr
window can alleviate the shift effect. However,onecanonly removethe scatteringeffect
by measuringthe emissivitydirectly, asdiscussedabove.

In short, eachmethod producesscientificallyvaluablesamplesworthy of study, but
one must constantly be askingwhat effectsmay be attributable to the preparationand
measurementtechniquesasopposedto the sampleitself. In this example,the grainspro-
ducedby the laservaporizationverystrongly resembleIDPs in size,form, and amorphous
nature, suggestingthat, although they form faster than grains would in an astronomical
environment, perhapsthey do not form in a very different way, and we may use these
results to further our understandingof the compositionand structure of cosmicgrains.

3.2 Hot Flow Grain Production

Another promising approach to the formation of cosmic grain analogues which is
still under development involves the flow of gases through a series of furnaces resulting in
nucleation and condensation of grains which can then be measured spectroscopically in situ.
This technique is being pursued by, among others, Donn's group at Goddard and Arnold's
group at the University of California at San Diego. In several respects these experiments
will approximate the formation of grains in a proto- solar nebula or circumstellar shell. It
will even be possible to add UV irradiation of the grains at a later time.

3.3 Organics and :Low Temperature Volatiles

All of these techniques have been related to the grains known to be heated to, typically,
over 300 K, and thus ignore the issue of the composition of the cometary nucleus where
we believe ices play; a predominant role. Based on cosmic abundance arguments, airborne
measurements of water vapor in the coma, and now satellite fly-by experiments measuring
the gas composition in situ, we now have strong support for the long-held belief that ices
make up the major portion of the nucleus, with a significant dose of organic materials to
help lower the albedo to less than 10%, perhaps less than 5%. This suggests that work on
organics and ices will be critical to the success of future comet missions and our further
understanding of comets, and that we should address sample preparations of this type
here.

Chyba and Sagan (this meeting and 1987) and Khare, Sagan, Thompson, et hi. (Sagan
and Khare 1979, and Khare et hi. 1987) have been experimenting with organic samples
created under solar system-like conditions. These experiments have resulted in ice residues
after irradiation and tholins created in a spark or UV-enriched environment which are
promising analogues for cometary nuclear material. In particular, their fit to the 3.4/3.5#m
features in the spectrum of Comet Halley with their lab data on a methane ice-clathrate
residue are quite good, and we look forward to the results of follow-on studies. Based
on cosmic abundances, one would expect to find methane ice in comets, but it has not
been seen so far. If the reaction products in methane clathrates are truly responsible for
the observed 3.4/3.5#m features, it would neatly explain the absence of the expected pure
methane ice.

Unidentified IR emission features (UIR bands) are seen in many different astronomical
objects at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, and ll.3#m. It has recently been proposed that they may be
carried by free, molecule-sized, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). As a class,
PAHs are complex, planar, molecules made up of fused benzene rings which contain 20
to 50 carbon atoms and are extremely stable. Furthermore, model calculations suggest
that these species, if present, would be as common as the most abundant, but far simpler
polyatomic molecule, NH3. Alternative explanations include hydrogenated carbon-rich
molecules or very small grains (molecular clusters) which are heated to high temperatures
by absorp.tion of a UV photon. The excess 12#m flux correlated with galactic infrared
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cirrus discovered with IRAS suggests the presence of a significant population of very small
grains which are heated to high temperatures. Whatever the ultimate identification, in
view of the ubiquity of the UIR bands in both galactic and extra-galactic sources, and the

proposed link between interstellar and cometary dust particles, we expect this to be an
important avenue of research in coming years.

In particular, there is some evidence for a weak 3.29_m feature in the spectrum of
Halley, along with the stronger 3.36_m feature (the opposite of the situation in the spectra
of most extra-solar system objects). This emphasizes our need to understand the emission
mechanism in order to interpret correctly the spectra as we try to identify the composition
and physical nature of the grains. Several proposed explanations for the 3.36_m feature
are discussed in Chapter 3 of this report. Further laboratory tests of the viability of a
fluorescence mechanism need to be conducted.

This new hypothesis of a previously unrecognized, but potentially very abundant
component of the interstellar medium has important ramifications in many areas of as-
trophysics, and comets may eventually be our "laboratory" in which to test our models.
For example, since the PAHs complexity and abundance would indicate a unique chemi-
cal history, not associated with the generally accepted ion-molecule interstellar chemistry
models, they may well be the molecular progenitors of the larger carbonaceous dust grains
(soot) which provide continuum emission and absorption in the infrared spectra of numer-
ous astronomical sources. If this is the case, interstellar carbon particles may have PAHs
in them, and if comets are related to interstellar grains, we would expect cometary "ices"
to contain PAHs or PAH clusters.

Testing of the PAH/hydgrogenated carbon/molecular cluster hypotheses and their
impact on the larger astrophysical picture is severely hampered, however, by a general
lack of knowledge of the physical and chemical properties of such grains in the forms they
are likely to be in in space: ions, dehydrogenated radicals and free neutral species. Their
spectroscopic properties are extremely important to know since virtually all observational
data pertaining to this problem are spectroscopic in nature. At Goddard, the absorp-
tion, emission, and fluorescence spectra of PAHs are being measured, as well as those of
amorphous hydrocarbons, by several techniques.

The NASA-Ames group is also undertaking a program to fill some of this gap by using
another common preparation technique not yet discussed here, that of matrix isolation (see,
e.g., Moskovits and Ozin 1976, Gole and Stwalley 1982, and Meyer 1971). In this approach,
the species of interest is isolated by suspension in a frozen, solid, inert matrix at about
10 K. This has the advantage of maint_.ining the grains as separate entities (helping to
prevent clumping and coagulation), but raises the question of how the interaction between
the grains and the matrix may affect the observed spectrum.

Once the matrix, in this case containing PAHs, has been prepared, UV, visible, and
IR absorption spectra are measured. Subsequently, exposure to a UV radiation field mim-
icking the solar or interstellar field, as appropriate, can produce ionized or partially de-
hydrogenated PAHs. The spectra of these species can then be measured. In addition to
the spectroscopic studies of individual PAHs, the Ames group will also be focusing on
the properties of small carbon clusters (20-30 A in diameter) built up from PAHs. The
laboratory data will then be used in theoretical modeling of UV-pumped IR fluorescence
of PAHs and small amorphous carbon (soot) particles, and the possible application to
understanding interstellar grains.

The pertinence to cometary grains will depend on further spectroscopic observation
of comets at the wavelengths of the UIR bands; there is a possibility that the ll.3#m
feature was seen in Halley (Campins, this meeting). In addition, as the molecules will emit
differently when in a solid than when in a _gas" phase, further analysis of interplanetary
dust particles and the results of a comet rendezvous will be needed before we can fully
relate cometary and interstellar grains.
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4.0 GRAIN PROCESSING

The section above treated the various ways one can create dust or grain samples in
the lab which we believe simulate cosmic dust. However, as has already been mentioned
above in passing, the astronomical grain is not created in the form in which it will live out
its life; numerous forces act on a grain to alter it, including annealing, the passage of shock
fronts which can actually cause vaporization and recondensation, the action of strong UV
fields resulting in photolysis products and chemical reactions requiring an excitation energy
suddenly becoming possible, sputtering by cosmic rays and ions and impacts among grains
in denser environments, such as molecular clouds, and the addition of mantles through
gas-grain collisions or hydration through grain contact with hydrogen and oxygen (or
even water molecules) in the dark, cold, interior of these same dense clouds. As a result,
laboratory simulations are not complete without addressing the effects of grain processing.
Some grains, such as large silicate grains, may be strong enough to resist major change,
and certainly several attempts to model warm interstellar/circumstellar dust with the
Trapezium profile have met with success. However, the cometary environment shares with
the dense, cold molecular clouds the strong probability that ices play a major role in
determining the chemistry and physics of the solid phase, and in some instances the gas
as well, and thus it is important to address processing of icy grains in particular.

We know from the measures of albedos that the surfaces of asteroids, the comae of
several comets, and now the nucleus of Halley have remarkably low albedos, far too low
to be ice as we are accustomed to' seeing it. This suggests that contamination of the
ice by dark material or processing of the ice by the environment is responsible for the
dark appearance of the ice and that lab experiments to reproduce these low albedos are
essential to our understand!ng of comets. Several groups have pursued and are continuing
to conduct such experiments; these include the Leiden effort, Sagan and Khare's work,
and, as noted below, the Ames effort.

4.1 Hydration

Some of the effects of hydration have been studied for silicates by, for example, Knacke
and Kratschmer (1980) and Hecht et al. (1986), and for a variety of minerals which might
have astronomical importance by Russell (1978). In each instance, spectral structure
related to the amount of water of hydration could be reproducibly added to or removed from
the spectrum by exposure to saturated water vapor or heat in a vacuum, respectively. Thus,
the spectral shape, especially in the 5 to 8/_m region, is a fine diagnostic of the amount of
hydration. Currently, additional studies on the effects of hydration for amorphous grains
are underway at Goddard (Nuth et al. 1985).

4.2 Thermal Processing

The studies of amorphous vs. crystalline silicates (Donn et al. 1970, Day 1976a,
Nuth and Donn 1983a and 1984, and Stephens and Russell 1979) have shown that the
temperature history of the grain can be quite well assessed by the degree of structure
present in the 10#m spectra of (optically thin) silicate particles. Stephens was able to take
amorphous olivine-composition glassy grains whose spectra matched the 10 and 20#m
interstellar features well, heat them up to temperatures in the 500 - 700 K range and
recover the same spectral shape as seen for the original (crystalline) olivine sample. Thus,
if a comet, like Halley, is observed to have a double-peaked structure in its 10#m spectrum
(Chapter 1), it is strong evidence for annealing of the cometary grains.

This is consistent with our picture of Halley material as having been heavily processed
by multiple returns through the solar system, with repeated heating and cooling of the
sticky, tough crust. Either heating portions of the crust to fairly high temperatures or
irradiation processing (a combination of cosmic ray and UV-induced changes) in the surface
could have altered the grain structure. The smooth spectra of the two first-time comets,
Kohoutek and Wilson (Merrill 1974, Lynch et al. 1988 and abstract, this report), are also
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consistentwith this picture, as they wouldbe expectedto haveunprocessed,primordial
grainswhich would be amorphousin structure. On the other hand, we haveno way of
ruling out a different grain structure prior to the formation of Halley's Comet, or even
precludinggrain processingduring the comet'sformation.

Of course,wehavea very limited databaseof 10_m(muchless20_m)cometaryspec-
troscopy,and not a-lot more lab dataon dustsamplesspecificallycreatedto becometary
dust analogues(Hecht et al. 1986, is one exception). Workshop participants felt vigorous
lab programs could provide several types of data (e.g. spectral data to guide filter selection
and plan spectroscopy experiments, and physical data on nuclear surface materials to plan
for penetrator experiments) in support of the NASA comet missions to maximize their
scientific return (see below).

5.0 LABORATORY GROUPS

As so little information is available concerning the properties of ices and grains which
are relevant to the low temperature, vacuum, UV-irradiated environment of comets (much
less the poorly understood formation environment of cometary grains), a substantial, con-
tinuing laboratory program is clearly necessary to further our understanding of comets
as they are today, how they formed, and their relation to the particles in the interstellar
medium. This is a particularly urgent need for NASA to support the two comet missions
being planned (CRAF and comet sample return). For example, combined analyses of the
water and dust production rates, in concert with models of the icy and refractory grain
components and the physical structure of the comet nucleus would enhance our under-
standing of the design requirements for probe and sampling instrumentation. Chapter 5
enumerates the specific areas of study endorsed by the workshop participants which were
felt to be necessary to meet these requirements and to carry our understanding of comets
forward.

Sometimes an example of a successful laboratory effort can be a valuable planning aid
}'or future work. Furthermore, we know of no existing guide to the many scattered current
laboratory efforts, and thought it might be helpful at least to provide a rough guide to the
existing group efforts which were discussed at the workshop. In this spirit, brief summaries
thereof are listed below in addition to our example. This will not, then, be a complete list,
presenting as it does distillations of workshop discussions; my apologies to those who may
have been left out -- it is no assessment of the quality of such a program.

A good example of an ongoing effort is found in the well thought out and well funded
Laboratory Astrophysics program begun in Leiden in 1976, sponsored by the Physics and
Astronomy Departments at Leiden University and charged with carrying out experiments
of direct relevance to astrophysics. It is indicative of the level of support and long-term
commitment workshop participants felt are necessary for significant progress in the field.
In addition to a chaired professorship for overall management of the Laboratory (J. M.
Greenberg) and two assistant professor, tenure-track positions (to develop and direct the
lab and theoretical programs, respectively), the start-up group also included four graduate
student/post-doctoral positions as well as a very substantial laboratory start-up budget.

Combining astrophysical theoretical expertise with an on-going experimental program
has proven to be a very successful approach to tackling many difficult, interdisciplinary
programs. The principal theme of the research has been to shed light on the physical and
chemical properties of interstellar and cometary ices by carrying out laboratory studies of
astronomical ice analogues. During the past 12 years, the group has studied the spectro-
scopic properties, from the vacuum ultraviolet through the infrared, of ices made up of
simple materials as well as mixtures and the results of different types of processing exper-
iments, such as deposition at various temperatures, annealing, UV irradiation effects, and
temperature cycling effects. In recent years, the Leiden group has started to address ques-
tions concerning the role sulfur plays in determining the properties of ices. The number of
astronomers from the U.S. who have participated in the Leiden group at the doctoral or
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post-doctoral level is further testament to the importance of this research group. That no
laboratory of comparable scope exists in the U.S. is not for lack of talent or interest, but
for lack of dollars.

The Cornell group has also worked for many years on studies of mixtures relevant
to solar system environments, including the study of tholins, ices, frosts, and methane
clathrates (see abstracts in the Appendix, and Sagan and Khare 1979), and elemental sulfur
in solid and liquid form in view of its prevalence in solar system bodies (Sasson, Wright,
Arakawa, Khare, and Sagan 1985). In view of the substantial amount of dark, organic
material measured in Halley by the satellite fly-by experiments,and the large fraction of
the bulk of the nucleus believed to be icy in nature, these are also particularly relevant
projects to the study of comets.

In 1984, a modest effort was begun at the NASA Ames Research Center to foster close
collaboration between laboratory experimentalists, astronomical observers, and theoreti-
clans. During the past few years, tremendous progress has been made in IR spectroscopy
of comets and galactic sources either known or believed to have ices present, resulting in
some tight constraints on the physical and chemical properties of such grain materials.
The approach taken at Ames will be to carry out experiments on samples comprised of
materials thought to be present on or in grains in the interstellar medium. For example,
IR observations have shown that CH4 is not a major ice constituent but that something
like CH3OH is likely to be present in astronomical ices. Thus, an experimental program
focused on the photolytic and physical properties of interstellar ice analogues containing
CH3OH is under way. Ices containing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) will also
be studied at Ames in view of the suggestion that they may be a ubiquitous component of
the interstellar medium and that interstellar and cometary grains may well be related.

A major laboratory program in support of the study of interstellar grains from many
directions has been going on at the Goddard Space Flight Center for many years. This
program has included (but certainly has not been limited to) investigations of condensation
processes (see Donn 1987, for a review of this subject with an excellent reference list),
hydration effects in silicates, sputtering processes, temperature dependence of the spectral
transmission of silicates (annealing, Donn et al. 1970, and Day 1974 and 1976a), and
currently the effects of aggregates through fractal analysis (Donn 1987). Lab equipment for
studying cluster beams has been evolving at GSFC for several years, and is presently quite
productive (Donn et al. 1981). Also, experiments on the scattering by fractal aggregates
using microwaves and scaled-up simulated grains are being enhanced in collaboration with
the microwave facility, Space Astronomy Laboratory, University of Florida (Schuerman
1980), and P. Meakin, J. Stephens, B. Gustofson, and R. Wang.

Another microwave laboratory for investigating the scattering by irregular, inhomo-
geneous particles is located at the Ruhr University, Bochum, FRG. The Bochum group
has been active for more than 15 years, particularly in the study of the polarization by
irregular grains. They demonstrated the importance of "fluffy" structure in producing the
observed polarization and backscattering by interplanetary dust (Giese et al. 1978.)

A continuation of the emissivity studies cited above (Russell 1978 and Stephens and
Russell 1979) with new materials and sample preparation techniques is being continued
at The Aerospace Corporation in collaboration with J. Stephens of Los Alamos. Funded
primarily on in-house research money, and using instrumentation built in-house for IR
astronomical observations from 2-14_m, this program has resulted in a promising match
to some of the 6-8_m absorption features seen in dense, cool sources using straight forward
silicate samples modified by hydration (Hecht et al. 1986). Additional samples with
totally different but interesting compositions have been measured and the results are being
prepared for publication.

There are a number of other groups around the world studying various aspects of grain
processing and grain optical properties. Since 1981, the group at Lecce, Italy has been
investigating the ultraviolet and infrared optical properties of various forms of amorphous
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and hydrogenated carbon, PAHs, and SiC (Borghesi et al. 1985, Bussoletti et al. 1986).
Sakata et al. (1984) have been investigating the properties of quenched carbonaceous com-
posite (QCC). Several groups have been studying sputtering and effects of ion irradiation,
including the AT&T Bell Labs laboratory group (Lanzerotti et al. 1984) and the group at
Catania, Italy (Strazzulla 1985).
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CHAPTER 5

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE

prepared by M. Hanner
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with contributions from Panel Members and the Organizing Committee

INTRODUCTION

The third morning of the Workshop was devoted to a panel discussion (followed by
general discussion) to assess what we have learned from Halley and to recommend fu-
ture directions for infrared studies of comets and supporting laboratory investigations.
Panel members were L. Allamandola, T. Encrenaz, R. Gehrz, M. Mumma and M. Harmer
(moderator). The panelists were asked to address the following issues:

1. What steps can be taken to achieve consistent interpretation of Halley infrared data?

2. How successful has the Halley Watch been for infrared studies? Should some functions
be extended to other comets?

3. What supporting laboratory research is needed?

4. What are the key infrared observations needed for future comets? Is new instrumen-
tation required?

5. How do current and future NASA programs relate to comet studies?

1.0 ACHIEVING A CONSISTENT INTERPRETATION OF HALLEY DATA

1.1 Comparing Observations

- Observers should publish full details of their photometric system and calibration.
Infrared photometric systems are not standardized among observatories; even "stan-
dard" infrared filters may have different effective wavelengths.

- Several groups carried out extensive photometric monitoring programs (Table 1-1).
Efforts should be made to bring these basic data sets onto a common photometric
system, so that they can be combined to give a synoptic history of the comet activity.

- Differences in beam size and sky chop amplitude have to be considered when compar-
ing data sets. When jets were present in the coma, the brightness did not necessarily
decrease inversely with distance from the nucleus.

- Whenever possible, intercomparisons should be done by the observers themselves.

1.2 Temporal Variability

- From November '85 through April '86, Halley displayed extreme variability. Not only
did the amount of dust in the inner coma vary on timescales of a few hours, but also
the size distribution apparently varied, so that the average optical properties changed.

- Thus it can be dangerous to combine data taken at different times (for example to
extend spectral coverage) without taking this variability into account.

- Synoptic observations in the visible and ultraviolet spectral regions m.ay be useful in
charting the variability.

- Observers should always publish the UT times of their measurements.
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1.3 Applying Models

- When interpreting data, it is a good idea to talk with the observers first!

- A complete, rigorous treatment of the scattering and emission from inhomogeneous,
irregular grains does not exist; however, there are approaches to treat specific aspects
of the problem.

- The limitations of the analytical methods for treating irregular particles have to be
kept in mind when analyzing Halley data.

- Where high accuracy and detailed spectral fitting are not required (for example, es-
timating dust production rate and total emitting cross-section) the Qabs computed
from Mie theory may be adequate.

- The silicate grains in the coma may exhibit differing degrees of crystallinity. Structure
in the spectral features will show up in the 10#m stretching mode for a lesser degree
of crystallinity than in the 20#m bending mode vibration.

- Possible changes in grain properties during outburst need to be evaluated.

- Infrared data should not be interpreted without reference to data at other wavelengths.

2.0 INTERNATIONAL HALLEY WATCH/INFRARED NET

The International Halley Watch was established to advocate and coordinate worldwide
observations of Halley and, thereafter, to prepare a permanent data archive. These roles
were discussed specifically for the Infrared Net.

2.1 Coordination

Participants agreed that planning and coordination have been helpful:

- Many observers from other disciplines were encouraged to participate.

- Publicity from IHW facilitated allocation of observing time at large telescopes.

- Compiling and distributing observing schedules allowed observers to be aware of con-
current observations.

- Electronic hotline and mail system were useful for posting new observations and ex-
changing information quickly.

It was agreed that a permanent "comet hotline" for the purpose of exchanging ob-
serving schedules and new results would be useful.

However, a few desirable results were not realized:

The 8-13_m spectral region was poorly observed, despite the fact that this could have
been done from the ground with CVFs available at several telescopes.

A common photometric system among observatories (filters, photometric standards)
was not achieved, reflecting the larger problem of standardization in infrared astron-
omy.

Coordination of KAO and ground-based observations proved to be difficult.

In some cases, the Infrared Net has not been notified whether planned observations
were actually obtained.

Participants expressed frustration over the dollars spent for coordination compared to
the support available for actually carrying out the observations. However, most agreed that
a continued, low-cost coordination effort for comet observations is desirable, and that this
effort should include recommending the observations most needed. Some observers stated

that they are now experiencing more difficulty than ever in obtaining telescope time for
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comet observing, and they feel that there is a "backlash" resulting from the Halley effort.

2.2 The Archive

Software specialist B. McGuinness gave a status report on the archive for the in-

frared net (appended to this chapter). The Halley archive is designed to be a permanent,
long-term database-containing the original observations, without interpretation, and with
sufficient information on instrument parameters that they can be re-evaluated by future re-
searchers. Both an accessible CD-ROM and a printed version will be created. In addition,
an archive is being prepared for Giacobini-Zinner.

Obviously, if the archive is to serve its purpose, all observers need to submit their
data promptly. Final date for submission to the infrared net is June 30, 1988. All those
who have contributed data will be offered a free copy of the completed archive.

The information to be placed in the header with each data set was discussed. In
addition to instrument parameters such as beam size and chopping throw, comments on
the weather and data quality should be included. An example of the header format is
shown in Figure 5.1.

It was recommended that a bibliography of published papers related to the observa-
tions be appended to the archive.

Concern was expressed as to how the archive will be used after the considerable
resources expended to create it. The recommendation was made that small grants be
made available for utilizing the Halley and GZ data base.

Target publication dates are:

GZ printed archive - November 1988

GZ CD-ROM archive - May 1990

Halley printed archive- October 1989

Halley CD-ROM archive - July 1990

**** Final date for submitting data is June 30, 1988 ****

3.0 SUPPORTING LABORATORY STUDIES

This section draws on an evening of discussion by the laboratory investigations sub-
group, as well as the discussions during Sessions III, IV and V.

Laboratory investigations can contribute to our understanding of comet grains in
several ways, including:

- interpreting optical and infrared spectra obtained from Halley and other comets;

supporting instrument design and measurement strategy for the CRAF mission;

- analyzing interplanetary dust particles;

- investigating the physical and chemical processes taking place on the nucleus and in
the coma, as well as the processing of grains since their initial formation in the ISM.

Recommendations for specific measurements in these areas, directed toward the topics.
covered in this workshop, are summarized below.

3.1 Interpret Existing Infrared Observations

What types of silicates are present in comet dust and how do they compare to inter-
stellar silicate grains?

What types of organic material are present in the grains?
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Figure 5.1 - Sample Header Format for Halley Archive Infrared Net

Fizure Exvlanation

TmUT: Time of midpoint of observation.

IrtUT: Duration of observation.

Beam Off Origin: Distance of beam from origin specified in comment.

Or: Number identifying one of the "origin _ comments.

Filter Table: Number of specific table describing filter characteristics.

Comm Notes: Letter identifying one of the "Note _ comments.
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What is the carrier of the 3.36#m emission feature and what is the excitation mecha-
nism?

Recommended Measurements

1. 10_m band shape versus physical and chemical properties of silicates (anhydrous/hydrated;
degree of crystallinity; grain size and shape).

2. 20_m band shape and 10 to 20#m band strength ratio in silicates.

3. Temperature effects in spectral features.

4. Complete spectra to 50_m, and selected spectra to 200#m.

5. Spectra of appropriate organic materials, including PAHs and various forms of hydro-
genated carbon.

6. Optical constants for appropriate organic material in the 3_m region.

7. Effects of grain size, from large molecules to small grains to grain aggregates.

8. Resonant and non-resonant fluorescence - is this a viable excitation mechanism in

solid grains?

9. Microwave scattering on grain analogs: phase function, polarization, and Qscat.

(Spectral resolution of ,-- 5cm -1 is needed to support future comet observations.)

3.2 Provide Database in Support of CRAF

What are the most important wavelength bands to sample?

What gas/grain interactions take place in the inner coma?

What are the structural properties of the nucleus?

Recommendations

1. Identify and study position and width of spectral features to determine the required
filters.

2. Study isotope effects, especially in COs and ice bands, to define instrument and filter
requirements.

3. Measure ions/radicals coming off well-defined surfaces to plan for measurements of
the near-nucleus environment.

4. Study structural properties of ices, in preparation for penetrator experiment.

3.3 Analyze Interplanetary Dust Particles

What can the composition and structure of IDPs tell us about their origin and pro-
cessing history?

What carbon compounds are present?

Can isotope anomalies identify remnant interstellar grains?

What are the optical properties of IDPs?

How do their infrared emission spectra compare with comet spectra?

Recommendations

1. Study the composition and mineralogy of units within grains to identify high and low
temperature phases.

2. Identify the carbon-bearing materials within grains.
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3. Measure key isotopes ratios, such as D/H, carbon.

4. Measure optical and infrared properties, if possible emission spectra.

3.,1 Study Physical and Chemical Processes

How do grains form and how do they aggregate?

What dust structures result during the process of sublimation from the nucleus?

What are the structural properties of the nucleus?

Are there isotope fractionation effects during condensation and vaporization?

Is the hydrogen ortho/para ratio primordial?

How are cometary materials altered by irradiation?

Recommer ded Investigations

1. Structural properties of ices and heat conductivity.

2. Irradiation effects on simulated cometary nuclear surfaces.

3. Composition of residues produced by irradiation of ices, and their C:H:O ratio.

4. Outgassing of CN and other radicals from grains.

5. Isotope effects - fractionation during condensation and sublimation.

6. Ice sublimation and the expected ortho/para ratio.

7. Formation of dust structures, including clusters and "bucky- balls."

8. Energy storage mechanisms to drive outbursts and jets.

4.0 STRATEGY FOR FUTURE COMET OBSERVATIONS

4.1 Lessons from Halley

The infrared spectral region is the key to remote study of comet dust composition,
as evidenced by the list of spectral features detected in Comet Halley (Table 1-2). Thus,
infrared spectroscopy will be extremely important for future comet studies. However,
without basic photometry to define the spectral energy distribution, the spectroscopy is
often difficult to interpret; thus, coordinated programs covering a broad spectral range are
vital.

Participants all agreed that the most serious omission from the Halley campaign is
the lack of spectra across the 10-micron silicate feature. Moreover, only one spectrum of
the 16-24#m region was obtained - at 1.3 AU pre-perihetion. It is not known whether the

lack of identifiable silicate peaks in this spectrum was characteristic of the grains or was
simply a result of temporal variability.

The Kuiper Airborne Observatory played a vital role in the Halley observations, pro-
viding the first ever cometary spectra at 5-8#m, 16-24#m, and 20-68#m, as well as direct
detection of H20 and upper limits to other parent molecules. It is crucial to cometary
studies that NASA keep this facility operational.

The Lear jet observatory telescope can also be a valuable tool for comet observations,
as evidenced by its role in the Halley program.

4.2 Science Rationale

As is often the case, new discoveries have created new puzzles about the nature of the
material in comets. Scientific questions to be addressed by future observations include:
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- How typical is Halley? Are the same spectral features, implying similar composition,
seen in all comets, both new and evolved?

- What kinds of silicates are present in comets? Are hydrated silicates present as well
as anhydrous forms (olivine, pyroxene)? Why did Halley show distinct peaks in the
10_m feature, indicative of crystalline grains while other astronbmical sources do not?
Where is the silicate bending mode vibration near 20_m?

- How common is the 3.36#m emission in comets? What is the excitation mechanism,
and are the carriers molecules or grains? Why is the strongest emission at 3.36#m
in the comet and at 3.29#m in interstellar sources? Are there any emission features
from organic material at longer wavelengths?

- What gaseous species originate from grains in the coma?

- What is the origin of the 12.2/zm emission feature in Comet Wilson? Why was it not
evident in Halley?

- Are emission features at _ > 24#m present in other comets? What is their origin?

- How do the various spectral features vary with heliocentric distance, and what can
this tell us about their excitation mechanism?

- Finally, how are cometary grains related to interstellar grains? Can we infer anything

about their processing history?

4.3 Recommendations for Future Infrared Observations

The following recommendations for future observing of moderately bright comets were
agreed upon:

- The 10 and 20_m silicate features should be observed with good spectral resolution
(_ 1%) and with good temporal coverage.

- Synoptic 1-20#m filter photometry should be carried out with small or moderate-sized
telescopes (> 75 cm), ideally telescopes dedicated for that purpose. Observations of
bright comets at small angular distance from the sun are very desirable.

- The 2.7-5#m region should be observed with the maximum possible spectral resolution,
not only to study the 3.29 and 3.36#m features, but also to confirm the presence of
several other features tentatively detected in Halley spectra.

- Complete 5-13_m spectra and/or both 10 and 20#m spectra should be obtained during
a KAO flight, in order to define the continuum level and to correlate spectral features.
Lack of such coverage has complicated the interpretation of Halley data.

The 2.65_m transition in the H20 molecule should be observed in other comets, as a
direct means of measuring the H20 production rate and ortho/para ratio. Other par-
ent molecules can also be searched for via their infrared transitions (e.g., HDO,HlSOH,
CH4, CO2, H2CO, CO); for this purpose, instrument sensitivities should be improved
to permit detections at 1% of H20.

The spectral region beyond 20#m needs further study, to confirm and identify the
weak emission features discovered in Halley.

Coordinated observations in different wavelength regions are needed, to correlate spec-
tral variations and identify common carriers. For this purpose, two telescopes at the
same site are very desirable, as is coordination of KAO, LJO, and ground-based mea-
surements.

- Because bright comets appear unpredictably and often without sufficient warning to
apply for observing time, let alone plan a coordinated campaign, we recommend that
major observing facilities, including the KAO, have a target of opportunity plan,
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wherebysome observing time can be allocated on relatively short notice, to obtain
key observations of new comets. Such a program already functions well on the IUE.

Comet P/Brorsen-Metcalf, with P = 70 years and q = 0.48 AU, has a favorable
apparition in 1989, passing 0.4 AU from Earth about six weeks pre-perihelion. In contrast
to Halley and Wilson, it will be favorably placed for Northern Hemisphere observers. An
ephemeris for planning purposes is given in Table 5-1. Although brightness estimates are
uncertain, it will be among the brighter periodic comets.

- We recommend that a coordinated program of ground-based and airborne observations
be initiated to study P/Brorsen-Metcalf, during July - September 1989.

- There is also a need to study the class of fainter, short-period comets, to support
NASA's CRAF mission.

4.4 Instrumentation

Specialized instrumentation for cometary observations is not required. Several new
instruments under development for ground-based and airborne spectrophotometry and/or
imaging will benefit cometary studies. Instruments which can operate in more than one
spectral region are desirable, for the reasons discussed above.

5.0 RELATION TO NASA PROGRAMS

NASA-supported projects are an essential ingredient of infrared studies, since much
of the infrared spectrum is accessible only from high altitude or from space. In the future,
we can look forward to infrared spectroscopy with improved spatial and spectral resolution
from several NASA projects. However, we stress that excellent science can be conducted
with existing NASA facilities.

5.1 Ground-Based Support

Grants to observers from NASA's Planetary Astronomy Program are needed to carry
out the observational program outlined in Section 4.

The large aperture and excellent sky at NASA's Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) on
Mauna Kea make possible high-resolution spectroscopy of comets in the 3 and 10_m
atmospheric windows and also allow faint comets to be detected and bright comets to
be followed over a wide range in heliocentric distance. Several of the 3_m spectra of
Halley and Wilson and one 10#m spectrum were obtained at the IRTF with facility
instruments.

5.2 Airborne Facilities

The Kuiper Airborne Observatory will continue to be an important facility for comet
observations. Many of the emission features detected for the first time in Halley
spectra need to be confirmed in other comets and observed over a range in heliocentric
distance to help identify their origin and excitation mechanism. Detection of emission
bands from organic materials at 5 - 8#m would greatly aid identification of the 3.36#m
carrier. Other parent molecules may be detected via infrared transitions. It is crucial
that NASA keep the KAO flying, with a full schedule, and that comet observations
be considered a bona fide part of the science program.

- The Lear Jet Observatory, equipped with a 30-cm telescope, complements the 91-
cm KAO; both fly at similar altitude. The LJO, with its shorter flight times and
more flexible schedule, is particularly suited for monitoring variability in the comet
spectrum; a large dust outburst in Halley in April 1986 was successfully observed in
this way. The telescope can point to elevations 0-30 degrees above the horizon; thus,
comets can be followed near the sun. Simultaneous LJO and KAO flights can achieve
desirable correlated observations in different spectral regions.
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SOFIA, a proposed 3-meter airborne telescope, would greatly aid the identification of
fainter emission features in comet spectra, particularly those at _ > 24#m and poten-
tially other signatures of organic materials in the 5 - 8 _m region. It would bring into
view a larger number of comets, over a wider range of heliocentric distance, including
the important class of new comets, such as Bowell and Cernis, with perihelion at -_3
AU. Spatially resolved spectral observations would also be possible.

5.3

and
are:

Telescopes in Earth Orbit

The Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) observed at least 17 known comets in four
bandpasses extending to 120_m during its 1983 sky survey. Many more comets are
doubtless included in the asteroid catalogue. The high sensitivity, large field of view,
and wide-wavelength coverage of the IRAS instrument affords an infrared view of
comets, both spatially and spectrally, that will not be repeated within the next decade.
Of particular interest are the dispersal of dust grains in the tail, the existence of dust
comae at large heliocentric distance, and the formation of debris trails, such as that
of Tempel 2. We recommend that NASA continue to support analysis of the IRAS
comet data.

The Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) is a new space observatory in the
planning stages. The present design goals are:

Facility lifetime: five years, with ten-year goal.

Spectral range: 1.8 to 700_m

Aperture: 85 cm

Field of view 7 arcmin

Sensitivity: natural background-limited, 2 to 200#m

Image quality: diffraction-limited for _ > 5_m

Three instruments have been selected for SIRTF, to provide photometric, imaging,
spectroscopic capability with the utmost sensitivity for infrared wavelengths. They

Infrared Array Camera- PI: G. Fazio, SAO

Multiband Imaging Photometer - PI: G. Rieke, Arizona

Infrared Spectrograph- PI: J. Houck, Cornell

These instruments will have the following capabilities:

Photometry with diffraction-limited beams from 2 to 700_m (beamsize 3 arcsec at
lO#m).

Low-resolution dispersive spectroscopy from 2.5 to 120_m (resolving power _ 100).

Moderate resolution dispersive spectroscopy from 4 to 1201_m (resolving power
-_ 2000).

Wide-field and diffraction-limited imaging, mapping, and surveying at 2.5 to 200_m,
using arrays with at least 128 x 128 pixels.

Polarimetric capability for use in conjunction with both the imaging and photometric
instrumentation.

SIRTF will provide unprecedented spectral coverage and sensitivity for the study of
comets. Complete spectra can be obtained from 2.5 to 200_m at resolutions of 100 to
2000. With the continuum from 13-16_m defined, the silicate features in the 16-24#m
region can be identified. Weak features at longer wavelengths can also be confidently
detected. In addition, SIRTF will allow study of the shape of the 10#m silicate band
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without interference from the 9.7#m ozone absorption, which now causes uncertainty in
the definition of the peak near 9.8#m. The coma can be spatially mapped in individual
spectral features. The inactive nuclei of many short-period comets should be detectable in
the thermal infrared.

- The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) is a fully approved and fully- funded mission
of ESA, which is scheduled for launch in 1992 - 1993. The expected lifetime is 18
months. ISO consists of a 60-cm telescope, cooled with a helium cryogenic system,
and four focal plane instruments presently being built by European consortia. These
instruments are summarized in Table 5-2. ISO is designed to be an observatory for
the whole astronomical community. Two-thirds of the observing time will be made
available to this community via submission and selection of proposals.

- We strongly recommend that NASA support guest investigators for comet studies on
ISO.

- The Planetary telescope now under study in collaboration with FRG could greatly
aid comet research. We strongly recommend that infrared instruments be considered
for the payload.

6.0 THE COMET RENDEZVOUS/ASTEROID FLYBY MISSION

While there is much to be learned from remote sensing and laboratory studies, there
are some questions that can only be answered with direct sampling. The Comet Ren-
dezvous/Asteroid Flyby mission (CRAF) has the exciting prospect of sampling the com-
position of the solid grains with a variety of analysis techniques throughout the perihelion
passage of the target comet.

Key element ratios can be measured, for comparison with meteorites, IDPs and the
interstellar medium. Isotope anomalies that are tracers of interstellar grains can be de-

tected, such as the D/H and 13C/12C ratios. The mineralogy of silicates can be studied
"and the composition of the organic material can be investigated.

Three dust analysis experiments have been selected for the payload:

The Cometary Matter Analyzer (COMA) will use secondary ion mass spectroscopy to
measure the elemental and isotopic composition of the dust. The measurement technique
is similar to that of the PIA/PUMA instrument on the Halley probes. (PI: J. Kissel FRG).

The Scanning Electron Microscope and Particle Analyzer (SEMPA) is a miniature
scanning electron microscope with an energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer. SEMPA will
measure the elemental composition, dimensions, and surface morphology of individual
micron-sized grains, from which the mineralogy and crystal form can be deduced. (PI: A.
Albee).

The Cometary Ice and Dust Experiment (CIDEX) uses the techniques of x-ray fluores-
cence spectrometry and gas chromatography. The XRF can determine the bulk elemental
composition of the dust (15 to 25 elements). The GC can study light gases, organics,
and polar molecules; the volatiles can be released and analyzed stepwise at a series of
temperatures from -90 to +1000 deg C. (PI: G. Carle).

In addition, the spacecraft will carry a complement of remote sensing instruments,
gas mass spectrometers to measure the gas composition, and particles and fields instru-
mentation. Of particular relevance to this Workshop, a visual and near-infrared mapping
spectrometer (VIMS) will survey the wavelength range from 0.35 to 5.2_tm, with a spectral
resolution of 0.011- 0.022/_m, while a thermal infrared radiometer (TIREX) will measure
the emission from the coma and the nucleus through various filters at ), > 5/_m.

- We strongly recommend that NASA fully support this important mission
with a timely New Start and adequate funding.
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Table 5-3

Instrument Payload for ISO

ISOCAM

ISOPHOT

sws

LWS

Main Function

Camera and

Polarlmetry

Imaging Photo-

polarlmeter

Short-wavelength

Spectrometer

:Long-wavelength

Spectrometer

Wavelength
(Microns)

3- 17

3 - 200

3 - 45

45 - 180

Spectral
Resolution

Broad-band,
Narrow-band,
and Circular

Variable

Filters

Broad-band
and
Narrow-band
Filters.
Near IR

Grating
Spectrometer
with R=I00

1000 across

wavelength

rang_ and
]xtO q from
15-30 microus

200 and 104
across wave-

length range

Spatial
Resolution

Pixel
f.o.v.'s of

3,6 or 12
arc/seconds

Variable

{Diffraction
- limited

and

wide beam)

14 and
20 arc sec

1.65 arc

minutes

Description

Two channels each

with a 32x32

element array.

Four sub-systems:
.Multl-band,

Multi-aperture

Photo-polarimetec
.Far-Infrared
Camera

.Spectrophotometer

.Mapping Arrays

Gratings, and
Fabry-P_rot
Interfecometers

Grating and
Fabry-P_rot
Interferometers
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
HALLEY WATCH INFRARED NET ARCHIVE

. ¢"

Brian B. McGuinness

Department of Earth and Space Sciences
State University of New York at Stony Brook

Stony Brook, NY 11794-2100

The primary purposes of the Halley Watch have been to promote Halley observations,
coordinate and standardize the observing where useful, and to archive the results in a
database readily accessible to cometary scientists. The intention of the IHW is to store the
observations themselves, along with any information necessary to allow users to understand
and use the data, but to exclude interpretations of these data. It is important to note
that submission of observations to the IHW does not preclude the publication of these

observations in journals. In fact, observers are urged to publish their data promptly in the
open literature. Data submitted to the Infrared net of the IHW will not be released until
the IHW archives are released.

Each of the archives produced by the IHW will appear in two versions: a printed
archive and a digital archive on CD-ROMs. The CD-ROMs will contain everything sub-
mitted in digital form to JPL. Due to cost constraints, the printed archives will contain
some, but not all, of the information in the digital archives for each of the observations.
The printed versions will allow astronomers to quickly look up information and will give
them an idea of what type of information is available on what dates. Each entry will con-
tain the ID number of the corresponding file in the digital version, so the printed archives
will be useful as indices to the CD-ROMs. The digital archives will allow the data to be
easily accessed by computers for data reduction and analysis. CD readers for IBM PCs
and other microcomputers are available to read the CD-ROMs. Thus, access to the digital
archives will not be excessively expensive.

The archive is expected to have a very long lifetime. Experience indicates that mag-
netic tapes deteriorate to uselessness after only ten years or so. As CD-ROMs were de-
veloped relatively recently, their useful lifetimes are unknown, but they are expected to
last at least 30 or 40 years. When they start to wear out, they can be copied onto newer
CD-ROMs or other media. The archive is expected to be used at least up through the
next apparition of Halley.

The IHW has already produced an archive for P/Crommelin. This consists of one
printed volume and two 1600 bpi tapes. The CD-ROM version is contained in the Planetary
Data System's (PDS) Interactive Data Interchange (IDI) disk. The Crommelin archive was
created as a test of the Halley Watch. It enabled the IHW to determine what problems
would be likely to appear during data collection for the creation of the other two archives.
The proposed format for the printed versions of the G-Z and Halley archives has changed
considerably based on experience gained from the Crommelin archive. Furthermore, the
indexing scheme used for the G-Z and Halley digital archives will differ substantially from
that used for Crommelin. Nonetheless, the Crommelin archive is a useful source of data,
although its distribution in CD form has been far more limited than is planned for the
Halley and G-Z disks.

The Halley archive will contain at least twenty gigabytes of information - possibly.
twice that. Recent estimates are that the printed version will consist of seven 500-page
volumes and the digital version will consist of perhaps twenty CD-ROMs, depending on
the data-compression techniques employed. This is obviously a large collection of cometary
data.

The printed version of the Giacobini-Zinner archive will be published in November
1988, followed by the digital version in mid-1989. The printed Halley archive will be
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published about October 1, 1989, and the digital version in mid-1990.

The IHW is subdivided into nine nets: Astrometry, Infrared Studies, Large-Scale Phe-
nomena, Near-Nucleus Studies, Photometry and Polarimetry, Radio Studies, Spectroscopy
and Spectrophotometry, Amateur Astronomers, and Meteor Studies. Each of these nets
is headed by one or more Discipline Specialists, who decide what types of information to
include in the archives and collect observations from the observers in their nets. Discipline
Specialists for the Infrared net are R. Knacke and T. Encrenaz. The Discipline Specialists
give the data they collect to their Software Specialists, who convert it to FITS [1,2] format
and write it onto magnetic tapes. The tapes are then sent to the Lead Center at JPL in
Pasadena, California, where the final editing and publication are done.

The IHW infrared center at Stony Brook has the task of deciding what types of infrared
data to include in the archive, soliciting this information from the observers, determining
the format for both the printed and digital versions of the archive, collecting and organizing
the data, verifying that the data were received correctly, and converting the data to FITS
format for submission to the Lead Center. From time to time the Discipline Specialists
and the Software Specialist for the IR net meet with their counterparts from the other
nets and personnel from the Lead Center to discuss the formats for the archives in order
to achieve consistency across the nets. They also work on designing an indexing system to
allow data on the CD-ROMs to be quickly and easily located.

Information submitted to the IR net is stored on a hard disk on an IBM PC/XT with
a commercial database program. When complete, a printed copy is sent to the observer
to be checked for errors and returned with corrections. It is then exported to ASCII text
files and converted into FITS format. Once the FITS files have been checked for errors,
they are uploaded at 9600 baud over a direct line to a DEC MicroVAX. From there they
are written to tape and then mailed to the Lead Center.

Figures 1 and 2 show the general status of the IR net in April and August 1987. The
proportion of the total data that has been received so far has increased, for two reasons.
First, the IR net has received a large amount of information since April. Secondly, the
estimated total amount of information expected has decreased as observers have reported
that certain observations were not made due to bad weather or other problems. As infor-
mation has been processed and submitted to JPL, more information has arrived, so the
total amount of information in preparation has stayed fairly constant.

Figures 3 and 4 give a breakdown of the information by type. Infrared observations of
Halley are dominated by photometry. The IR net has been processing Halley photometry
and polarimetry data and has begun work on spectroscopy. There are still a few details
about the digital format for images that need to be worked out before the images can
be processed and submitted. Due to this and to the small amount of Giacobini-Zinner

photometry and spectroscopy data received so far the G-Z data have not yet been fully
processed. Processing of the G-Z photometry and spectroscopy data should be completed
by the end of January 1988.

Figures 5 and 6 show the number of nights of observations made each month during
the recent apparitions of Giacobini-Zinner and Halley.

The IHW infrared net needs the continued support of the observers. For the G-Z and
Halley archives to be as useful as possible, observers must submit all available data so that

the archives can be complete collections of the observations. It is also necessary for the IR
center to be made aware of observations that were planned but not made in order for its
calendar of observations to be updated. The Lead Center must operate with a continuous
inflow of observational data. Each individual who contributes data will be given a free
copy of the archives, both in the printed and digital forms.

The archive publication dates mentioned above set deadlines for data submission. The

IR net needs time to organize and reformat the data. Extra time is required for dealing
with unexpected problems such as hardware breakdown or difficulty in reading tapes. In
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addition, the Lead Center needs time to organize the data received from the nine IHW
nets. The Giacobini-Zinner data should have been delivered by December, 1987. Please
contact us if you have data but could not meet the deadline. Halley observations should
be submitted by June 1988.

Data may be submitted to the IHW infrared net in the form of tables, notes, computer
printouts, or magnetic tapes mailed to either Dr. Roger Knacke or Brian McGuinness at
the following address:

Department of Earth and Space Sciences
State University of New York at Stony Brook

Stony Brook, NY 11794

or to:
Dr. Therese Encrenaz
Observatoire de Paris

Section d'Astrophysique
92190 Meudon, France

We prefer that magnetic tapes be written in unlabelled form. Files on the tape should
be written as ASCII text files or as FITS files. The tape density should be 1600 or
6250 bpi. When sending tapes, please indicate what format the tape is written in (plain
unlabelled form, ANSI-D, or whatever) and what type of computer it was written on.
Some computers, such as the Prime, have idiosyncrasies that affect tapes written by them.
It would also be appreciated if the tape was accompanied by a list of what files it contains.
This aids in the detection of errors during the process of reading the tape.

An alternative is to send the observations in the form of electronic mail on BITNET
to BMCGUINESS'_SBCCMAIL. This will cause them to be sent to the Stony Brook

Computing Center's VAX 8600 computer system. From there they can be downloaded to
the IBM PC/XT for processing.

REFERENCES

[1] Griesen and Harten, 1981, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. Set., 44, 371-374.

[2] Wells, Greisen, and Harten, 1981, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. Set., 44, 363-370.
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Giacobini-Zinner Infrared Science
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INTERSTELLAR GRAIN CHEMISTRY AND THE COMPOSITION OF COMETS

L. J. Allamandola, S. A. Sandford, and F. P. J. Valero _ ! _
NASA-Ames Research Center, Mail Stop 245-6 ._ J

Moffett Field, CA 94035

During the past 15 years considerable progress in observational techniques has been
achieved in the middle infrared (5000-500 cm -i, 2-20_m), the spectral region most diag-
nostic of molecular vibrations. Spectra of many different astronomical infrared sources,
some deeply embedded in dark molecular clouds, are now available. These spectra provide
a powerful probe, not only for the identification of interstellar molecules in both the gas
and solid phases, but also of the physical and chemical conditions which prevail in these
two very different domains.

By comparing these astronomical spectra with the spectra of laboratory ices, one can
determine the composition and abundance of the icy materials frozen on the cold (10 K)
dust grains present in the interior of molecular clouds (Tielens et al., 1984; Tielens and
Allamandola, 1987). These grains and their ice mantles may well be the building blocks
from which comets are made. Thus, it is possible to learn something about the cometary
materials by studying the photochemistry of interstellar ice analogs in the laboratory.

In the experiments described here we proceed with the assumption that cometary
ices are similar to (and probably derived from) interstellar ices. As an illustration of the
processes which can take place as an ice is irradiated and subsequently warmed, we present
the infrared spectra of the mixture H20:CHaOH:CO:NH3:CeHI4 (100:50:10:10:10). Apart
from the last species, the ratio of these compounds is representative of the simplest ices
found in interstellar clouds. The last component was incorporated into this particular
experiment as a tracer of the behavior of a non-aromatic hydrocarbon. Figure 1 shows the
change in the composition that results from ultraviolet photolysis of this ice mixture using
a UV lamp to simulate the interstellar radiation field. Photolysis produces CO, CO2, CH4,
HCO, H_CO, as well as a family of moderately volatile hydrocarbons. As can be seen in
Figures 2 and 3, less volatile carbonaceous materials are also produced.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the infrared spectrum of the ice as the sample is
warmed up to room temperature. We believe that the changes are similar to those which
occur as ice is ejected from a comet and warmed by solar radiation. The warm-up se-
quence shows that the nitrile- or iso-nitrile (-C-N or CEN)-bearing compound produced
during photolysis evaporates between 200 and 250 K, suggesting that it is carried by a
small molecular species. These molecules could be similar to the source material on comet
Halley that is ejected in grains into the coma, freed by sublimation, and photolyzed by
solar radiation to produce the observed C-_N jets. The presence of several different types
of-CHs and -CH2-bearing molecules in the residues is indicated by the spectral struc-
ture in the 3000-2700 cm-' (3.3-3.6_m) region (Fig. 3). The profile and position of the
"3.4/_m" emission feature in comet Halley indicates that the carrier of the cometary band
is dominated by -CH3 groups, while the band observed towards the galactic center and
in this laboratory experiment indicates the presence of-CH2-dominated hydrocarbons
(comet Halley: see papers by Danks, Tokunaga, and others in this report, as well as Baas,
Geballe, and Walther, 1986; Galactic Center: see Allan and Wickramasinghe, 1981, and
Jones et al., 1983).
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THE SPECTRAL APPEARANCE OF COMETS
FROM 5-20#m: A SURVEY OF THE DATA

Jhsse D. Bregman
NASA-Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA 94035

1. THE "EXPECTED" SPECTRAL APPEARANCE OF COMETS

Based on the concept of comets as being conglomerates of rocks and ices, we expect
them to reflect these components in their emission spectra. Silicate materials (rocks) are
common in many astronomical environments and show prominent features at about 10
and 18_m. Carbon, either in its amorphous or graphitic form, should be abundant, but is
much more difficult to detect spectroscopically since it has no strong features (except for
the hydrogenated forms). Ices are surely present in comets, but they are difficult to detect
since they are volatile enough to dissipate when the comet is bright enough to be easily
observed in the IR, with present equipment. There are certainly other materials present
in comets, but the ones listed above should be the most common and thus dominate the
thermal IR spectrum.

2. THE OBSERVATIONS

Table 1 summarizes most of the IR observations made on comets between 5 and 20#m.

They fall into three broad categories: (1) filter photometry with spectral resolution R _10,
(2) CVF (circular variable filter wheel) spectroscopy with R_50, and (3) spectra obtained
with multi-detector" grating spectrometers and R_50-100.

2.1 Filter Photometry

Photometry with narrowband (R_10) or broadband (R_ 2) filters has shown several
important characteristics of cometary dust that are listed below.

1. Thermal emission is from dust at a temperature above that expected from a
blackbody at the same distance from the sun (in some comets), indicating that the dust
particles are small (Becklin and Westphal, 1966; Maas, Ney, and Woolf, 1970).

2. Silicates are a prominent component of comet dust since the spectra show a strong
emission feature at 10#m (Maas, Ney, and Woolf, 1970).

3. Large particles, which are present along with small particles in cometary comae,
do not show the 10#m silicate feature, and are not hotter than a blackbody. This effect
was striking in comet Kohoutek which had hot dust with a silicate feature in the tail and
coma, while the anti-tail dust was much cooler and did not show a silicate feature (Ney,

1974).

4. The apparent strength of the silicate feature varies with distance from the sun;
and beyond about 1.5 A.U. there are no observations of a silicate feature in any comet
(Rieke and Lee, 1974; Hanner et al., 1987). This may in some part be due to the paucity
of observations of comets at distances beyond 1 A.U. from the sun.

5. The data indicate that a single blackbody temperature does not completely describe
the dust emission, but that a mixture of particle sizes (and thus emission from a range of
temperatures) is needed to fit the spectra.
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2.2 CVF Observations

Filter photometry has provided insight into the bulk nature of cometary dust and has
even shown the broad emission features that identify silicates as a component material.

To provide more detailed compositional information, higher resolution spectra are needed.
The earliest of these spectra were obtained with single-detector systems using a contin-
uously variable circular filter (CVF) and covered the wavelength range from 8-13#m. A
spectrum of comet Bennet (Hackwell, 1971) had poor signal to noise, but still showed a
strong silicate emission band at 10#m. Merrill (1974) obtained an excellent spectrum of
comet Kohoutek, but had missing data in the llttm region. It showed a smooth silicate
emission, similar to that seen in stars.

2.3 Multi-Detector Grating Spectrometers

Since CVFs obtain data one point at a time, spectra can only be obtained of bright
comets. Multi-detector spectrometers can cover the entire 8-13ttm range simultaneously,
thus providing the opportunity to obtain good quality spectra of considerably fainter
comets. Harmer et al. (1984, 1985a, 1985b) observed three comets between 8-13tim which
showed smooth spectra consistent with at most a 20 percent contribution from small sili-
cate grains (comets Grigg-Skjellerup, Churyumov-Gerasimenko, and IRAS-Araki-Alcock).
Feierberg et al. (1984) obtained similar results for comet IRAS-Araki-Alcock. Comet
Halley was quite different, showing a strong silicate emission spanning the entire 8-13#m
region, and it was the first comet to show structure in the 10#m silicate band indicative
of a specific mineral type, olivine (Bregman et al., 1987). The data also compared well
with a spectrum generated from a combination of laboratory spectra of interplanetary dust
particles as long as the mix was dominated by olivine-type material. Comet Giacobini-
Zinner (Bregman, unpublished) shows similar structure, but the features are much weaker.

Details of the 20ttm region are much less certain. Photometry shows excess emission
consistent with silicate emission (when there is a 10#m silicate emission feature), but the
single spectroscopic observation of a comet in this region (of Halley by Herter et al., 1986)
does not show the silicate feature at the expected strength.
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COMET

Ikeya-Seki

Bennet

Kohoutek

West

Kobayashi-
Berger-
Milon

TABLE 1

IR SPECTRAL OBSERVATIONS OF COMETARY DUST 5-201.tm

(Through the 20 th ESLAB Symposium on the Exploration of Halley's Comet)

TYPE OF OBSERVATION REFERENCE

photometry Becklin, E.E., and Westphal, J.A. 1966,
Ap.J_,, 145, 445.

photometry 2-201.tm Maas, R.W., Ney, E.P., and Woolf, N.J.
1970, Ap.J.Lett., 160, L101.

CVF 8-13gm

photometry .5-18gm
vs. R. Comets Enke,
Bradfield, and Kohoutek too.

Hackwell, J.A. 1971, Observatory_, 91, 33.

Ney, E.P. 1974b, ICARUS, 23, 551.

photometry .5-18gm
nucleus, anti-tail

Ney, E.P. 1974a, Ap.J.Lett., 189, L141.

photometry 2.2-22.51am
vs. R

Rieke, G.H. and Lee, T.A. 1974, Nature,
248, 737.

photometry 1-201.tm
vs. R, polarimetry
1.03, 1.65gm

photometry .5-181.tm
vs. R. Comets Enke,
Bradfield, and Bennet too.

Noguchi, K., Sato, S., Maihara, T., Okuda,
H., and Uyama, K. 1974, ICARUS, 23,545.

Ney, E.P. 1974b, ICARUS, 23,551.

photometry 1.25-12.5
lam vs. R and aperture

CVF 8-13p.m

photometry 8.8-21 gm
vs. R.

Gatley, I., Becklin, E.E., Neugebauer, G.,
and Werner, M.W. 1974, ICARUS, 23, 561.

Merrill, K.M. 1974, ICARUS, 23, 566.

Zeilik, M. and Wright, E.I_,. 1974, ICARUS,
23, 577.

photometry .5-181.tm
vs. R.

Ney, E.P. and Merrill, K.M. 1976, Science,
194, 1051.

Kawara, K., Kobayashi, Y., Maihara, T., Noguchi,
K. Okuda, H., Sato, S., Iijima, T., and Ono 1978,
PASJ, 30, 149.

photometry .7-12.5t.tm
also West and Bmdfield

Ney, E.P. 1982, in Comets, ed. Wilkening, (The
University of Arizona Press: Tuscon), 323.
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Bradfield

Stephen-
Oterma
Swift-
Gehrels
Gunn
Grigg-
Skjellerup

Grigg-
Skjellerup

IRAS-Araki-
Alcock

Crommelin

Churyumov-
Gerasimenko

HaHey

photometry.7-12.5gm
alsoWestandK-B-M

photometry.5-181am
vs.R. CometsEnke,
Kohoutek,andBennettoo.

photometry4.8-20gm

photometry4.8-121.tm

photometry10&201am
photometry3.5-20gm

multichannelspectro-
meter,8-13l.tm

multichannelspectro-
meter,8-13gm

multichannelspectro-
meter,8-131.tm
CVF2.2-4.01am

IRASphotometry

photometry,10_m

photometry1.25-20t.tm

photometry1.25-20p.m
vs.R. Multichannel
spectrometer8-13l.tm

photometry1.25-201.tm
vs.R.

photometry2.2-201am
vs.R.

Ney,E.P.1982,in Comets,ed.Wilkening,(The
Universityof ArizonaPress:Tuscon),323.

Ney,E.P.1974b,ICARUS, 23, 551.

Hanner, M., Tokunaga, A.T., Veeder, G.J.,
and A'Hearn, M.F. 1984, A.J., 89, 162.

Hanner, M., Aitken, D., Roche, P. and
Whitmore, B. 1984, A.J., 89, 170.

Feierberg, M.A., Witteborn, F.C., Johnson,
J.R. and Campins, H. 1984, ICARUS, 60,
449.

Hanner, M.S., Aitken, D.K., Knacke, R.,
McCorkle, S., Roche, P.F. and Tokunaga,
A.T. 1985, ICARUS, 62, 97.

Walker, R.G., Aumann, H.H., Davies, J.,
Green, S., DeJong, T., Houck, J.R. and
Soifer, B.T. 1984, Ap.J.Lett., 278, L11.

Brown, R.H., Cruikshank, D.P., and Griep, D.
1975, ICARUS, 62, 273.

Hanner, M.S., Knacke, R., Sekanina, Z., and
Tokunaga, A.T. 1985, A&A, 152, 177.

Hanner, M.S., Tedesco, E., Tokunaga, A.T.,
Veeder, G.J., Lester, D.F., Wittebom, F.C.,
Bregman, J.D., Gradie, J. and Lebofsky, L.
1985, ICARUS, 64, 11.

Tokunaga, A.T., Golisch, W.F., Griep, D.M.,
Kaminski, C.D. and Hanner, M.S. 1986, A.J.,
92, 1183.

Hanner, M.S., Tokunaga, A.T., Golisch; W.F.,
Griep, D.M. and Kaminski, C.D. 1987, A&_______A,
in press.
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Halley(cont.) multichannelspectro-
meter,5-13gm

multichannelspectro-
meter,5-101am.

multichannel spectro-
meter, 16-30gm.

photometry 1.25-20gm

photometry 10gm

photometry 1.25-19gin
vs. R

Bregman, J.D., Campins, H., Witteborn,
F.C., Wooden, D.H., Rank, D.M.,
Allamandola, L.J., Cohen, M., and Tielens,
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THE NEAR-INFRARED POLARIZATION
AND COLOR OF COMET HALLEY:

WHAT CAN WE LEARN ABOUT THE GRAINS?

T. Y. Brooke and R. F. Knacke

Astronomy Program
Department of Earth and Space Sciences

State University of New York at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY 11794

The near-infrared polarization and JHK colors of light scattered by dust grains in
comet Halley were measured over a wide range in phase angle and heliocentric distance
(Ref. 1). Colors were redder than solar with no statistically significant variation with
phase angle, heliocentric distance, or pre- and post-perihelion. This suggests, but does
not guarantee, that the grain population did not change drastically over time and that the
data may be combined and modeled. However, short-term variations in visible polarization
(Ref. 2) and dust albedo (Ref. 3) were seen in Halley. Also, near-infrared colors became
systematically bluer after our observations were completed (Ref. 4).

The near-infrared colors of Halley fall in the range of those of other comets. Red JHK
colors are typical of the scattering by size distributions of particles with effective size larger
than a few microns for a wide range of materials, even for constant refractive index (Ref.
5). On the other hand comet nuclei may have similar near-infrared colors (Refs. 6, 7). So
except for ruling out a significant cross section of small (Rayleigh) grains, JHK colors alone
may not be particularly diagnostic of grain properties. Modeling of both polarization and
color is potentially more powerful.

The near-infrared polarization is similar to the visible polarization of Halley and other
comets in showing a negative branch at small phase angles and an approximately linear rise
toward positive values at larger phase angles. This is qualitatively similar to low-albedo
asteroid surfaces for which the negative branch is usually ascribed to double reflections
with shadowing by rough surfaces (Ref. 8). However, the polarization of Halley increases
with wavelength at large phase angles (Fig. 1), contrary to the available polarimetry of
most asteroids (e.g., Ref. 9) and the interplanetary dust (Ref. 10). Future work should
address this fact.

Mie theory calculations and a size distribution based on spacecraft data were used to
model the near-infrared polarization and color of comet Halley (Ref. 11). Two components
were needed: a "dirty" silicate and a more absorbing material similar to the composite
material proposed to explain the thermal emission of several comets (Ref. 12). The
silicate spheres, rather than rough surfaces, provided the negative branch. The model
successfully reproduced the wavelength dependence of the polarization. This required
wavelength- dependent refractive indices; in particular, the imaginary part of the index
of refraction had to increase with wavelength, which is typical in absorbing materials at
these wavelengths.

Numerous lines of evidence point to the presence of dark, absorbing, probably car-
bonaceous material in comets. Mie theory models of the near-infrared polarization and
color tend to corroborate these results.

Models incorporating rough surfaces on the grains appear to be capable of matching
both the negative branch of the visible polarization and the enhanced backscattering of
cometary grains (Ref. 13).

One question is whether comet grains could be expected to scatter like spheres. The
answer is probably not. Interplanetary dust particles are irregularly shaped aggregates
with rough surfaces. Laboratory measurements and theoretical studies of rough particles
show significant deviations from spheres both in phase function and the polarization. The
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broader question is whether compositional implications derived from rough particle models
will contradict those drawn from Mie theory calculations; i.e., how model-dependent are
the results? An answer to this question will help determine what we can learn about
comets_ry dust from remote measurements of polarization and color.
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IR-DUST OBSERVATIONS OF COMET TEMPEL 2 WITH CRAF VIMS

M. R. Combi 1, T. B. McCord 2, J. F. Bell 2, R. H. Brown 3, R. N. Clark 4,

D. P. Cruikshank s, T. V. Johnson 3, L. A. Lebofsky 6, and D. L. Matson 3

1Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc., Cambridge, MA 02139

2Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, U. Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822

3jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109

4U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO 80225

SInstitute for Astronomy, U. Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822

_Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, U. Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

Measurement strategies are now being planned for using the Visual and Infrared Map-

ping Spectrometer (VIMS) to observe the asteroid Hestia, and the nucleus, and the gas

and dust in the coma of comet P/Tempel 2 as part of the Comet Rendezvous Asteroid

Flyby (CRAF) mission. The spectral range of VIMS will cover wavelengths from 0.35 to

5.2#m, with a spectral resolution of 11 nm from 0.35 to 2.4#m (192 channels) and of 22

nm from 2.4 to 5.2/_m (128 channels). The instantaneous field of view (IFOV) provided

by the foreoptics is 0.5 milliradians, and the current design of the instrument provides

for a scanning secondary mirror which will scan a swath of length 72 IFOVs. The CRAF

high-resolution scan platform motion will permit slewing VIMS in a direction perpendic-

ular to the swath. This enables the building of a two-dimensional image in any or all

wavelength channels. Important measurements of the dust coma will include the onset of

early coma activity, the mapping of gas and dust jets and correlations with active nucleus

areas, observations of the dust coma from various scattering phase angles, coverage of the

low-wavelength portion of the thermal radiation, and the 3.4#m hydrocarbon emission. A

basic description of the VIMS instrument, its general role in the CRAF mission, and in

particular the important planned dust coma measurements, will be presented.
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Cometary Dust Size Distributions from Flyby Spacecraft

Neil Divine

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology

Pasadena. CA 91109, U.S.A.

Prior to the Halley flybys in 1986 the distributions of cometary dust grains with particle size were

approximated using models which provided reasonable fits to the dynamics of dust tails, anti-tails, and

infrared spectra. These distributions have since been improved using fluence data (i.e., particle fluxes

integrated over time along the flyby trajectory) from three spacecraft. We fit these data using the dust

particle mass rn and the dummy variable

x = (m/rnt)XJv

in the form F =Ft (l+x)_t/x

for the cumulative fluence. Here the transition mass mt separates sizes for which the relevant power

law exponents have the values o_, _+1, 3o_, and 3o_+1 (for cumulative mass, incremental mass,

cumulative radius, and incremental radius distributions, respectively, at large mass) from those for

which they have the smaller values ot[3, a[3+l, 3c_13,and 3c_[3+1 (at small mass). Typical values of

13-=0.2for the data (as contrasted with 13=0 for the predicted model) reflect the rich abundance in the

coma of particles smaller than several tenths of a micron diameter. This result is illustrated by the

entries in the table below. The particle outflow velocities also play a role in deriving the production

distribution of the grains at the nucleus surface. The fluence-derived distributions are appropriate for

comparison with simultaneous infrared photometry (from Earth) because they sample the particles in

the same way as the IR data do (along the line of sight) and because they are directly proporIional _o

the concentration distribution in that region of the coma which dominates the IR emission.

Fluence a t3 ¥ mt Ft

(kg) (m -2)

Model 0.955 0.0 1.0 2.13x10 -15 2.9×108

Giotto 0.94 0.19 1.0 2.0x10 -14 8.07x106

VEGA.I 1.19 0.218 1.9 1.0xl0 -12 1.43x106

VEGA-2 0.90 0.29 2.16 1.6x10 -13 9.8×105
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POLZARIZATION IMAGES OF COMET HALLEY

N. Eaton, S. M. Scarrott and R. F. Warren-Smith

Physics Department, Durham University

3 /

T/

Observations from two dates 16h50 m GMT 5 January 1986 and 16h10 m GMT 7 Jan-

uary 1986 are presented. The images were obtained with the Durham imaging polarimeter

on the 1-m telescope of the Wise Observatory, Israel. The observations were made through

a broad-band filter centered at 0.67 microns with a 0.17-micron effective bandwidth. This

wavelength region should be dominated by continuum radiation. The intensity images

cover 46 x 78 arcseconds.

Figure 1 shows the intensity image from 5 January in logarithmic form. A prominent

anti-solar jet is readily seen. The polarization image (Fig. 2) shows that the linear polar-

ization is higher on the whole of the sunward side of the nucleus. The jet shows up as a

blob of increased polarization separated from the nucleus. There is no significant deviation

of the direction of polarization from that expected from single scattering. The increase in

percentage polarization could be due to a number of factors, smaller dust grains, increased

dust-to-ratio, or a change in dust composition.

Figure 3 shows the intensity image from 7 January in logarithmic form. A number
of dust features can be observed, with a major one pointing southeast. The percentage

polarization image (Fig. 4) shows that this southeast jet produces a large excess of polar-
ization.

If the period of rotation of dust features is taken to be 2.2 days, as is often suggested,

then the two images differ by almost one complete rotation; yet the character of the two

•images is completely different.
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Figure 1. The intensity image from January is plotted in

logarithmic form. North is up and eut is to the left. The

solar direction is southwest u indicated. The field is 46 x 78

arcseconds.

Figure 2. This shows the polarization image from 5 January.

The percentage of lineax polarization is plotted at each point.

The gray- scale ranges from 5.9 (white) to 12.9=% (black).

Tick marlin indicate the position of the nucletm seen in the

intenJity image. The scale hi the same u in Figure 1. Edge

effects are art_'acte.
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FigurQ 3. The intensity imale from 7 January is plotted in

losarithmk form. See Fisure 1 for description.

Figure 4. The polarization imqe from 7 January is shown.

The gray-Kale indicates the percentqe linear polarisation from

2.5 (white) to 18.4% (black). See Figure 2 for description.
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DETECTION OF PARENT MOLECULES IN THE IR SPECTRUM

OF P/HALLEY WITH THE IKS-VEGA SPECTROMETER

Th. Encrenaz, J. Crovisier, M. Combes
Observatoire de Paris

Meudon
France

and

V.I. Moroz, A. Grigoriev
IKI, Moscow

USSR

The two spectroscopic channels of the IKS experiment on board the VEGA probes
were designed for the detection of emission bands of parent molecules and/or cometary
dust, in the the 2.5-5_m range and the 6-12# range respectively. On VEGA 1, the exper-
iment worked successfully, and cometary spectra were recorded at distances D from the
comet nucleus ranging from about 250,000 to 40,000 km. The field of view was 1° and the
spectral resolving power was about 50. On VEGA 2, no result could be obtained due to a
failure of the cryogenic system.

The strong internal background signal caused by the (uncooled) instrument had to be
eliminated. As it was not possible to use a sky chopper, the signal was only modulated by
the rotation of the CVF wheel. In order to remove the background, we used the difference
between the current spectrum and a reference spectrum with a very small cometary signal
taken at the beginning of the sequence (D,_200,000 km). A good test of the reliability of a
cometary feature is its evolution with distance D: the signal of a parent molecule, as well
as the cometary dust, with a density distribution in r -2, is in first order expected to vary
asD -I.

In the 2.5-5_m channel, strong emission features, which follow the expected D -1
variation, are attributed to parent molecules: H20, CO2, and CH-bearing molecules, at
2.7, 4.3 and 3.3-3.4/_m, respectively. Other weaker features also follow the D -1 law and
are tentatively attributed to parent molecules: H2CO at 3.6#m, CO at 4.6 and 4.7pm,
and possibly OCS at 4.8/_m and a CN,bearing molecule at 4.4/_m. In addition, there
is an emission feature at 2.8#m which does not follow the D -1 law but is stronger at
the beginning of the sequence when the observed coma diameter is larger: it might be
attributed to the daughter product OH. Finally, there is an absorption feature at 2.9#m
which could be attributed to H20 ice.

In the 6-12#m region, the cometary signal is dominated by the emission of dust, which
is characterized by a blackbody emission at about 350K, with a strong and broad emission
due to silicates between 8 and 12_m. This broad emission shows two distinct peaks at 9
and ll.2_m, which, as suggested by Bregman, can be well interpreted by the presence of
olivine. The emission announced at 7.5_m in the preliminary reduction of the IKS data
(Combes et al., 1986) is now known to be of instrumental origin. The final IKS spectrum
between 6 and 12#m is in very good agreement with the other spectra recorded from the
KAO (Campins et al., 1986; Bregman et al., 1987) and from the ground (Bouchet et al.,
1987).

The derived production rates of H20 and CO2 are 103o and 2x102s respectively.

Other production rates are indicated in Table 1. The 3.3-3.d#m feature is attributed
to hydrocarbons in both the saturated (3.4#m) and unsaturated (3.3/_m,alkenesand/or

aromatics) forms. The factthat we see no associatedfeaturesbeyond 6/_m can be simply
interpretedifwe assume the hydrocarbons are in the form of gaseous molecules,excited
by resonant fluorescenceas in the case of H20 and CO2. With thisassumption, we derive
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a total number of carbon atoms of about 30 percent of H20.
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TABLE I

Hydro-
Molecule H20 CO2 carbons H2CO CO OCS CN-Mol

Wavelength(#m) 2.7 4.3 3.3-3.4 3.6 4.6-4.7 4.8 4.4
Production
Rate (s-I) i030 2xi028 2xi029* 5x1028 5x1028 5x1027 9

*Total number of carbons.
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Figutv I - Evolution of the cometary signal u • function of nucleus distance, u the
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INFRARED OBSERVATIONS OF P/HALLEY AND P/ENCKE

R. D. Gehrz and E. P. Ney

Astronomy Department

University of Minnesota
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We used broadband optical/infrared photometers responding from 0.5 to 23 microns

mounted on the University of Minnesota (UM) O'Brien 76-cm telescope, Wyoming Infrared

Observatory (WIRO) 234-cm telescope, and UM's Mount Lemmon Infrared Observatory

152-cm telescope to measure P/Halley more than 30 times between 1985 December 12

and 1986 May 6. The Wyoming system was used to measure P/Encke on 1987 July 24.

Our equipment and the observations of P/Halley have been more fully described by Gehrz

and Ney (1986, Proc. 20th ESLAB Symposium, ESA SP-250). Conclusions based on a

preliminary analysis of the P/Halley and P/Encke data are reported here.

Infrared energy distributions observed for P/Halley on several dates are shown in

Figure 1. Halley showed the characteristic continuum dust emission that is probably caused

by small iron and carbon grains. The continuum always was hotter than the black sphere

temperature appropriate to the comet's heliocentric distance. This "superheat," which is

characteristic of small comet grains because of their low emission efficiency, is a grain-size

indicator. An important constituent of Halley's dust was silicate material as indicated by

the presence of strong 10 and 20#m emission features on many occasions. The 10_m silicate

signature was always present but varied in strength and shape for heliocentric distances

within one AU. The feature was observed to be very weak for distances substantially

greater than one AU. Halley's dust albedo appeared to decrease when the feature was weak.

P/Encke, observed at a distance of 0.37 AU, showed very little continuum superheat and

no appreciable silicate emission; the implication is that the grains in P/Encke are large.

Our observations of many comets thus far suggest a significant difference between

comets which have primarily Type I (ion) tails and those which have prominent Type

II (dust) tails in addition to Type I tails. P/Encke and Kobayashi/Berger/Milon are

examples of the former which we shall designate IR Type I. West, Bennett, and P/Halley

are examples of the latter and we designate these IR Type II. IR-Type I comets have

muted or missing silicate signatures and weak superheating of the grains contributing

to the continuum emission, while IR-Type II comets show strong silicate emission and

continuum superheating. The silicate emission becomes weak or missing in some IR-Type

II comets, like Halley, when they are at distances significantly greater than one AU. We

conclude that the small grain component is severely depleted in IR-Type I comets, and

that the small grain component in IR-Type II comets is incorporated into the nucleus in

such a way that it can be frozen out for temperatures much lower than about 300K.

The research was supported by NASA, the University of Minnesota Graduate School,
and the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 1 - The enemy distribution of P/Halley on Nveral dates showing the reflected
solar and continuum thermal emission components _. well es the I0 and 20pro silicate

emission features. Typical variations observed in the contrast and shape of the silicate

signature in P/Halley are represented. On 25.5 March, when the signature was absent,

the albodo of P/Halley fell to about 5% suggesting that darker carbonac..egus ma.terial_wes
dominating the reflected light. Solar heating of localized jets coupled wzth rotatmn of the
nucleus can *,-count for the dls&ppearance of the silicate feature of 25.5 March and its

reappearance on 28.6 March. The continuum is superheated compared to the black grain
temperature approprinte to the heliocentric distance (Tss = 356K, 270K, and 265K for

0.59, 1.08, and 1.12 AU respectively) indicating that the grains producing the continuum

emission are small. Values of delta (the earth-comet separation) were 1.55 AU on g.8
February, 0.66 AU on 25.5 March, and 0.61 AU on 28.6 March.
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ABSTRACT

We report observations of Comet Halley with a grating spectrometer on board the Kuiper Airborne

Observatory on four nights in December 1985 and April 1986• We obtained 20-651_m low-resolution

(R=24-40) spectra of the nucleus with a 40 acrsec FWHM beam on 17 Dec. 1985, and on 15 and 17 Apr.

1986. On 20 Dec. 1985 we obtained only a 20-35t_m spectrum. Most of the data have been discussed in

a paper in press (Glaccum et al, 1987; see also Glaccum et al, 1986) where we dealt with the continuum•

In that paper we tit models to the continuum that showed that more micron-size particles of grains similar
to amorphous carbon were needed to fit the spectrum than were allowed by the Vega SP-2 mass

distribution, or that a fraction of the grains had to be made out of a material (silicates, e.g.) whose
absorption efficiency fell steeper than _-1 for Z>20p.m. We also presented spectra taken at several points

on the coma on 15 Apr. which showed that the overall shape of the spectrum is the same in the coma.
Tabulated values of the data and calibration curves are available from W. Glaccum. Here we discuss the
spectral features.

The spectrum on 20 Dec. has an unresolved emission feature at 28.1+0.4t_m, with a total flux of

(6.3+3.1) xl0 -14 Wm -2. The uncertainty includes both the statistical noise and the uncertainty in atmo-

spheric transmission. This is consistent with the 28.4_m feature seen by Herter et al on 14 Dec. 1985.

We did not see the feature on the other nights. On all nights the spectrum can be fit by blackbodies with

T=360-400K. On 15 April the spectrum has 4 broad (_Z=4_m) emission features centered at 23.5, 28.0,

34.5, and 45pm which peak about 7% above the continuum• The first 3 features are present in the spec-

tra on the other nights, but to a lesser degree of confidence. The broad 281_m feature may be absent on

2 of the flights. The peak wavelengths of these features correspond closely with maxima in Qext of small

olivine particles (Koike et al, 1981). Olivine has been proposed as a candidate material to explain the
double-peaked structure of the 101xm feature (Campins and Ryan, 1987; Bregman et al, 1987).
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vapor ibeorptlon by odJusUn| the amount of water vapor until the water lines disappear. Hence. th

2l/Jm feature does not appoar In the 20 Dec. spectrum. The dip at 65pro and the Jump at 50pm

are poorly corrected water lense. The structure In the 17 Dec. spectrum at )C>30_.m Is spurious an(

appears In other objects to a lesser degree. The spectra for IT Apr. and 17 Dec. are slightly

different than those shown In the two Glaccum et al references. The overlap of the 2 I[rating
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Fill. 2. Spectre of Comet Halley relative to blackbodiea. To Increase the contrast we have divided

each spectrum by a blackbody which fits the overall 20-65/Jm spectrum. Also shown are the effects

on the spectra by a change of *20% In the ratio of bereslght water vapor on the comet and

calibration legs. The data for the April flights Is the same as in Fig. I. For the December flights we

have ulecl a _ffereflt callbrutlon procedure. The comet data are calibrated to Cl Orl assuming It has

a smooth spectrum and using values for water vapor from the on-beard radiometers. The 25#m

feature appears as a 9.5%o3.8% excess in one channel: to remove It by adlustlng water vapor

requh'ee a change by s factor of 3 In the ratio of borexlght water vapor (as measured by the on-

board radiometers) on the comet Is| and the = Orl leg. Such a large error in the values obtained by

tbe water va W radiometers I1 unlikely, as this ratio has a standard error of 25% for the 5 other

ob_ectl on the flight. If we assume that we can determine the ratio to e10% on those objects by

m'novln I the water lines. The 25% standard error is typical, We cannot rule out the possibility of

the feature being due to a change In sensitivity of that detector during the flight, but such changes

are rare and have nmter _ lean In that channel, and nothing was unusual about any uther objects

on that flight eithec before or after the comet.
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Fll[. 3, electra of S representative stars relative to blackb_lise (Glaccum, Ph.D. theslll, In
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represcmtatlve stars from each flight, reduced In the same way all the comet (Fill. 2}, and plotted to
the lame scala. Included Is the spectrum of a Orl on 16 Oec., the night which Mars was observed.

This has been divided by B)_[T:3S00K)'), "0'l$S so that the "smooth" spectrum used to reduce the
December data In FIgll, 2 and 3 Is a sstralliht lint at y:0.2. The spectra of other stars are divided
by a 3500K blackbody. The emission from _ Cru and t, Tau Ill from their photollpheres and should
be featureless. We also expect 4 Sco and /J Cop to be featurelellll. The structure In the spectrum of

_r Cru Ill due to a correction for a change of Inlltrumental sensitivity dudnll the Illght and represents
a worllt-case example; the comlsponding corrections for the comet are much smaller (<2%).
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INFRARED OBSERVATIONS OF COMET WILSON

Martha S. Hanner and Ray L. Newburn
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Comet Wilson was observed from 1 - 20 jr_n_rm--with the NASA Infrared Telescope
Facility May 29 - June 2, 1987, when the cjhmet was at R = 1.35 AU post-perihelion.

• _

The spectral energy dmtribution is displaye@.'n Figure 1. _No silicate emission feature was

evident in the spectrum. The color te_nperat_r'_of 264 I_ was 10 percent higher than the
black body temperature. Near-infrared\_olors were J-H _ 0.42+.03 and H-K = 0.15±.03,

identical to the co_ors o(Halle_'._t 1.3 A_ pre-peri'_eli_n. (Tokunaga et al., Astron. J.,

02, 183, 1986). Th_10-_mron flu:_,was 2._ x 10 -13 _/m 2 /#m in a 7-arcsec beam on

May 29.2. _\ : \ _\ _

\
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Figure 1. Relative spectral energy distribution of Comet Wilson 29.2 May and 1.2 June

1987.
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An Albedo Map of P/Halley on 13 March 1986

Thomas L. Hayward and Gary L. Grasdalen

Wyoming Infrared Observatory, University of Wyoming

and

S. F. Green

Unit for Space Sciences, University of Kent, Canterbury, U. K.

We present in figure 1 an albedo map of comet Halley made from a 10 #m image taken from

the Wyoming Infrared Observatory at 16:56 UT on 13 March 1986 (Ref. 1), and a 7311 _. CCD

image taken from the Anglo-Australian Telescope about an hour later (Ref. 2). To construct this

map, the CCD image was first converted from 0.49 arcsec/pixel to 1 arcsec/pixel to match the scale

of the 10 #m image, then both were calibrated in AF_ units. Because the peak of a black-body

curve in these units is proportional to the area underneath, the albedo ff is:

S

7- S+I'

where S is the ratio of the optical to infrared peak flux density (Ref. 3). Because 7311/_ and 10 #m

are near the peaks of the reflected and reradiated parts of the comet's spectrum, respectively, we

simply divided the optical map by the infrared map to obtain S for each pixel. Errors due to

the strong silicate feature and the poorly known 10 #m background correction have not been fully

evaluated at this time, but they should not affect the general appearance of figure 1.

According to our albedo map, most of the inner coma of Halley lies between 7 = 0.04 and

0.08. The overall smoothness of the map, especially near the nucleus, is remarkable considering

the large dynamic range of the optical and IR maps, and the differences in spatial resolution and
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image processing. The ridge near the south edge is due to the slight shifting of the IR image that

was done to accurately register it with the optical image.

There is a fairly strong east-west slope in the albedo, almost parallel to the direction to the

sun. Such a gradient along the solar direction has been reported for comet Giacobini-Zinner (Ref.

4), and for Halley (Ref. 5), and in both cases it has been attributed to the lower albedo of larger

grains caused by multiple internal scattering. The larger grains are ejected more slowly from the

nucleus; therefore they are more tightly confined to a line extending from the nucleus in the anti-

solar direction. Figure 1 does not show the radial increase of albedo shown in the previous maps,

but its small angular size and the background subtraction uncertainties make an exact comparison

difficult. The albedo map of Halley presented by Hammel et al. (Ref. 5), taken when Halley was

near opposition, exhibits a range of'/= 0.2 - 0.3 and higher, roughly three or four times the values

in our map. Hammel et al. notes that the high albedos may be due to enhanced backscattering by

dust grains at small phase angles. The lower values in our map, taken at the more moderate phase

angle of 64 ° , are in excellent agreement with this conclusion.
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THE PROBLEM OF CLUSTERING IN

LABORATORY STUDIES OF COMETARY DUST

Donald R. Huffman

Department of Physics

University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721

In trying to understand the nature of interstellar or interplanetary dust grains it is

tempting to simply rely on direct laboratory measurements of grain properties such as

extinction. However, until we are able to achieve agreement between directly measured

extinction and the same property calculated from measured optical constants of the solid,

application to astronomical observations is questionable. There are two major problems

which we discuss here - the problem of what optical constants to use in the calculations, and

the almost unavoidable problem of particle clustering in laboratory studies. Regarding the

choice of optical constants, I personally do not believe one should use optical constants from

rocks, lunar or terrestrial. It is not even clear how one properly defines optical constants for

a heterogeneous aggregate such as a rock or an interplanetary dust aggregate. Regarding

small particle measurements, a problem afflicting almost all laboratory measurements is

the clustering of particles. Having failed in our considerable efforts to isolate particles

(in infrared-transparent matrices and in low temperature solid argon, for example), we

have tried to deal with the problem with a simple theory which seems to adequately

describe the extinction by small, clustered particles in many cases. In terms of the relative

complex dielectric function, the expression for volume-normalized extinction, averaged over
orientation and ellipsoid shape factor is

_( Cabs >>

v =k Im (e2_-_e1 Log e)

Details and examples of this treatment are given in the monograph by Bohren and Huffman,

Chapter 12. An example of the improved agreement with experimental results achieved

with the CDE calculation rather than sphere theory is shown in Figure 1, where measured
and calculated extinction for sub-micron quartz particles are shown. With such successes

as our basis, we can suggest applying the CDE and sphere theories using measured optical

constants in cases that may apply to astronomical observations. Figure 2 shows such calcu-

lations using measured optical constants of glassy carbon from Edoh. One sees that shape

effects induced by clustering become significant in the far infrared, leading to differences
in both the slope and the magnitudes of extinction.
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LIGHT SCATTERING OF LARGE ROUGH PARTICLES
APPLICATION TO COMETARY GRAINS

P. L. Lamy and J. M. Perrin

Laboratoire d'Astronomie Spatiale
Marseille, France

While the electromagnetic field scattered by a spherical particle is classically obtained
by the Helmhotz equation

V 2_(r)+n 2 k 2 _o(r)=0

where n is the complex index of refraction and k, the wave number, the general case of
an arbitrary particle may be investigated in the general framework of the interaction of a
wave with a scattering potential. The wave function _(r) then satisfies the Schrbdinger
equation

V 2 _o(r) + k 2 (1 - V/E) _o(r) = 0

where E= hc/A is the energy. Note that the spherical case is recovered by taking V =
(1-n2)E. This equality still holds for a rough particle, but the index of refraction n is

modified, for instance, by introducing a distribution of the Fermi type (Chiappetta, 1980;
Perrin and Lamy, 1986). The general solution of the Schr6dinger equation is written

_o(r) = e ik'r + e/r ikr f(8)

where the first term represents the incident wave and f(8), the amplitude of the scattered
wave. The main disadvantages of this approach are its restriction to large particles (a ---A;
practically a _> 6 _) and its scalar nature preventing the calculation of the polarization.
However, Perrin and Lamy (1986) have shown to avoid the second limitation and retrieve
a vectorial description. They proved that in the case of large spheres when the ad hoc
assumptions are satisfied, the expression of the scattering amplitude f(0) may be approx-
imated by an expansion series on a continuous basis which is analogous to the classical
expansion series in partial waves, i.e., on a discrete basis. The analogy may be generalized,
and the ratio of the two components fit (0) and f_l_ (8) for a rough particle obtained by
taking the ratio of the reflectivities for the two directions of polarization. These reflectiv-
ities involve the simple and double reflections calculated following the method developed
by Wolff (1980) for rough surfaces. Figure 1 shows how well the model is able to repro-
duce the experimental result obtained on a rough particle of magnetite by Weiss (1981).
In general, the intensity scattered by rough grains is characterized by a broad diffraction
lobe, a flat behavior at intermediate scattering angles and backscattering enhancement.
The polarization shows a broad maximum at 8 equals 60 to 90 ° (its value depends upon
the absorption) and a negative branch in the interval 160 to 180 ° approximately. This is
most likely the correct explanation for the similar feature observed in comets in general
and P/Halley in particular (Lamy et al., 1987). More implications of rough particles, in
particular in the infrared, are discussed in the summary section of this report.
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THERMAL PROPERTIES OF HETEROGENEOUS GRAINS

David J. Lien

Department of Physics

Kansas State University

Cometary dust is neither spherical nor homogeneous, yet these are the assumptions

used to model the thermal, optical, and dynamical properties of cometary dust. To bet-

ter understand tile effects of heterogeneity on the thermal and optical properties of dust

grains, the effective dielectric constant for an admixture of magnetite and a silicate were

calculated using two different effective medium theories: the Maxwell-Garnett theory and

the Bruggeman theory. Conceptually, the Maxwell Garnett (hereafter MG) theory de-

scribes the effective dielectric constant of a matrix material into which is embedded a large

number of very small inclusions of a second material. The Bruggeman theory describes

the dielectric constant of a well-mixed aggregate of two or more types of materials. Both

theories assume that the individual particles are much smaller than the wavelength of the
incident radiation.

The complex index of refraction (which is used as an input to Mie scattering calcula-

tions) for a heterogeneous grain using the MG theory is very similar to the complex index
of refraction of the matrix material, even for large volume fractions of the inclusion. This

is shown in Figure 1, where the real and imaginary parts of the complex index of refrac-

tion are plotted as a function of wavelength for magnetite, a silicate (astronomical silicate,

Draine and Lee, 1984) and a 50-50 mix of these two minerals using the MG theory (both

astrononfical silicate and magnetite as ttle matrix material) and the Bruggeman theory.

The Bruggeman theory retains the spectral features of both minerals. The thermal spec-
trum of a particle smaller than the wavelength of the incident radiation will show features

similar to those seen in the imaginary component of the complex index of refraction.

The equilibrium grain temperature for spherical particles ranging in size from .001/.tin

to 100/tin in radius at 1 astrononfical unit from the sun was calculated for a range of

particles which differ only in the volume fraction of astronomical silicate and magnetite

(Figure 2). For the MG theory, magnetite is assumed to be the matrix. For most grains,

the equilibrium grain temperature of a heterogeneous grain is intermediate between the

grain temperatures of the homogeneous grains; however, the temperature is not equivalent

to a volume-weighted average of the homogenous grain temperatures. There are large

differences between the equilibrium grain temperatures for the small grains using the two

effective medium theories. For large grains, the equilibrium grain telnperature of all grains

shown in the figure approach that of a blackbody (indicated in Figure 2).

The shape of the curves in Figure 2 is easily understood. For the smallest grains, the

absorptivity in the visible and emissivity in the ]R are constant with size, hence the lack

of change in the equilibrium temperature. The IR enlissivity is relatively small, yielding

the high temperature (pure astronomical silicate is transparent in the visible and near-IR,

causing the equilibrium grain temperature to be smaller for the smallest grains). AS the
grain size increases, the optical absorptivity first increases slightly, then reaches a constant
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value. This causes the slight increase in the temperature around 0.1#m. The IR emissivity

increases for lar_er grain radii, caushlg a rapid decrease in tile equilibrium temperature.

As the size increases further, the IR emissivity attd the optical absorptivity asymptotically

approach a constant value, causing the equilibriuln grain temperature to slowly increase
with size.

The spectrum of heterogeneous grains in the thermal IR depends on the radius, the

volume fractions of the materials, and the theory used. Figure 3 shows the thermal emission

from l#m and 10#m grains at 1 AU for homogeneous grains of magnetite and astronomical

silicate and for a 50-50 admixture of these minerals using both the MG theory and the

Bruggeman theory.

For the 1 #m grains (Figure 3a and 3b), the spectral features observed are those seen

in their respective imaginary index of refraction (Figure 1). Differences in the integrated

emissivities are partly due to differences in the equilibrium grain temperature of each grain

at 1 AU - ranging from 306 K for magnetite to 340 K for the 50-50 mixture calculated with

the Bruggeman theory - and partly due to the total energy absorbed (and hence re-emitted)

by the grain. For example, even though maguetite and astronomical silicate have nearly

equivalent equilibrium grain temperatures (306 K and 307 K, respectively), astronomical

silicate absorbs, and hence re-enfits, much less energy than the grain of magnetite. The

spectral features of the heterogenous grains show the effect of the mixing tlteory used. For

the MG theory, the spectral features are due primarily to the matrix materiM. For the

Bruggeman theory, the spectral features of both materials are observed. In Figure 3b, this

latter effect is seen as a strong absorption feature at 7.4#m aud a strong emission feature

at 10 #m superposed on the near-blackbody spectrum of pure magnetite.

The spectrum of a 10tim grain is very different than that of a lltm grain (Figures 3c and

3d). At 10 #m, the emissivitiy of the grain is almost constant as a function of wavelength;

hence, the spectrum is close to that of a blackbody, regardless of the composition. The

small differences in the spectra of the 10#m grains are due to differences in eq,ilibri,m

grain temperatures and to differences in the composition. For larger grains, this latter

effect becomes even less important.

The observational consequences of these results are the following. 1) the thermal

spectrum seen in most comets is due primarily to large grains. The composition and sizes

of these grains is almost impossible to determine. 2) The presence of the 10#m silicate

feature indicates the existence of small grains (< l/tin ). 3) The degree of heterogeneity of

these grains can be determined somewhat by looking at the relative intensity and slope of

the thermal emission from about 4 to 8#m.
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COMET HALLEY'S COLORFUL OUTBURSTS

David K. Lynch and Ray W. Russell
Space Sciences Laboratory, The Aerospace Corporation

Los Angeles, CA 90290
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ABSTRACT

Two preperihelion outbursts by Comet Halley were observed, each showing different
brightness changes at 2.3, 3.6, 4.6 and 10.3/_m. Neither event was observed from beginning
to end. The first observation on November 8, 1985, lasted of the order of a day and was
accompanied by a tail-like appendage recorded photographically. During the outburst
the IR colors changed dramatically, showing no significant change at 10.3/_m but showing
progressively more change at shorter wavelengths over a time scale of a few hours. The
second outburst measurement extended over several days (January 10-13, 1986) during
which time the intensities at the four wavelengths increased by roughly the same amount.
Although the outbursts were of different duration, the IR measurements suggest that the
first event involved volatile ice particles that evaporated, while the second was associated
with long-lived nonvolatile dust grains.

1. OBSERVATIONS

All observations were made using the 60-inch NASA/Steward telescope at Mt. Lem-
mon. A LHe-cooled CVF was used with a 15-arc sec aperture using conventional chop-
ping/nodding techniques with a chopper throw of 210" N-S (Lynch et al. 1986). Three
broadband filters-were used with central wavelengths and half-power bandpasses of 2.3,
3.6, 4.6 and .5, .56, and .28/_m, respectively. At 10.3#m the CVF defined the spectral band
with a bandpass of 0.2#m. The standard stars used were a Tau and _ Peg, although the
brightness changes observed are insensitive to the adopted fluxes of these stars.

2. OUTBURSTS

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the outburst observed on November 8, 1985,
UT. At 10.3#m the flux remained steady within the measurement uncertainties, but at
3.6_m the brightness dropped from magnitude 7.6 to 8.5, and at 2.3_m the change was
from 6.2 to 9.4, more than 3 magnitudes. Clearly, the diminution increased toward shorter
wavelength. Between the times of the two sets of observations a photograph was taken
of the comet through the 6-inch finder telescope (Lynch and Russell, 1987), showing an
irregular mass extending southward (p.a. 190 °) by about 1 arc minute (Fig. 2). It is not
known how long the feature endured.

The November 8, 1985, outburst occurred very near the ecliptic plane when the comet
was 1.82 AU from the sun and only 17 ° from opposition. During this time many sporadic
prototails formed and disappeared, and the properties of the outburst may well have
been indicative of the rupture of the crust tail formation. The evident color changes
are consistent with the behavior of ejected volatile material: ices show little absorption
(and thus emission) at 10#m, yet they would be expected to scatter solar radiation very
efficiently at shorter wavelengths until the particles evaporated, typically with time scales
of a few hours for l#m-size particles. This ice hypothesis for the grain composition of
the ejected material is supported by Bregman and Witteborn's report (1985) of a 3/_m-ice
feature.

Figure 1 also shows a very different type of color behavior during the much longer-
lasting outburst occurring January 10-13, 1986. Here the brightness at all four wavelengths
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increased by roughly the same amount, about 30 percent/night. Although the expulsion
mechanism is not known, the time behavior of the dust emission can be understood if
the ejected particles were nonvolatile, perhaps silicate particles which were known to be
present during this time (Tokunaga et al. 1986; Gehrz and Ney, 1986). Such particles
would show roughly similar brightness changes at all four wavelengths and would not
evaporate. The persistence of the event suggests that the source of material endured for
many days, because the transit time through the 10,000-km radius beam is roughly six
hours for particles moving at velocities observed by spacecraft (Vaisberg et al., typically
450 m/sec for grains of l#m diameter).

Another outburst event occurred from approximately April 7 to 10, 1986 (Russell et

al. 1986), and was more like the January outburst. Although no color information was
obtained for that outburst, the large/small aperture observations required particles with
lifetimes greater than a day, and a source of ejecta which seemed to continue for about two
days. Spectral data obtained during this outburst did show a silicate feature near 10#m.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Many outbursts occurred on comet Halley and the two discussed here show unequiv-
ocal evidence for two types of color changes during outbursts and for differentiation in
particle composition or particle size distribution during outbursts. The first type dis-
cussed here is consistent with an anisotropic infusion of particles into the coma over a
finite period of time, which were very efficient scatterers of shorter wavelength light but
very poor emitters in the thermal IR (A > 5/_m). These particles must be quite volatile or
traveling at larger speeds than observed by spacecraft to account for the observed factor
of _20 change at 2.3#m in _6 hours.

The second type of outburst appears to be a much more steady, enduring (1 - few

days) source of particles, and the particles are both longer-lived and show approximately
a constant increase in emission/scattering from 2.3 to 10.3#m.

Clearly, not all outbursts are the same. It is thus very important to chronicle and
analyze time variability in both new and periodic comets in order to understand the mech-
anisms responsible for outbursts and to assess whether the mechanisms are common to
both types of comets. Time-resolved spectroscopy of molecular emissions would be an
ideal complement to IR observations of dust particles, especially if programs could be un-
dertaken employing simultaneous observations of dust and gas through apertures with the
same angular size. Visible imaging observations would provide, as they did for Halley,
information on jets, particle trajectories, and rotation of the nucleus.
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ABSTRACT

Comet Wilson was observed from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory approximately

April 23.6 and 25.6, 1987, UT (-_ 3 and 5 days after perihelion) using the NASA-Ames

Faint Object Grating Spectrometer. Spectrophotometric data were obtained with a 21"

aperture (-_10,000 km at the comet) between 5 and 13_m and with a spectral resolution of

50-100. Spectra of the inner coma and nucleus reveal a fairly smooth continuum with little

evidence of silicate emission. The 5-8_m color temperature of the comet was 300 ± 15 K,

approximately 15 percent higher than the equilibrium blackbody temperature. All three

spectra of the nucleus show a new emission feature at -_12.25#m __ two channels (.221_m)

wide. Visual and photographpic observations made during the time of these observations

showed a broad faint, possibly two-component tail. No outburst activity was observed.

This work was supported by NASA Contract No. NAS2-12370

and The Aerospace-Sponsored Research Program.
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ABSTRACT

Under conditions in the primordial solar nebula and dense interstellar clouds, small
grains have low relative velocities. This is the condition for efficient sticking and formation
of fractal aggregates. A calculation of the ratio of cross-section, a, to number of primary
particles, N, for fractal clusters yielded In a/N = 0.2635 + 0.5189N(-°'174s). This ratio
decreases slowly with N and approaches a constant for large N. Under the usual assumption
of collisions producing spherical compact, uniform density aggregates, gIN varies as N -1/3
and decreases rapidly. Fractal grains are therefore much more closely coupled to the gas
than are compact aggregates. This has a significant effect on the aerodynamic behavior of
aggregates and consequently on their evolution and that of the nebula.

It has been known for some time (Whitlaw-Gray and Patterson, 1932; Fuchs, 1964)
that aerosols are fluffy, low-density aggregates. This is also true of particulate clouds in the
laboratory (Stephens and Russell, 1979; Samson et al., 1987) and is illustrated in Figure 1.
Micrometer-size or smaller grains in the atmosphere (Fuchs, 1964) or solar nebula (VSlk
et al., 1980; Weidenschilling, 1984) have relative velocities about one ms -1. Therefore,
similar structures should be found in each case.

Recent work, both experimental (Forrest and Witten, 1979; Martin et al., 1986) and
theoretical (Sutherland, 1967; Witten and Sander, 1981; Kolb et al., 1983; Meakin, 1983,
1984a; Sander, 1984; Kolb; Samson et al., 1987) has shown that these aggregates are frac-
tals (Mandelbrot, 1982). Figure 2 compares a soot particle and a numerical simulation
of cluster-cluster growth with linear trajectories. A principal characteristic of fractal ag-
gregates is that the number of primary particles, N, within a radius r, measured from
randomly selected particle, is given by

N(r) -- Ar D. (1)

A is some constant dependent on the system and D is the fractal dimension which depends
upon the accretion process. For aerosols the primary process would be cluster-cluster
accretion (Meakin et al., 1985). This process leads to a value of D with 1.7 < D < 2.1
(Meakin, 1984b; Julien et al., 1984). For a fractal, the density p(r) decreases with size
according to the relation

P(r)a r m-3. (2)

For aerosol aggregates, therefore, p(r) varies approximately as r -1.
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This result will have a significant effect on the aerodynamic behavior of fractal ag-
gregates. In the usual treatments of the grain collisions where it has been assumed that
collisions produce compact bodies with a constant density, the gas drag decreases rapidly
with size. For fractals on the other hand, drag decreases very slowly, as we now show.

We report here the first step towards a quantitative analysis of the aerodynamic
behavior of fractal a.ggregates. A calculation of the projected cross-section as a function
of size has been carried out. Numerical simulations were performed using the cluster-
cluster aggregation model (Meakin et al., 1985). A gas-kinetic velocity distribution in
which velocities are proportional to N -1/2 was adopted. Nine simulations were carried out
starting with 200,000 particles and continued until the maximum size first exceeded 10,000
particles.

After each cluster (containing N particles) had been generated, the projected area was
obtained by projecting the cluster onto a plane and picking 5N points at random in a circle
of radius Rm_, enclosing the projected cluster (here Rma, is the maximum radius of the
cluster measured from its center of mass). If M of these points are in the region containing
the projection, then an estimate of the projected cluster area, a, is given by

M (3)2

a = rRm_ x 5N

For each cluster this procedure was repeated for two other projections in directions mutu-
ally perpendicular to the first.

The continuous line in Figure 3 shows the dependence of ln(a/N) on ln(N). Since the
fractal dimensionality (D) is less than 2, we expect that in the asymptotic limit (N---_ co)
that a/N should b_ independent of N (perhaps a could depend on some power of ln(N),
but not on a power of N). Consequently, the data shown in Figure 1 have been fitted to
the form

a = AN + BN/_. (4)

For clusters in the size range N = 5-100 a nonlinear least squares fit give A = 0.2635, B
= 0.5189 and fl = 0.8252. This curve is represented by the upper line in Figure 3 which
has been displaced to distinguish it from the simulation data. It is apparent that this fits
the simulation results very well for all values of N. Even for single particles (N = 1) the
dashed curve gives a projected area of A+B or 0.782 compared to a value of _r/4 or 0.785
expected for a sphere of unit diameter. For clusters in the size range 1-2500 particles, the
same procedure gave A = 0.2403, B = 0.5172 and fi = 0.8465. Again, A+B = 0.768 is
quite close to the expected values of r/4. These results suggest that in the limit N --* oc
the projected area approaches a value of about 0.24.

For comparison, in Figure 3, we include the curve for a/N oc N -1/3, appropriate for
a compact body. This curve has been set to a = 1r/4 at N = 1 and thus matches the fractal
curve at In N=0. Note the steep decrease in the in a/N compared to the fractal curve.
As a/N is the ratio of gas drag-to-particle mass, it is the dominant factor in establishing
the gas-grain interaction. With the gas velocity field, it determines the motion of the
aggregate.

For fractal grains, the near constancy of this ratio means that aggregates will have
similar aerodynamic behavior over a wide range of sizes. In particular, larger fragments
will not settle much faster than smaller ones nor will they interact very differently with
turbulent eddies leading to large relative velocities (V6tk et al., 1980; Weidenschilling,
1984).

The optical properties of fractals also differs from those of compact particles (Berry
and Percival, 1986).
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Figu_ 1 - _ Si11¢_ chmterl. PrimLry paxticlm axe ~ 10#. BecauJe of high-formation
taenper&tmre_ pm'tlcl u axe molten and fuse on contact. (Courtesy of Cab-O-Sil Divi01on,
Csbot Corp.).
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COLOR GRADIENTS IN THE COMA OF P/HALLEY

Karen Meech

Institute for Astronomy
University of Hawaii at Manoa

Honolulu, HI 96822

Some important information relevant to the understanding of the gas/dust dynamics
near the surface of a comet nucleus concerns knowledge of the grain composition and
scattering properties as well as the particle size distribution of dust in the coma. Ground-
based measurements of light scattered from the dust comae can provide some information
about the physical grain properties, in particular about the mean optically dominant grain
size (Jewitt and Meech, 1986, hereafter JM86). Optical spectra of continua of nine comets
presented in the paper show that all of the scattered light is reddened with respect to the
Sun.

There is, in addition, significant scatter in the amount of reddening seen for different
comets. In the near-IR regions, the reddening decreases until near 2-3#m where the re-
flectivity is nearly neutral. Beyond 2-3#m the scattered radiation is somewhat blue with
respect to the sunlight. Figure 1 (Fig. 4 from JM86) illustrates the change in reflectivity

expressed as percenLper 103A.) as a function of wavelength. The trend is consistent with:
1) scattering from ... micron-sized and larger slightly absorbing spheres, (2) scattering

from power law grain-size distributions where the mean grain size is a > 1/zm, or (3) scat-
tering from the surfaces of macroscopic grains (which cannot be treated by Mie theory).
Therefore, the slope of the continuum reflectivity may be used as a diagnostic of the mean
optical sizes of grains in the comae of comets.

It is of particular interest to see if there are any observable changes in the grain-
size distribution during outbursts. Time series spectrophometric observations were made
of P/Halley during 15-22 November 1985 using the McGraw-Hill 1.3m telescope at Kitt

Peak (Meech and Jewitt, 1987). The effective spectrograph resolution was _ 15 /_ in the

wavelength range 3700 _< A (._) _< 6900. Two outbursts of about 0.6 mag and 0.4 mag
occurred near 15 November 1985 at --_ 10 UT, and 21 November 1985 at 4:30 UT, respec-
tively. Although the dust continuum level increased by nearly a factor of two during the
outbursts, the continuum color, measured as a reflectivity gradient, remained essentially
constant during the entire eight-day observation interval. The reflectivity gradient found

for P/Halley was S' : (95=2)% per i0 s A in the wavelength interval 4390 < A (/_) < 6820.
This is consistent with the optical reflectivity gradients found for other comets (see Fig.
1).

Although no coma color changes were observed during the November 1985 outbursts, a
color gradient within the coma has been observed in P/Halley. Observations were obtained
by D. Jewitt with the IIDS spectrograph using the Kitt Peak 2m telescope on 2 May 1986.
Spectra were obtained at 12 different positions in the coma along the projected sun-comet
line. The continuum reflectivity gradients computed from the spectra as a function of
distance from the nucleus are shown in Figure 2. It is clear from the figure that the dust is
all reddened with respect to the sunlight (neutral scattering has S'=0). However, the grain
color becomes systematically bluer in the anti-solar direction (negative displacement from
the nucleus) as compared to the solar direction. The color gradient indicates a change in
the mean optically dominant grain size in the coma. A plausible explanation is that grains
with a large radiation pressure factor, fl, ejected in the sunward direction are decelerated
and turned around by solar radiation pressure much sooner than are the grains With small
B. Since B is a function of particle size, the radiation pressure introduces a grain-size
sorting in the coma.

Radial color gradients in J, H, and K images of P/Halley such as reported by Campins
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(1987) have not been observed by us. We have found no difference between the optical V

and R profiles in a sample of ten comets observed with high-precision CCDs (Jewitt and
Meech, 1987). However, we have found that focus differences between filters can cause
apparent color gradients on scales a few times the seeing disk, qualitatively similar to the
gradients reported by Campins.
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF COMETARY GRAINS

.Tadashi Mukai

Kanazawa Institute of Technology

Nonoichi, Ishikawa 921, Japan
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An analysis of visible/near-infrared polarimetry of Comet Halley I leads to a variation

of the complex refractive index m=n-i.k of grain material with wavelength, i.e., a slight

decrease of n from 1.39 at A-=0.37/zm to 1.37 at A=2.2/zm, in contrast to an increase of k

from 0.024 at A=0.37#m to 0.042 at A=2.2/zm. The mass distribution of grains reported

by Mazets et al. from in situ measurements of Vega 2 was applied in the analysis.

Combining these optical constants with those of "astronomical silicate" proposed by

Draine _, we present "cometary silicate" as a candidate for cometary grains. Figure 1 shows

the complex refractive index of the proposed "cometary silicate."

Based on the Mie theory, an emission coefficiency of each of the grains is computed,

as well as its temperature, as functions of grain radius and sun-comet (grain) distance r

(see Fig. 2).

It is found (Fig. 3) that the tentative thermal spectrum from these "cometary sili-

cates," where the mass distribution of grains reported by Mazets et al. a from Vega 2 was

applied, fits very well to the infrared spectrum of Comet Halley at r--1.3 AU detected by

Tokunaga et al. 4 and Herter et al. s

This means that "cometary silicate" can explain not only the phase angle (sun-comet-

observer angle) and wavelength dependences of visible/near-infrared polarization, but also

the thermal emission spectrum of Comet Halley.
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Figure 2. Temperature T, in unitl of K, of the proposal "cometary silicate." Tb.b. denotes
the t4mpersture of • black body, which is independent of vain radius.
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Figure 3. The ener(y distribution of Comet Hall,_v _F_ vs. _. Computed curves
thermal emi_ion alone) are normalized to the observed dat& of Tokunag• et oJ. (1986) •t

z 12.5#m. The d&ta of Herter et _. (1986) have been scaled to match • value computed.
• t _ _- _O#m. In order to demonatrat* • vari•tion of spectrum due to an _ncreue of
• mailer grains with rtdii le_ than O.l_m by • factor c in number, two computed result_
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A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR THE INCONSISTENCY
BETWEEN THE GIOTTO GRAIN MASS DISTRIBUTION

AND GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS

C. H. Perry, S. F. Green, J. A. M. McDonnell
Unit for Space Sciences

University of Kent
Canterbury, UK

The Problem:

Giotto measured the in situ Halley dust grain mass distribution with two instruments,
PIA (Particle Impact Analyzer) and DIDSY (Dust Impact Detection System), as well as
the total intercepted mass from the deceleration of the spacecraft (Giotto Radio-Science
Experiment, GRE). The mass distribution for m < 10-10 kg is dealt with elsewhere (Mc-
Donnell et al., 1987, Astron.fJ Astrophys., in press) and was measured by the Vega space-
craft with similar results. DIDSY was, however, the only experiment to measure individual
grain masses for m > 10 -9 kg. This "discrete" data was transmitted for an unbiased sam-
ple of grains large enough to excite more than one sensor on the front shield. Preliminary
analysis of these discrete data (McDonnell et al., 1987) indicated a mass distribution index
_' _ 0.5 (where N (> m) = K.m -_), significantly lower than for the lower mass grains. A
consequence of this low slope is that the contribution to the total cross-sectional area of
grains (upon which ground-based observations of scattered and thermal radiation depend),
and the total grain mass, is dominated by these large grains.

Ground-based observations made shortly before encounter (Hanner et al., 1987, As-
tron. tY Astrophys., in press) (Hayward et al., 1987, Nature, 326, 55-57 and this report)
have fluxes much higher than would be predicted from Giotto data. In addition, the ob-
served silicate emission around 10#m cannot be fitted with models based on the Giotto
mass distribution, due to suppression of the feature by the dominant large-mass grains
(Crifo 1987, ESA SP-278, in press). Thus some explanation must be found for the discrep-
ancy between the Giotto mass distribution and ground-based observations.

The Solution:

Interpretation of DIDSY data depends on the momentum transfer to the front shield,
rather than the momentum actually possessed by the grains. For impacts which do not
penetrate the shield, the momentum transfer is greater than that carried by the particle
itself, since shield material is also vaporized and ejected. As the penetration mass is reached
(5 3x10 -9 kg), this enhancement must be derated to allow for ejecta continuing through
the rear of the 1 mm shield. Figure 1 shows the DIDSY discrete data for a realistic range
of values for this derating factor (_/). Two points in particular should be noted:

1) The region of overlap with the binned data at _- 5x10 -1° kg shows the same mass
distribution index -- 0.9.

2) For any reasonable value of -7 the large-mass slope is shallower up to the limit of
data (2 10 -6 kg) and lies in the range 0.3 < _1 < 0.6.

The GRE total spacecraft deceleration is a measure of the average mass distribution
up to the largest impacting particle. The average large grain mass index which satisfies
both the DIDSY data and GRE total mass is s t = 0.54 + 0.02 up to m -_ 5x10 -4 kg.
(This assumes a r -2 cometocentric density distribution for the time near closest approach
when telemetry was lost.) This is only an average value; if the slope is shallower (say
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a _ _ 0.4) for 10 -9 < m < 10 -6 kg, then it would be steeper (a' = 0.85) above 10 -6 kg
to satisfy the GRE total mass. Herein lies a possible explanation for the inconsistency
between observations and spacecraft data.

Giotto encounter lasted only a few minutes, but grains which were encountered took
between one and six or more hours to arrive from the nucleus, with the largest mass grains

having the lowest velocities (e.g., Gombosi, 1986, ESA-SP-250, Vol. II, 167-172). Thus, if
the level of activity from the region of the nucleus surface that was sampled changed during
this period, the observed mass distribution would not be representative of that near the
nucleus. Figure 2 shows the mass distribution that would be observed for a model with high
activity six hours before encounter, falling by a factor of 30 bne hour before. This model
satisfies both the observed DIDSY and GRE data and the ground-based observations, since
the latter, made _ 6 hours pre-encounter, would sample the small grains emitted from the
high activity region.

Conclusions:

1) Giotto DIDSY and GRE data represent observations of dust originating from a nar-
row track along the nucleus. They are consistent with ground-based data (which measure
the average coma properties), if assumptions are made about the level of activity along
this track.

2) The actual size distribution that should be used for modeling of the whole coma
should not include the large mass excess actually observed by Giotto. Extrapolation of
the small grain data (a _ 0.9) should be used, since for these grains the velocity disper-
sion is low and temporal changes at the nucleus would not affect the shape of the mass
distribution.
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PROPERTIES OF INTERSTELLAR DUST IN REFLECTION NEBULAE

K. Sellgren
Institute for Astronomy

University of Hawaii
Honolulu, HI 96822
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Observations of interstellar dust in reflection nebulae are the closest analog in the
interstellar medium to studies of cometary dust in our solar system. The presence of
a bright star near the reflection nebula dust provides the opportunity to study both the
reflection and emission characteristics of interstellar dust. At 0.1-1#m, the reflection nebula
emission is due to starlight scattered by dust. The albedo and scattering phase function
of the dust is determined from observations of the scattered light. At 50- 200_m, thermal
emission from the dust in equilibrium with the stellar radiation field is observed. The
derived dust temperature determines the relative values of the absorption coefficient of the
dust at ultraviolet wavelengths where the stellar energy is absorbed and at far infrared
wavelengths where the absorbed energy is reradiated. These emission mechanisms directly
relate to those seen in the near- and mid-infrared spectra of comets. In a reflection nebula,
however, the dust is observed at much larger distances (0.1 pc) from the star than in our
solar system (1 AU), so that the equilibrium dust temperature is 50 K rather than 300 K.
Thus, in reflection nebulae, thermal emission from dust is emitted at 50-200#m.

At 1-25_m in reflection nebulae, non-equilibrium emission from small particles (a-,-10._)
is observed in excess over scattered light and equilibrium thermal emission from dust.
These small particles, which may be either small grains or large molecules such as poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, have low enough heat capacity that when they absorb a
single ultraviolet photon, they are temporarily heated to high temperatures (---1000 K).
This theory has been proposed to explain the 1-25_m conginuum and unidentified emission
features (at 3.3, 3.4, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, and 11.3#m) observed in reflection nebulae and elsewhere
in the interstellar medium.

The IRAS survey is ideal for studying the excitation of these small particles, as it
is very sensitive to low-surface brightness emission and its 12_m band in reflection neb-
ulae is dominated by small particle emission. Detailed spatial studies of the Pleiades
reflection nebulae, illuminated by B stars, show that the 12 and 25_m emission is mostly
non-equilibrium emission, while the 60 and 100#m emission is mostly equilibrium thermal
emission from dust. The 12/25#m color temperature is independent of distance from the
star, as predicted by non-equilibrium emission models, while the 60/100_m color temper-
ature decreases with distance from the star, as expected for equilibrium thermal emission.
The 60/100#m color temperature observed in other reflection nebulae, whose stars range
in temperature from 3,000 to 21,000 K, implies that 60 and 100_m emission from these
reflection nebulae is also primarily due to equilibrium thermal emission. The 12/100#m
ratio should therefore be a measure of the relative amount of non-equilibrium and equilib-
rium thermal emission from dust in reflection nebulae. We have observed the 12/100#m
ratio to be roughly constant for stellar temperatures of 5,000 to 21,000 K. This implies
that the excitation of the small grain emission must occur over a broad range of visual
and ultraviolet wavelengths, rather than at a specific visual or ultraviolet wavelength. The
12_m emission also accounts for a large fraction (_25-40%) of the total infrared emission
from dust. Because it radiates such a large fraction of the total reradiated stellar energy, it
therefore must contribute a similarly large fraction of the visual and ultraviolet absorption
from dust. This again suggests a broad band absorption, as there are few or no visual or
ultraviolet absorption features capable of accounting for such a large fraction of the total
absorption by dust.
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LABORATORY SIMULATIONS OF COMET SURFACES

John R. Stephens
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM

Bo A. S. Gustafson

Space Astronomy Laboratory
University of Florida

Gainesville, FL

The geometric albedos of frozen mixtures consisting of colloidal silica and carbon
black mixed with water have been measured over the wavelength range of 400 to 800 nm
to compare with recent observations of Comet Halley. Data were obtained as a function
of sample temperature, scattering angle, and wavelength as the frozen samples warmed to
0 degrees C in a vacuum. Scattering from water ice, flat black paint, and Kodak white
reflectance paint were also measured.

A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The sample is frozen onto a quartz
plate in thermal contact with a copper block that has been cooled with liquid nitrogen.
The front surface of the deposit is warmed and allowed to freeze again to provide a smooth
surface and a uniform 2 mm sample thickness. The assembly was placed in a vacuum cham-
ber with the deposit surface vertical and the surface normal 20 degrees from the incident
source beam. The chamber vacuum and sample temperature are monitored throughout
the experiment. The intensity of the source is monitored prior to the experiment. The
deposit is illuminated using a Xe arc lamp, and the scattering intensity measured, over the
spectral range of 400-800 nm, as a function of scattering angle as the sample is warmed to
0 degrees C.

The albedo of pure water, mixtures of 1% carbon plus 10% colloidal silica in water,
and 10% colloidal in water were measured. The generalized geometric albedo at each
angle is calculated by normalizing the intensity of scattered light at each angle to the
source intensity and dividing the result by the intensity of light scattered from a lambert
surface. Kodak white reflectance paint, which has a published reflectance of greater than
98% from 200 to 2500 nm, was used as the lambert surface in calculating the geometric
albedos. Since the angular dependence of the generalized geometric albedos was small,
the albedos were averaged over all angles to yield an average (angle integrated) general
geometric albedo for each sample.

The geometric albedos were only weak functions of scattering angle and were flat
from 400 to 800 nm within the 15% precision of the experiments. The apparent angle
integrated albedo for the water ice sample was 0.05. The low apparent albedo for the
water ice sample was 0.05. The low apparent albedo resulted from the high transmission
of the sample. Angle integrated albedos were 0.05 for the C/SiO2/H20 mixture and from
0.3 to 0.6 for the SIO2/H20 mixtures. Flat black paint had an albedo of 0.05. Due to
transmission of the SIO2/H20 mixture, the albedo of an optically thick deposit may be as
much as 30% higher than the above figures. The C/SiO2/H20 mixture showed less than a
20% increase in albedo as the sample warmed from -60 C, while the albedo the SiO2H20
mixture increased from 0.3 to 0.6 while warming from -40 to -20 C. In the SIO2/H20
deposit, a highly reflective layer of SiO2 formed on the surface as the ice sublimed, leading-
to an increase in albedo and decrease in transmitted light.

The change in albedo of the samples show that sublimation of the water from the

sample surfaces can have a major effect on the albedo of a particle/ice sample in the
visible. Such processing may have a marked effect on the visible albedo of comet surfaces
as well.
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A MULTICOMPONENT MODEL OF THE INFRARED EMISSION
FROM COMET HALLEY

K. S. Krishna Swamy, S. A. Sandford, L. J. Allamandola,
F. C. Witteborn, and J. D. Bregman

NASA-Ames Research Center, M.S. 245-6
Moffett Field, CA 94035

We have tried to construct a coherent and consistent model to explain the observed
infrared radiation from comet Halley from 3 to 160#m based on information available from
collected interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) and the recent Halley flybys. We have con-
sidered carbonaceous materials as well as silicates in modeling cometary comae spectra.
We used the optical constants of an _:C-H film (1) to represent the carbonaceous material
and optical constants from lunar sample 12009.48 (a sample rich in olivines) to represent
the silicates (2). While the carbonaceous component in comets is probably not identical
to a:C-H films, the properties of the films should provide a representative behavior. An
olivine-rich silicate mixture was chosen since spectral matches to the Halley 10#m silicate
feature indicate that crystalline olivine is a major component of the Halley dust (3). In the
visible spectral region we used m = 1.38-0.039i for the silicates and data from reference
(4) for the carbonaceous component. We have used both the dust grain-size distribution
inferred for comet Halley (5) and a simple power law (n _ a m) distribution in our calcu-
lations. The absorption cross-sections for spheres and core-mantle grains were done using
Mie theory (6) and Guttler's theory (7) respectively. Several possible cases have been
considered which can explain the observed strength of the 3.4 and 10_m features relative
to the adjacent continuum and the slope of the continuum in the 4-8_um region.

Mixture of Independent Silicate and Carbonaceous Grains

The ratio of mass fraction of silicates to amorphous carbon ratio (X) of about 40 is
required for the Halley dust-size distribution to fit the observations. The same is true of
the power law-size distribution when (_ -- -3.5 (Fig. 1). The 10_m feature flattens as the
size of the particles increases. The presence of weak features can be seen between 6.1 and

7.1#m in the model spectra. These are due to the amorphous carbon and are present even
at high values of X. The Halley spectra show that features in this spectral region may be
present (3).

Composite Grains

Most of the mineral grains in IDPs are covered with a thin layer of carbonaceous
material (8). We have done a number of calculations in which we take this observation
into account. If we add a thin carbonaceous coating to the model silicate grains, we find
that a good match can be obtained for X_8. If the coatings are assumed to be thick, then
we require X>I to produce the observed 3.4_m feature. Such a low X value is probably
unreasonable given the much higher value seen in IDPs and the rarity of thickly mantled
silicate grains in IDPs. Figure 2 shows the model spectrum resulting from a mixture of
silicate and amorphous carbon grains (X=40, a=-3.5) compared with the observational
data. The match is quite good over the entire wavelength range.

Conclusions

A model based on a mixture of coated silicates and amorphous carbon grains produces
a good spectral match to the available Halleydata and is consistent with the compositional
and morphological information derived from IDP studies and Halley flyby data. The dark
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appearance of comets may be due to carbonaceous coatings on the domina_ut (by mass) sil-
icates. The lack of a lO_m feature may be due to the presence of large silicate grains. The
optical properties of pure materials apparently are not representative of cometary materi-
als. The determination of the optical properties of additional silicates a_ud carbonaceous
materials would clearly be of use. '

A detailed description of the model and results will appear in a forthcoming issue of
Icarus.
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THE NASA INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY COMET HALLEY

MONITORING PROGRAM II. POST-PERIHELION RESULTS

A. T. Tokunaga

Institute for Astronomy, University of ttawaii

W. F. Golisch, D. M. Griep and C. D. Kaminski

Infrared Telescope Facility

M. S. Hanner

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The post-perihelion results of a 1-20#m infrared monitoring program of Comet Halley

are presented. These results complement previous observations of the pre-perihelion pas-

sage of Halley (Tokunaga et al. 1986). The observations cover the time period of March

1986 to the present time. During the time the comet was observable, we obtained two or

more observations per month. The most interesting results were (1) a detectable change

in the J-H and H-K colors of Halley, and (2) a search for a nuclear rotation at J during 20

February to 10 March was unsuccessful.

The perihelion J-H and H-K colors were constant at 0.484-0.01 and 0.17:t:0.01, respec-

tively. A preliminary reduction of the data shows that the post-perihelion colors were:

J-H H-K

20 Apr. - 12 June 1986

6 July - 21 Dec. 1986

26 Feb. - Mar. 1987

0.434-0.03 0.15+0.01

0.404-0.02 0.064-0.02

0.364-0.05 0.074-0.04

Thus the colors were at first similar to pre-perihelion and then changed from July

onward to be bluer and more similar to the solar colors. This suggests that a change may

have occurred in the composition of the dust coma of Halley in July 1986.

Reference

Tokunaga et al. 1986, Astron. J., 92, 1183.
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